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The Atta family locked up their Temecula, Calif., home

and went on vacation in 2012. While they were gone,

Victor Cheng moved in.

Cheng had owned the home before the Attas, but he

lost it in foreclosure. Nonetheless, he filed a fraudulent

deed with the county recorder’s office, transferred the

utilities into his name and even tried to evict the Attas

after their return. During his prosecution for burglary,

trespassing and filing a false document, he insisted that

he was not the person being prosecuted because the

indictment spelled his name in all capital letters.

•Cherron Phillips of Chicago was upset that she was

barred from the courtroom during her brother’s trial on

drug charges. So she filed false $100 billion liens

against the property of 12 people involved in the

case— including the U.S. attorney and chief judge then

serving in the Northern District of Illinois. When she was

prosecuted, she insisted on representing herself, called

herself River Tali El Bey, then filed numerous documents that the judge

called “clotted nonsense.”

•In New Jersey, Ronald Ottaviano’s company offered a debt elimination

plan that purported to draw money from a secret bank account

maintained by the U.S. Treasury in each citizen’s name. Potential

customers were told that these fabricated accounts were set up to allow the government to borrow

against each citizen’s earnings, and that individuals who file the right papers can gain access to the

accounts. After his own employees turned him in, Ottaviano defended himself against charges of

fraud, money laundering and taxevasion. He told the court that he didn’t believe he was subject to

U.S. taxes.

What all of these cases have in common is that they are part of a movement of “sovereign citizens,”

according to law enforcement officials. Sovereigns— also called “freemen on the land”or “organic

citizens”— believe that an illegitimate, usurper federal government has taken over, and that they

don’t have to pay taxes, pull over their cars for police or obey any other law they don’t like.

These beliefs may sound silly, but sovereigns can be difficult to laugh off. For one thing, even

though they don’t believe they’re subject to laws, they use laws as weapons. The FBI has called

sovereigns “paper terrorists”because they so often fight perceived enemies— generally public

employees— by filing false liens, false taxdocuments or spurious lawsuits. These can hurt the

victim’s credit, stymie attempts to sell or refinance property, and take years and thousands in legal

fees to correct.
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The trouble doesn’t stop there. When involved in any

legal matter, from pet licensing to serious criminal

charges, sovereigns are known for filing legal-

sounding gibberish, usually pro se, learned from other

sovereigns who sell lessons in “law”online.

Frequently, they cite the Uniform Commercial Code,

maritime law and the Bible.

They’re also known for the sheer volume of their

filings, which can double the size of a normal docket.

This can frustrate and delay courts as they consider

the defendant’s competence and otherwise try to

minimize disruptions. With many court systems

fighting heavy caseloads and budget cuts, these extra

headaches are unwelcome.

And though most sovereigns are not violent, there are

exceptions. The FBI has declared them to be domestic

terrorists because they occasionally get into armed

confrontations with law enforcement. A sovereign

father and son, Jerry and Joseph Kane, were responsible for the 2010 murders of two West

Memphis, Ark., police officers, during what should have been a routine traffic stop. Jerry Kane was

a known figure within the sovereign movement, traveling the country to sell ideas on debt

elimination and stopping foreclosure. His girlfriend, Donna Lee Wray, later made news by flooding

Tampa’s local government with paperwork when they wanted her to get a dog license.

Nor are officers of the court immune, says J.J. MacNab, a Bethesda, Md., insurance analyst and

litigation consultant who has tracked the sovereign movement for years.

“In the recent past, it’s mostly been about police officers,”says MacNab, who has chaired several

ABA committees as an associate member. “But now we’re looking at judges, county clerks,

prosecutors— even public defenders.”

Some sovereigns hold trials in their own “common-law courts,”convicting public officials in absentia

and sentencing them to death for “treason.”This can be seen as an indirect threat against those

“convicted.”

But the violence can also be direct. Alaskans Lonnie and Karen Vernon, a couple involved in the

Alaska militia run by political activist Schaeffer Cox, plotted to kill a federal judge and an IRS officer

who handled their taxprosecution. At the behest of his friend Robert Chapman— a sovereign also

known as “General Chapman”— sovereign John Ridge Emery III handed a Charlotte County, Fla.,

traffic judge an envelope he believed contained anthrax.

Sovereign citizens are not considered to be an organized group. According to Mark Potok of the

Southern Poverty Law Center, which tracks extremist groups, they’re difficult to count because they

lack a leader or a unified ideology. The SPLC roughly estimated that there were 300,000

sovereigns in the U.S. in 2011, with about a third, or 100,000, as hard-core believers, Potok says.

He suspects the percentage of hard-core believers has since increased.

“There’s still a fair amount of anecdotal evidence suggesting it is spreading,”Potok says. “It is the

single most widespread idea from the radical right.”

According to the SPLC, sovereigns generally believe the legitimate U.S. government has been

overthrown and replaced— perhaps during the Civil War or in 1933, when the gold standard for

currency was abandoned. Because the country was then broke, the story goes, its leaders set up

Treasury accounts in the name of each baby born in the United States, permitting the government

to borrow against that person’s future labor. Each account is supposedly organized as a trust or a

corporation.

If you can legally separate this “strawman”account from your person, sovereigns believe, you can

use the money for your own purposes and put yourself outside the reach of the law. This

“redemption”is generally accomplished by filing documents full of nonsense legalese, often based

on packages or lessons sold online.

Sovereigns sometimes say they are subject only to “God’s law”or to “common law,”meaning the

U.S. legal system as they believe it existed before the conspiracy. They may declare themselves

independent nations, join fictional American Indian tribes or attempt to create a replacement

government within the sovereign community. Sovereigns believe official government documents

with names in all capital letters refer to the strawman, which is why so many deny that they are the

person named in court documents. The strawman theory also underlies sovereigns’reliance on the

Uniform Commercial Code, since they see most legal matters as financial transactions.

Government employees are in on the scam, they say, which is why they don’t accept sovereign

arguments and documents.

The SPLC says early sovereigns were generally white people with racist beliefs— for example,

contending that Jews controlled the financial world or that African-Americans could not be

sovereigns because their citizenship was granted by the 14th Amendment. Some still hold those

beliefs. But in the 21st century, adherents are diverse and not necessarily racist.
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“They’re spread over every [demographic]. It could be a 20-year-old black college student. It could

be a 66-year-old woman,”says MacNab, who is writing a book about the movement. She says a lot

of law enforcement officers “assume that if the person is not a [stereotypical]militia guy, they’re

safe. … That’s not true anymore.”

Indeed, sovereigns now include a large contingent of African-Americans, sometimes drawn from

black separatist or religious movements. Potok believes as many as half of all sovereigns could be

African-American. In Hawaii, sovereign ideas have caught on among some Native Hawaiian

activists. And the ideology, MacNab and Potok say, is spreading into other English-speaking

countries.

GRASSROOTS NETW ORKING

Part of the reason the ideology has spread is the

availability of the Internet, MacNab says. Reports say

sovereign ideas are also spread in prisons. Once

involved, the SPLC says, new sovereigns are part of a

large subculture with an active online community.

They frequently learn more sovereign ideas— and the

sham legalese they use in court— from websites or

hotel seminars selling how-to kits for profit. These are

also popular ways for sovereigns to sell bogus

methods for fighting taxes, debt or foreclosures. The

people peddling these ideas are sometimes

prosecuted for fraud or taxevasion.

But, Potok says, “probably the most important driving

factor of this particular ideology has been the

economy.”He notes that the number of sovereigns

has risen dramatically since 2008, when the economy

started faltering. In addition to being used to fight

foreclosure, sovereign ideas have been used to

attempt to steal title to foreclosed properties. With

widespread foreclosures and job losses, it’s not hard to see the appeal of an ideology that, as

Potok says, “promises you something for nothing.”

Nevertheless, sovereign ideas can create real problems for the legal system. For one thing, even

when sovereigns are genuinely trying to participate in a case, they’re often disruptive. Because they

believe their own legal system is the only legitimate one— and because they frequently resent

authorities they feel are not legitimate— they have trouble cooperating with even the most basic of

requirements.

D. Loren Washburn, a former taxprosecutor in Utah, recalls a woman who was subpoenaed to

testify in an investigation of her father for taxevasion. (Sovereigns have a lot of overlap with tax

defiers, so taxprosecutors are familiar with the ideology.)She declined to answer questions, he

says.

“We said, ‘Are you in any way related to him?’”recalls Washburn, now a shareholder at Clyde

Snow & Sessions in Salt Lake City and a member of the ABA Section of Taxation’s Civil and

Criminal TaxPenalties Subcommittee. “She said, ‘They say he’s my father, but there’s never been

a paternity test.’“

The woman was prosecuted for obstruction of justice, but when she got to court, she refused to

admit she was the person named in the indictment. The judge jailed her for contempt of court,

believing, Washburn says, that an afternoon in jail would convince her to comply. Instead, it took

about three months.

“The judge was eager to let her out, but at the same time wasn’t eager to encourage or indulge in

any way this crazy fiction of ‘I’m not that person because you spelled my name with [capital]letters,’

”says Washburn. “And as a result, she stayed in jail for months and months, and she was the

mother of five kids. … The calls from her father said, ‘Don’t let them bully you;you’d rather die in

jail a martyr to the United States of America than give in to this tyranny.’Then you’d hear a phone

call from her husband saying, ‘Your father’s an idiot.’“

He adds, “On a personal level, you see a lot of tragedy in it.”

PRO SE PERSISTENCE

Another form of disruption is the tendency among sovereigns to represent themselves, even when

a public defender is available. Though the movement is full of legal gurus selling false ideas about

the law for profit, there are few or no licensed attorneys in it. And because sovereigns believe that

the government and its laws are illegitimate, they don’t value the help of an attorney.

But without a defense attorney as gatekeeper, no one stops sovereigns from proceeding under

their version of the law. In the Cherron Phillips case, Phillips invoked the Uniform Commercial Code

and the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, saying she was representing the Cherron Phillips

estate/trust as a creditor to the United States. She drew a distinction between the “United States of

America”and the “United States.”
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Ultimately, the judge revoked Phillips’right to represent herself, saying he was concerned that her

“obstructionist”behavior, if permitted in front of a jury, would quickly lead to a mistrial. He said

Phillips consistently refused to produce documents that made sense, or defend her documents

when pressed. After the case moved to the Southern District of Illinois, the new judge agreed to a

competency evaluation. The trial has been tentatively scheduled for June 16.

A defense attorney for the woman in Washburn’s anecdote had also defended Brian David Mitchell,

the man who kidnapped Elizabeth Smart from her family’s Salt Lake City home in 2002. Mitchell,

charged with the kidnapping after Smart was found nine months later, was diagnosed with mental

illness. Washburn says the attorney found the challenges of representing the two defendants very

similar.

“The reality is:You have to have a lot of patience and work to create a practical sense in them of

what the outcome is,”he says.

To make matters worse, these defendants aren’t generally interested in a plea bargain, says former

taxprosecutor Bill Lovett, now managing partner at Collora in Boston.

“They’re waiting for their day in court so they can get up in front of a judge and a jury and make

these arguments,”says Lovett, part of the Civil and Criminal TaxPenalties Subcommittee of the

Taxation Section. “It takes up a higher percentage of the time to get the case done.”

PRODIGIOUS PAPERW ORK

And then there’s the volume of their filings.

“I’ve seen sovereign citizens have to buy a new printer

because there’s so much paperwork,”says Joseph

Rillotta, a former taxprosecutor now with Williams &

Connolly in Washington, D.C., and another member of

the Taxation Section.

“These are people who are very fond of paperwork,”

says Michelle Nijm, assistant general counsel in the

office of the Illinois secretary of state. “Even in court

these cases drag on. They file nonmeritorious

motions,”which can be fought, “but it takes time and

it’s expensive.”

Nijm cites a group of attorneys who were targeted by a

frivolous UCC filing. After the filer included their Social

Security numbers in a public filing, the attorneys had

to ask the court to expunge that record. The attorney

fees were $20,000.

MacNab says the volume of filings is a “huge problem”— not only because it clogs the courts, but

also because fatigued officials sometimes drop the matter. And any small victory is taken as

evidence that sovereigns’extreme legal systems work.

She says the Florida dog license incident involving Donna Lee Wray stands out in her mind. “She

refused to pay. They tried to fine her $25, and she hammered the court with paperwork, …

something like 65filings.”

“The county government just gave up, which is unfortunate because then she turned around and

packaged her materials as ‘This is how you get out of taxes.’“

Fraudulent liens are one area where the law often permits sovereigns to succeed. That’s because

the UCC does not permit clerks to reject filings that are clearly bogus. Guided by online kits,

sovereigns in many states are free to claim falsely that law enforcement officers, judges or others

who upset them owe them millions of dollars.

According to a 2013 report from the National Association of Secretaries of State, bogus UCC filings

have risen dramatically in the past few years, driven by a rise in people identified as sovereign

citizens. Nor is there a requirement to notify the victim of the false lien.

“Typically, of course, you don’t find out about it until you get a job offer and you go to sell your

house and find that you’re facing this gigantic lien,”says Potok of the SPLC. “Which, of course, you

don’t really owe— but it takes thousands of dollars in lawyers to sort out the title and get that

settled.”

Until fairly recently, the only real remedy was to go to court, with all of the attendant costs and

delays. The NASS report says victims can file other statements to dispute the debt, but they can be

missed in a creditor’s electronic records search.

That’s why states have begun passing laws to fight false liens. According to the NASS report, at

least 17states permit offices either to refuse to accept bogus filings or expunge them from the

record after filing. At least seven states have a system for expedited judicial relief;at least 14 allow

penalties in a civil lawsuit;and at least 10 make filing a false lien a crime. Many of these laws were

passed within the last seven years. On the federal level, the Court Security Improvement Act of

2007made it illegal to file a false lien as retaliation against a federal employee.
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North Carolina was one of the first states to address bogus filings, but Secretary of State Elaine

Marshall says she would like to see more state laws designed to keep the burden of removing false

liens off the victim. She also urges state officials to learn the signs that a filing is coming from a

sovereign.

“There are very clear symbols that these [filings]are for some purposes other than the intent of the

UCC,”she says. For example, she says, “when it’s $50 million and the debtor and the creditor are

the same person. [Or]the way the punctuation and the way the spelling are, the addresses, the

envelopes give them away, the color of ink, the red fingerprints.”

Detective Rob Finch of the Greensboro, N.C., police department agrees. He and fellow detective

Kory Flowers were among the first law enforcement officers to research sovereign citizens, and

they often write and lecture on how law enforcement can handle sovereigns safely.

“Awareness is quite frankly the best tool,”he says. “If you deal with a sovereign in your courtroom,

be aware… [that you]need to run all [your]property and make sure there’s no festering lien that’s

been sitting there for sixmonths or a year.”

FLAW ED FILINGS

Meritless lawsuits are another way sovereigns may

retaliate. The suits are sometimes not even structured

properly, MacNab says.

“Often they don’t name a defendant,”she says. “They

try to frame it as a criminal lawsuit. [The cases]float

around the federal court system.”

And sometimes, sovereigns file false taxforms against

people who have upset them. This generally means

filing a false Form 1099, which says they have paid

the victim a large amount of nonwage money. When

the IRS receives these, it expects the victim to pay

taxes on that money— and when the return doesn’t

match, it can trigger an investigation.

“In the case of a judge or a prosecutor, they’ll figure it

out because generally the IRS is involved in the case

to begin with,”says Lovett. “But it can do some

damage to unwind it.”

A less common but very important concern is violence from sovereigns, particularly targeting law

enforcement. A 2012 Anti-Defamation League report, The LawlessOnes

(http://www.adl.org/combating-hate/domestic-extremism-terrorism/c/the-lawless-ones-sovereign-

citizen-movement.html), counts seven armed confrontations between sovereigns and law

enforcement since 2010. It also notes threats or violence against judges, elected officials and even

sovereigns’own families.

MacNab says she believes violence may become more common as sovereigns realize they aren’t

getting what they want.

“Most of the retaliation is in the form of liens— sometimes in the form of threats, and in very rare

cases they act on the threats,”she says. “I think they’re moving in that direction, unfortunately. And

if enough people threaten, some people will start acting on it.”

She cites the Alaska group led by political activist Cox, who has identified himself as a sovereign

citizen. Coxwas convicted in a fairly high-profile 2012 trial, along with some associates, of

conspiracy to murder federal officials, solicitation of murder and multiple weapons charges. The

charges were based partly on his “241”(“two for one”)plan— saying he would kidnap or kill two

government officials for every one of his associates detained or killed by the government.

In part because of threats like these, some states have outlawed sham legal processes, false legal

tribunals held out as genuine, and impersonation of court officials. Coxfamously convened this kind

of court in the back of a Denny’s restaurant in Fairbanks, acquitting himself of a real-world domestic

violence charge. (In a genuine court, he ended the charges by pleading guilty to reckless

endangerment.)More frighteningly, these courts have been used to convict and sentence

government officials who have upset sovereigns.

“They will put the judge on criminal trial in absentia. And the penalty for treason is death,”says

MacNab. “They’re always going to find you guilty.”

Washburn says he’s never experienced actual

violence, although “I guess I’ve been indicted by

courts of sovereign citizens and threatened to be hung

in a public square.”Once, he says, a “process server”

for a sham sovereign court came to his parents’house

and to the home of the judge in the case.

MacNab says that while violence is a threat, a lot of

sovereigns leave the movement rather than turn

violent. This is not generally because they face the

legal consequences of their actions, however. Like the
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father of the woman in Washburn’s anecdote,

sovereigns may believe that being jailed is a sign that

the conspiracy is real.

“They will go to prison and recruit everybody there,”

MacNab says. “Look at someone like [notorious tax

defier] Irwin Schiff. He’s been in and out of prison

since the ’70s and nothing has awakened him.”

Washburn believes it’s tough to break through

sovereign ideas because those ideas are held almost

religiously.

“They end up being criminally prosecuted not so much

because the [dollar] amount at issue is high, as

because they antagonize the system repeatedly and

thoroughly and almost refuse to be ignored,” he says.

“More than even a financial crime, they are taking a

stand against what they view to be a corrupt system. It

becomes almost as much a religious or philosophical

stand as anything having to do with money.”

This article originally appeared inthe May 2014issue of the ABA Journal with this headline: “Paper

Terrorists: ‘Sovereigncitizens’plaster courts with bogus legal filings–and some turnto violence.”

Correction

Print and initial online versions of “Paper Terrorists

(http://www.abajournal.com/magazine/article/sovereign_citizens_plaster_courts_with_bogus_legal_filings/),”

May, should have reported that a group of Illinois lawyers was targeted by a frivolous UCC filing

that revealed their Social Security numbers. They filed a lawsuit to correct the sovereign's

fraudulent filing.

The Journal regrets the errors.
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Comments

B.McLeod said:

In my opinion, NONE of these people really believe their own line of hooey. When they sell

this crazy crap online, they don’t hold out for payment in gold, and they don’t pay their debts

in gold either. Moreover, when it comes to stealing, they generally seem to be happy stealing

money in all the forms they supposedly believe to be illegitimate.

Posted: Apr 28, 2014 11:10 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=335543)

Yankee said:

Excellent article. Fortunately, I had only one brief and unpleasant encounter with somebody

of this ilk in my legal career, more than 25 years ago.

This is not a political movement and barely a movement of all. These folks strike me as a

bunch of sad sociopaths who some found each other.

I have no answers on how to control this type of behavior, except for possibly employing

more generously incarceration as a punishment for the abuse of process

Posted: Apr 29, 2014 11:41 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=335684)

EsqinAustin said:

As an attorney who works in government, it is my displeasure to encounter these suits on a

regular basis. On the flip side, they usually are not too difficult to 12(b)(1) and (6) the heck

out of them.

Posted: Apr 30, 2014 12:55 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=336175)

Paulthe Magyar said:

These people are dangerous and not just an expensive nuisance. These “sovereign

theories” are implicated in the Abbeville Right-ofWay Standoff of 2003.

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2003_Abbeville,_South_Carolina_right-of-way_standoff).

What feeds this anarchic idiocy is the idea that there are in America two systems of justice,

one for the wealthy and powerful and another for the poor and powerless. There is plenty of

evidence of this to feed the fire. When one reads that a person is jailed for shoplifiting food

and that others with more serious offenses are not jailed at all, one has to question the

character of a system so dysfunctional.

(http://www.goupstate.com/article/20091116/ARTICLES/911169975)

(http://www.wspa.com/story/21479189/update-judge-has-no-time-frame-for-reviewing-john-

ludwigs-sentence)

Now, we even have a name for the “handicap” that prevents some from being incarcerated:

Affluenza.

Posted: Apr 30, 2014 04:57 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=336272)

kingdavid41said:

My introduction to the sovereign citizen movement came from a misdemeanor prosecution for

criminal trespass. I received a stack of motions over a foot high, including accusations of

treason on the part of the judge and others. Fortunately, we have sensible judges.

@2—It is indeed a political movement, and an exceptionally dangerous one whose goal is to

undermine the Rule of Law. We ignore them or dismiss them as crackpots at our peril.
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Imprisoning them together simply reinforces their persecution complexes and makes them

more self-righteous. Hard to fight willful ignorance.

Posted: Apr 30, 2014 08:15 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=336379)

B.McLeod said:

Oh, they are crackpots. But that is not to say they shouldn’t all be on a chain gain, improving

the public roads somewhere.

Posted: Apr 30, 2014 10:50 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=336439)

ABAreader said:

A Canadian judge in Alberta in 2012 issued a very comprehensive decision (about 150 pages

long) exploring the history of this sort of litigation. It’s Meads v. Meads, 2012 ABQB 571,

[2013] 3 WWR 419. It’s at

http://www.canlii.org/en/ab/abqb/doc/2012/2012abqb571/2012abqb571.html

Posted: May 01, 2014 06:20 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=336916)

Paulthe Magyar said:

America: A Leader in Silly, Specious, Seditionist Sovereign Citizens “Jurisprudence.”

Now we are exporting it to Canada.

Posted: May 01, 2014 06:47 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=336925)

jw said:

McLeod: I have to disagree. At least some do believe.

My biggest contact with this phenomenon was a large ponzi and tax evasion prosecution. A

ring leader was a top grad of the most prestigious law school in the state, and a long time

partner in a silk stocking law firm. He had made top grades in securities and tax law. We

spent hours with him. He firmly stuck to the position that because he’d created a sham trust,

that this paper took him outside the jurisdiction of all federal laws. He could sell securities

without a license; he didn’t have to pay taxes; he could advise fellow conspirators and

customers that they also could escape federal jurisdiction with a little paper shuffling. We

gave him a good plea. He acted on his beliefs after plea but before sentencing. I moved for

and got a substantially longer sentence than the plea contemplated. Most of the defendants

in the case had, as I said at the sentencing of one of his partners, only a loose connection to

reality. Not enough to qualify for not guilty by insanity, but they see the world thru different

colored glasses than most of the world.

PS McLeod, I don’t always agree but always enjoy your comments.

Posted: May 02, 2014 11:16 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=337239)

Gold Fringe said:

One key belief of sovereigns is that there is no law or justice in any court displaying a gold

fringed U.S. flag, which they call an admiralty or maritime flag, rather than a true unadorned

U.S. flag.

As indicated by No. 4, not giving a sovereign their day-in-court just confirms their belief about

the system and why “only _one_ Wall Street banker has been convicted and sentenced to

prison.”

Posted: May 02, 2014 01:15 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=337335)

G said:
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One of these people attempted to sue me, personally, after my company denied the person’s

bogus claim for payment from a municpal insurance policy. It is unbelievable what these

people are able to get away with and with little or no consequences. I believe their former

moniker was “grifters.” Now, they call themselves sovereign citizens.

Posted: May 02, 2014 01:15 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=337336)

Tom N said:

Until you have experienced this leap “down the rabbit hole,” you may be inclined to “laugh

this phenomena off.” These “Sovereign Citizens” cost clients, clerks, witnesses, prosecutors

and attorneys thousands of dollars. They are belligerent in these beliefs and as the article

asserts, the movement is growing. In my region, they do recognize the authority of the

sheriffs - as distinguished from other distinct law enforcement officers.

As @AsquinAustin points out, the least anguishing part of the process (although certainly

time consuming) is in the court. The attorneys and judges look at each other, muffle the

guffaws, listen patiently to the “dribble,” “hogwash” and “utter nonsense” finally pushing the

judicial process to proper conclusion. It is when you are surprised to discover filings in the

chain of title to your home and other property then having to “unwind the mess” that the real

ramifications sink in.

As a general proposition, you may have civil process and relief - but satisfaction of that relief

is often precluded by the genesis that first brought these sovereign citizens into court ... the

loss of their property by levy or garnishment.

Posted: May 02, 2014 01:21 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=337345)

M Buxton said:

Ten years ago, as a law clerk in federal district court, I was involved in a tax evasion

prosecution of a “sovereign.” His filings would always be a great source of

amusement—although they were also annoying to have to deal with. I was hoping this article

would go into the great significance of the gold fringe on U.S. flags in federal courthouses

and other federal buildings. One of the sovereign theories was that this fringe showed that

the federal government wasn’t legitimate but was a sham government. Talk about a fringe

theory!

His case went to a jury trial at which he represented himself. We were really worried about

him turning the trial into a circus, but he actually was not too disruptive and did a decent job

on cross-examination. But then came the time for his closing arguments. He rambled on to

the jury about his sovereign theories for the better part of an hour. Finally, the judge for whom

I clerked interupted him and said, “Before you’re done, you may want to actually address the

charges against you.” He didn’t take the judge’s advice, but sat down shortly thereafter. The

jury found him guilty (no suprise there) and he was sentence to about 5 years in

prison—which means he is probably out now and still peddling his crazy ideas.

Posted: May 02, 2014 01:38 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=337376)

Justpassingbysaid:

I’ve represented governments against these gadflies many times. And it can in fact be a

challenge, and I “get it.”

Nonetheless, the author totally misses the point on the reason this is becoming more

prevalent. When the society as a whole has an increasing sense that its governments are

encroaching upon their freedom - and the governments in fact are doing so - statistically, we

are going to see an increase in resistance. Witness the article above.

Posted: May 02, 2014 01:40 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=337377)

bmac said:

Want to see this in action, listen to some of the Cliven Bundy (cattle ranch loon) speeches.

Most of the cases I have seen these guys are intelligent but are a few beers short of a six

pack.

Posted: May 02, 2014 02:02 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=337398)
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R said:

“A sovereign father and son, Jerry and Joseph Kane, were responsible for the 2010 murders

of two West Memphis, Ark., police officers, during what should have been a routine traffic

stop.”

So then, when the BLM wisely decides that they should be prepared for the possibility of

violence when Cliven Bundy, having refused many previous court orders, is finally having his

cattle confiscated, Fox News and their supporters call the law enforcement officers “jack-

booted thugs.”

Cliven Bundy is an idiot, as are most of his supporters. I love how they question whether the

United States even exists at the same time that they wave American flags. But Rand Paul

and Fox News and others who egg Bundy on are reasonably intelligent (I’m giving them the

benefit of the doubt). They are deeply, deeply cynical and, at their core, quite unpatriotic.

Posted: May 02, 2014 03:11 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=337474)

Tom N said:

In addition to R’s example, see the following link regarding conviction of a sovereign citizen

who attempted to run over two law enforcement officers in Memphis, TN. One may also note

a separate criminal action is being prosecuted for theft where the actor was allegedly

“squatting on” a $3M mansion. Link:

http://www.newschannel5.com/story/25412115/sovereign-citizen-convicted-in-memphis-

assault-case.

Posted: May 02, 2014 03:32 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=337488)

Anonymousof the W est said:

The I don’t recognize the Federal Government’s right to regulate me or buy land is another

more palatable look alike to the Sovereign movement. This idea is that rights should only be

the same rights that were granted to citizens of the state when its first constitution or territorial

governance documents were formed. The only legitimate citizens under this calculus are

“freeholders” who are males who own property. I have seen both the “sovereign” and the

“freeholder” movement in action as a result of cases I have taken in my probate practice IN

THE LAST SIX MONTHS. And, then there is Cliven Bundy who I would categorize roughly

as a “freeholder.”

Posted: May 02, 2014 03:50 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=337512)

Logossaid:

While all of this indeed sounds silly, it is the natural consequence of a government that

refuses to obey the law. The rule of law is meant to restrain both the government and the

governed. Once the former has declared itself free of legal restraint—and clearly it has—it

should come as no surprise when the latter does so as well.

Posted: May 02, 2014 03:50 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=337513)

EsqinAustin said:

@19: ” it is the natural consequence of a government that refuses to obey the law.”

Actually, no. These people have existed in this country, in one form or another, since the

nation’s founding. See, e.g., Whiskey Rebellion of 1791; the Confederacy; Ruby Ridge; and

so on.

To say “it is the natural consequence of a government that refuses to obey the law” is a

completely self-serving statement for those who subjectively think the federal government

“refuses to obey” the law.

Posted: May 02, 2014 03:54 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=337520)

John B.said:
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There’s a tactic in AZ prisons where inmates will copyright their own names, then file against

prison official for infringements, tying up the officials’ homes, etc.

There’s also a lot of hooey about the invalidity of the Federal Reserve Bank, based on the

“Credit River” decision in which a Justice of the Peace in MN in 1968 refused to evict a

foreclosed occupant of a house because the guy had only borrowed “fiat money” from the

bank to begin with—the bank appealed but the JP destroyed most of the court file, which to a

sovereign means the JP’s decision was “upheld.”

But a former AK paralegal told me how one judge up there dealt with sovereigns: he had the

Sheriff escort them to their boat, lead them out past the 3 mile limit, and tell them to have a

nice day.

Posted: May 02, 2014 04:04 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=337532)

Tom N said:

@EsquinAustin:

Certainly not wanting to engage in a long-standing debate, I would point out that as an

internal policy the federal government ceded to the repeal of Prohibition because it

appreciated that a law flagrantly ignored and disrespected by the public (and many

subdivisions of government) was destructive to the stability and respect of the legal system.

There are always “outliers” in a society. I had a law school classmate who got “caught up” in

the Wesley Snipes tax protester machine (professionally promoting) and is doing federal

time. I’m just glad I wasn’t around.

Where the perception (not even a reality) gains momentum that government can selectively

enforce or abandon law and precedent without the efficacy of judical vetting (and we know

how long that takes) you inevitably (and, believe me I do) end up fielding or dealing with “if

he/she can, why can’t I?” Then, I am left with that old mother’s retort - “if he/she jumped off a

bridge, would you?” or stating “have you always noticed that the player that ‘hits back’ is the

one that gets the penalty?”

Posted: May 02, 2014 04:42 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=337561)

Andrew said:

8: And to England.

But at least here you cannot file a lien in support of a debt without getting judgment and doing

it through the court.

Posted: May 02, 2014 04:50 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=337574)

joe said:

“Sovereigns ... [believe they don’t have to] obey any other law they don’t like…These beliefs

may sound silly…For one thing, even though they don’t believe they’re subject to laws, they

use laws as weapons.

Sounds like Obama and Eric Holder to me!!!

Posted: May 02, 2014 04:50 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=337575)

Paul the Magyar said:

#22

I am sorry to hear that your law school classmate got “caught up” in the Wesley Snipes tax

protester machine. This is a good argument that law schools should teach a year of the

history and evolution of jurisprudence so that lawyers know, understand and can further the

law.

The federal government, under both Republican and Democratic leaders, ignore the laws at

times and bend the laws at other times. The idea that our current President and his AG are

outside the law as never before is ignorance—either organic or willful. Wealth, more than

anything else, exempts a person from the equal application of the laws in America.

Posted: May 02, 2014 05:47 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=337620)
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Paul the Magyar said:

The Kanes, like the Bixbys in Abbeville, South Carolina, were just bloodthirsty thugs

masquerading under “patriotism” to give the color of legitimacy to their acts of violence.

The Branch Davidian leader was just a sexually perverse and bloodthirsty thug masquerading

under “religion” to give the color of legitimacy to his acts of violence.

Those who think either of these situations are evidence of tyranny are badly confused.

Posted: May 02, 2014 05:51 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=337623)

James Pollock said:

“Sounds like Obama and Eric Holder to me!!! “

So what you’re saying, joe, is that you don’t understand “prosecutorial discretion”?

What laws have Obama and/or Holder failed to obey?

Posted: May 02, 2014 06:40 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=337657)

B said:

#27: Boatloads—I’ll post a list the next time the Senate complies with its statutory obligation

to pass a budge.

Radical right? I hear that term applied to everyone from Joe Lieberman (moderately left of

center except on defense) to Rand Paul (a libertarian), which is why an otherwise interesting

article regarding these types (with whom I also have had to contend with in litigation) is

tainted. It’s real simple: Sovereigns are nuts. And, no surprise, nuts come in all shapes and

sizes.

Its also edging towards nuttiness to try and make sovereigns out as more than just nuts. Re:

law-breaking nuts: prosecute them, whether a sovereign or an “occupy” (think about the plain

meaning of that term) effort.

Enough nonsense.

Posted: May 02, 2014 07:22 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=337687)

Just a though? said:

Hi everyone! As a teacher of children between the ages of 8-16 in law, our subjects tend to

base itself upon history. I have learned that a child first sees what is real and gradually

taught to adapt to “norms”. (Ex. Rabbits don’t lay eggs, thus an Easter or rabbit egg is

erroneous yet accepted by many)

History allows a child to walk through the ages. They ask many questions. Sovereign

citizens are not unlike the children that are asking to be led in the correct direction or

corrected in their current direction.

Today, learning has become ‘separated’ and ‘complex’ yet it all connects. I have learned that

in order to teach a child comprehension of law, it must be simplified. As intended. Children

are sponges. I could only imagine who they will become.

These people as previously stated have existed before independence was declared. I love

Law and the study of it. The dilemma is how to quell the nuisance: if they are imprisoned, it

will strengthen and unify the disunity; if you acquiesce they multiply by motivating success

rates; and yet if we were to correct them ‘in kits’ somehow…not only would the storm clear

and disburse, the next storm would be most easier to predict and weather with minimal

nuisance.

Just a thought?

Posted: May 02, 2014 07:23 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=337689)

Tom N said:

@25 Paul:

As to the classmate, you can educate the ignorate but you can’t fix stupid.
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Old enough to have a vivid recollection of 10 Administrations. Although I don’t know when

various public approval numbers started being recorded for longitudinal tracking, but I

certainly don’t recall when there have been (including Watergate) broad based, separatel

sourced polling reflecting lower trust and respect numbers for all branches of government and

respective agencies than at the current time.

As I will repeat, perception (once gaining momentum) disregards reality. Ignorance merely

adds additional gloss to the perception.

Posted: May 02, 2014 08:00 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=337717)

Tom N said:

@25 Paul:

Sorry, just noticed the typo - - ignorant! LOL.

Posted: May 02, 2014 08:02 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=337718)

James Pollock said:

“I’ll post a list the next time the Senate complies with its statutory obligation to pass a budge.”

You mean like this one (from over a year ago)?

http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-bin/bdquery/z?d113:sc8:

Posted: May 02, 2014 08:14 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=337724)

Paul the Magyar said:

I can easily forgive typos in these boards, being guilty of making them myself. I would correct

mine but the option is not available. So, do not feel embarrassed.

“To make life more bearable and pleasant for everybody, choose the issues that are

significant enough to fight over, and ignore or use distraction for those you can let slide that

day. Picking your battles will eliminate a number of conflicts, and yet will still leave you feeling

in control.”

—Lawrence Balter

Posted: May 02, 2014 08:32 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=337737)

Mark said:

As for the lawyers who fall for this stupidity, the folks who should know better are usually

punished worse than the untrained.

It is frightening about what how the Bundy business might end. Bundy will probably continue

his scheme into he is finally subdued by overwhelming force.

Posted: May 02, 2014 10:45 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=337796)

B. McLeod said:

But the south-going Senate won’t budge in the least, not an inch to the west, not an inch to

the east. . .

Posted: May 03, 2014 12:23 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=337844)

ViralPress said:

It is not possible to faily discuss the issue of Freedom without defending or allow those who

chose to defend themselves against opressive governments. Americans celebrate when

people in other countries fight for Freedom but call Freedom Fighters at home ‘domestic

terrorists, Nut Cases, etc, etc.
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When you are part of the problem it is hard to be apart of the solution. What is the source of

discontent? Because someone accepts that governments have grown too big and ineffective

but feeds off of big government, does not prevent others from taking a Stand. Things are bad

but will get worse quickly, in part, due to the kind of comments to this article.

Some people think that because they are part of the government or because they support or

could live with what they may see as minor inconveniences, everyone should. More prisons

are not the answer. ‘Tough Love’ will not work. Tanks in the street makes America a Banana

Republic. What is the solution? Mr. Bundy is on the Right Side of History.

The days of $400/hr lawyers are coming to an end as the people take controlls of their courts.

The system is bankrupted. Women distrust the male dominated legal system and in growning

numbers opt to go pro se. The economic down turn is a factor but quite frankly, the people

are at the breaking point so the system is breaking as well. Some people think it is all the way

broken and others think it can not be repaired.

What is not in dispute is that as more people Awake, they are spreading the gospel and this

breeds FEAR in some while the people simply want their governments to be FAIR.

Posted: May 03, 2014 08:39 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=337985)

ViralPress said:

Edited Version

It is not possible to fairly discuss the issue of Freedom without defending or allow those who

chose to defend themselves against oppressive governments. Americans celebrate when

people in other countries fight for Freedom but call Freedom Fighters at home ‘domestic

terrorists, Nut Cases, etc, etc.

When you are part of the problem it is hard to be a part of the solution. What is the source of

discontent? Because someone accepts that governments have grown too big and ineffective

but feeds off of big government, does not prevent others from taking a Stand. Things are bad

but will get worse quickly, in part, due to the kind of comments to this article.

Some people think that because they are part of the government or because they support or

could live with what they may see as minor inconveniences, everyone should. More prisons

are not the answer. ‘Tough Love’ will not work. Tanks in the street make America a Banana

Republic. What is the solution? Mr. Bundy is on the Right Side of History.

The days of $400/hr lawyers are coming to an end as the people take controls of their courts.

The system is bankrupted. Women distrust the male dominated legal system and in growing

numbers opt to go pro se. The economic down turn is a factor but quite frankly, the people

are at the breaking point so the system is breaking as well. Some people think it is all the way

broken and others think it cannot be repaired.

What is not in dispute is that as more people Awake, they are spreading the gospel and this

breeds FEAR in some while the people simply want their governments to be FAIR.

Posted: May 03, 2014 08:44 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=337987)

B. McLeod said:

Not all nut cases are “freedom fighters,” as these people amply illustrate.

Posted: May 03, 2014 08:09 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=338122)

CNTRDH8TR said:

#2 “These folks strike me as a bunch of sad sociopaths who some found each other.”

You are correct but they prefer to refer to themselves as Tea Partiers rather than sad

sociopaths.

Posted: May 03, 2014 11:07 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=338165)

B. McLeod said:

I doubt that there is that much overlap between “sovereigns” and “Tea Party” folks. I think

Tea Partiers are closer to mainstream than the “sovereigns” are.

Posted: May 04, 2014 03:46 am CDT
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| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=338253)

CNTRDH8TR said:

There is great overlap between the sad sociopaths of the sovereigns and the sad sociopaths

of the Tea Partiers.

Posted: May 04, 2014 03:08 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=338426)

AndytheLawyer said:

#40—Then you weren’t paying attention to the tea partiers among the GOP members of

Congress, and on Fox News, when Brother Gundy was in the headlines last week. Their

rabid bleatings in his favor substantiated that “law and order” conservatism in the USA is

dead and has been replaced by libertarian anarchism.

Posted: May 04, 2014 05:37 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=338489)

B. McLeod said:

The “sovereigns” can’t really be “libertarian anarchists” either, since they purport to put public

officials on trial.

Posted: May 04, 2014 07:59 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=338551)

George Sly said:

The problem with these guys is that they are mad as hatters and they have absolutely no

respect for the rule of law or the rights of other people. I disagree that they are not violent,

Timothy McVeigh had views very similar to those described in the article. We have politicians

who constantly say the government is the enemy (unless they are in power) and people

should resist the evil government then they claim surprise when someone like McVeigh goes

out and blows up a federal courthouse and kills over 200 people. I am reminded of the story

of Henry II saying “Who will rid me of this meddlesome priest” and then wondering why his

knights rode to Canterbury and killed Thomas Beckett.

Posted: May 04, 2014 08:11 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=338557)

B. McLeod said:

I don’t think the king wondered all that much. Since Beckett was at Canterbury, it wouldn’t

have made sense to ride anywhere else to kill him.

Posted: May 04, 2014 08:25 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=338562)

George Sly said:

I meant Henry II claimed not to have known his knights would kill the Archbishop. Somehow

Mr. McLeod I think you knew that but you couldn’t resist. However, my point still stands, we

have politicians whose rhetoric encourages these nuts and then those same politicians claim

they are not responsible when these nuts do what the politicians told them to do.

Posted: May 04, 2014 08:55 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=338573)

ViralPress said:

Is The Law Really an ASS?

Posted: May 04, 2014 11:26 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=338623)
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B. McLeod said:

Well, George, I suspect the king had more than an inkling about that part of it too.

As for No. 47’s question, I suspect it may be so. I understand that sometimes, when The Law

is roaring drunk, it will stand at an open window, screaming, “Do you want a piece of me??

Do you want a piece of me??”

Posted: May 05, 2014 01:36 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=338662)

Yankee said:

@46 George: Try as you might, you can’t connect these people with political conservatives.

Try reading the article.

“Sovereign citizens are not considered to be an organized group . . ..because they lack a

leader or a unified ideology”

“. . . sovereigns now include a large contingent of African-Americans, sometimes drawn from

black separatist or religious movements . . .”

Posted: May 05, 2014 10:03 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=338764)

Anonymous said:

I agree with that this is an outgrowth of right-wing and/or ultra-libertarian dogma.

But I am sensitive to the fact that the left is not without its insane outgrowths. I think they

likely tend to be less *violent* on that side.

It seems to me that the test shouldn’t be which side creates more loons—it should be

whether each side openly rejects and works to eliminate dangerous zealots associated with

its positions, or whether it tacitly accepts them.

Posted: May 05, 2014 03:49 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=338857)

Yankee said:

@51 You assert: “I think they likely tend to be less ‘violent’ on that side.”

That is absolutely not true either currently, or historically.

By way of example, just last week in Seattle the Anarachists - - as they do every year since

the violent WTO ‘protests’ of 1999 - - turned their May Day celebration into an orgy of rage,

violence and vandalism, with a socialist city councilwomen running interference for them to

guarantee a less than adequate police response. (And, of course, the anarchists of the late

19th Century were no strangers to violence plotting the assassination of the Captains of

Industry.)

And, of course, there is Bill Ayers and the Weatherman Underground, the Black Panthers etc.

Posted: May 05, 2014 04:03 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=338862)

AndytheLawyer said:

#51—We can agree that anarchy is where the very far right and the very far left join hands,

frolic and commit mayhem.

Posted: May 05, 2014 06:10 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=338924)

Anonymous said:

I didn’t say non-violent. I said *less* violent, meaning fewer actual outbreaks that do actual,

physical harm to another person. But I do not attribute that to any inherent nobility or

correctness of that side’s message, or to any inherent quality of the people on that side.

It seems to me that when you’re crazy enough to take a human life because of your political

beliefs, the problem is with your humanity (or sanity), not your politics.
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Again, I think we have to judge the parties by their responses. Both sides need to actively do

more to indicate that extremists willing to commit criminal acts and make threats of violence

are unacceptable and will be dealt with harshly, no matter the origin of their political positions.

It seems to me that we can start by not having one party’s media outlet turn criminals into

heroes for instigating government stand-offs.

Posted: May 05, 2014 07:28 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=338949)

Just a thought? said:

Are we discussing what is right and wrong? One says they are disruptive, place them all in

prison. Another says to neutralize them, etc. The points against these people seem vague

against them and for them. Advocatus Diaboli, tell me where can I find this rhetoric. I believe

that They will be set aright if they are corrected. I enjoy the challenge, especially in Law.

This could be a class topic. It is my understanding that the “trained” attorney as a specialist

has become a turnkey system. Routine reports, requests, answers, replies, briefs, service,

etc. Even our language has waned into mediocrity. I do not teach to act from consistent

memory, but to be able to form and innovate with our professional bounds.

iuris tantum, onus probandi…I will like to seek out their root and correct it at its core through

intelligent exchange, warranted or not.

Just a thought?

Posted: May 06, 2014 02:39 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=339116)

B. McLeod said:

By all means. Whenever you are ready.

Posted: May 06, 2014 03:23 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=339128)

PTABer said:

@51 “there is Bill Ayers and the Weatherman Underground, the Black Panthers etc. “

Your “prime” examples are 50 years old. That’s quite telling on your part.

Posted: May 06, 2014 11:27 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=339256)

Just a thought? said:

@B. McLeod, were you referring to the last post? I believe that I may be ready, and if I am

not currently-I will enjoy the experience. Intellectual debate is a sort of hobby. This article

has dismissed any intellectual base. This article lacks facts and overwhelms with opinions. It

is not educational, it is leading. I want more because curiosity abounds without adequate

satisfaction.

It is said that these people overload docket yet it neglects to acknowledge what claims are

asserted; it has also said that their papers are “seemingly” legal, absent exhibition; and this

seems to be a few examples to sell the whole as the few. Does any of you have direct

knowledge of these individuals ideology, philosophy, or assertions?

Just a thought?

Posted: May 06, 2014 06:17 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=339386)

Karen Hudes said:

Lorelei Laird is wrong is stating that “there are few or no licensed attorneys” in the sovereign

citizens movement. She is also wrong that their claims are frivolous. Here are the findings of

a group in South Carolina who researched their state house records in 1871, the year that the

United States’ revolutionary war debts fell due:

https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/constitutional+crisis1.pdf

I have been keeping the ABA, US Congress, and now the state legislatures and county

executives informed on these rule of law issues since 2007.

https://console.aws.amazon.com/s3/home?region=us-west-2
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—————Forwarded message—————

From: Karen Hudes <h.k3511@gmail.com>

Date: Tue, May 6, 2014 at 1:10 PM

Subject: Fwd: Hi there.

To: ben_jeffers@cruz.senate.gov

—————Forwarded message—————

From: Karen Hudes <h.k3511@gmail.com>

Date: Mon, May 5, 2014 at 7:04 PM

Subject: Fwd: Hi there.

To: John De Herrera <john@cc2.org>

Cc: dan marks <dan.marks99@gmail.com>

Dear John,

Thanks, I have been thinking about how to get things rolling with the Constitutional

Convention. I will follow up with the staff of Senators Paul and Cruz tomorrow to gather their

backing for the Convention as provided in Article V of the Constitution. If there is no

response, I will work with the state legislatures to hold a Convention without the intervention

of Congress for the sole purpose of reinstating the first, valid Constitution.

Best,

Karen

John De Herrera

4:48 PM (2 hours ago)

to me

Please post something about the Article V Convention today? Just a note to folks that simply

keeping the possibility in mind affects how things unfold.

Besides, I bet all your fans would like to see an alternate message from you.

John

—————Forwarded message—————

From: Karen Hudes <h.k3511@gmail.com>

Date: Mon, May 5, 2014 at 12:30 PM

Subject: Fwd: Hi there.

To: gaylon ross

bcc: William_Henderson@paul.senate.gov,

Jessica_Jelgerhuis@paul.senate.gov,

John_Gray@paul.senate.gov,

Sergio_Gor@paul.senate.gov,

Chip_Roy@cruz.senate.gov,

Christine_Schaffer@cruz.senate.gov,

Brooke_Bacak@cruz.senate.gov,

Sean_Rushton@cruz.senate.gov

Dear Gaylon,

Thanks for your email, and for your reference work, “Who’s Who of the Elite V9 Members of

the: Bilderbergs, Council on Foreign Relations, Skull & Bones Society & Trilateral

Commission”, which is a permanent fixture on my desk. The links to the UK Parliament

website in the attached should work.

Best,

Karen

—————Forwarded message—————

From: karen hudes

Date: Mon, May 5, 2014 at 11:17 AM

Subject: Your April 27th letter

To: karen hudes

From: Robert Gaylon Ross, Sr.

Subject: Your April 27th letter

Message Body:

Thanks so much for your letter. I printed the Bretton Woods reference, but was not able to

open the UK Parliament reference. I’ll read the one that I found tonight.

I’m convinced that we can indeed stop the Elite, and Senator Ted Cruz is probably the only

one that can accomplish this (except possibly Senator RAnd Paul).

If I didn’t believe that we can stop them, I would not waste so much of my time.

Good luck in your efforts.

Best regards,
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Gaylon

—————Forwarded message—————

From: Karen Hudes

Date: Mon, May 5, 2014 at 12:07 PM

Subject: Re: Hi there.

To: Paul

Dear Paul,

Thank you for considering me as a guest on your radio program. I am hoping to increase

your audience’s financial literacy by gently informing them about the important issues

confronting the United States and the rest of the world. My message is one of hope and

optimism, as decent people, including the state legislatures and county executives in these

United States, working together with the UK Parliament and other governments all over the

world, are requiring a banking cartel to follow the law and permit the world’s gold to come out

of hiding and be minted into all the currencies of the world

https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/breakthrough.pdf. I have been posting my

communications with these legislatures to 5,300 friends and followers my facebook page, as

well as my 9000 followers on Twitter @karenhudes and Veterans Today.

I am known as the World Bank Whistleblower; together with other whistleblowers, I am

fighting global corruption, known as the “network of global corporate control”, and identified

by 3 mathematicians at the Federal Institute of Technology in this study:

http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/arxiv/pdf/1107/1107.5728v2.pdf

The best article about my efforts is: http://www.larsschall.com/2013/05/08/governance-

issues-at-the-world-bank-a-security-risk-to-the-world-order/

The best video interview is: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F-2Rfuq8NBU#t=527

This model http://philosophyofmetrics.com/2014/02/18/sdrs-and-the-new-bretton-woods-part-

six/comment-page-1/#comment-584 has been predicting with 90-95% likelihood that the

“network of global corporate control” would be subject to the rule of law after Elaine Colville,

another World Bank whistleblower, and I reported corruption to the UK Parliament [our latest

comments were published by UK Parliament House of Commons Public Administration

Select Committee on page 186 of the report on Complaints: Do They Make a Difference?

“Today’s dire circumstances call for immediate and forceful intervention in the hope that time

still remains.” and Elaine Colville’s complaint on page 178 “It devolves on Parliament to sort

out this egregious state of affairs.”

http://www.parliament.uk/documents/commons-committees/public-administration/Complaints

Consolidated 24 July.pdf ]

My bio is here: http://kahudes.net/about-us/ and here: http://www.scenarionews.org/interview-

karen-hudes

Here is a recent article I wrote, giving an update:

http://thecommonsenseshow.com/2014/03/09/sting-operation-in-bretton-woods-institutions/ [it

takes awhile to upload, but don’t give up]

Best,

Karen Hudes

www.kahudes.net

Posted: May 06, 2014 06:30 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=339389)

Karen Hudes said:

Sorry, something happened to the link to South Carolina citizens’ research on their state

house records:

https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/constitutional+crisis1.pdf

Posted: May 06, 2014 06:32 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=339391)

Karen Hudes said:

And the link to my discussions in 2007 with then President of the ABA Karen Mathis,

correspondence with then Senators Biden, Lugar and Grassley, Under Secretary of State

Paula Dobriansky, the European Anti-Fraud Office (OLAF) and the Government

Accountability Office: https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/maba1.pdf

Posted: May 06, 2014 06:40 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=339395)

STAN said:
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Just a Thought?—There is really no reason to “debate” you or someone like you because

there is never a conclusion to such a debate. In a “debate” one side makes conclusive

factual points better than the other side and that side wins. End of story. You agree on the

rules and you abide by them because you believe in the rules, not in your distortion of them

or in another’s distortion of them.

However, you will never conclude that you’ve lost no matter how badly you’re beaten. You

can’t because then you might be forced to confront your own shortcomings rather than try to

get everyone to focus on anything BUT your failings. You may see that as stubborn

righteousness, but noone will agree with you. It is for that reason that none need waste their

time in covnersation or debate with you—you’re illogical, irrational, and unreasonable. Why?

Because you cannot define yourself what is the “adequate satisfaction” to your curiosity

which will allow you to accept another’s opinion or viewpoint. In your narrative, you cannot

lose because the other side is always cheating. There’s no point in trying to reach a mark

that doesn’t exist.

Your arguments that appear to defend these “sovereign citizens” are actually just a specious

as the arguments they proffer in court. They mean nothing because there is no paradigm

wherein you are able to reach agreement with your foe. You can never “lose” because you

are always redefining what it means to “win”. In essence, the “sovereign citizens” with whom

you’ve aligned yourself are the ultimate losers who, when faced with the prospect of a loss,

attempt to change the rules, delay the game, cry foul, or perform every act EXCEPT

dissecting their own personal culpability for their loss and owning their own past actions.

These people, ironically enough, are never able to accept ANY personal responsiblity for their

actions, yet decry others for playing a “victim’s “role.

You, like the “sovereign citizen” are never to blame for anything bad that happens to you

because your narrative always frames it as “Somebody done this to me”. You never view

your circumstances with the “My stupidity and poor decision making is the cause of my

misfortune” glasses. You will dispute every statement and every sentence like an 8 year old

asking “Why” every time you tell them to clean their room. If you are going to display the

intellectual maturity of a child, then why do I need to waste any more of my adult time

discussing anything further with you?

You can’t expect to command respect for your own views if you never give any for the views

of others. Talk about tyrants…

Posted: May 06, 2014 06:54 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=339399)

witnessing injustice said:

Like many out-groups, Sovereign Citizens may have legitimate grievances but found no

effective way petition the Government for a redress of those grievances. So they find like-

minded souls and concoct an alternative reality as described in this story.

“The right to petition government for redress of grievances is the right to make a complaint to,

or seek the assistance of, one’s government, without fear of punishment or reprisals. The

Article 44 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union ensures the right to

petition to the European Parliament.[1] The right can be traced back to the Bill of Rights

1689, the Petition of Right (1628), and the Magna Carta (1215).”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Right_to_petition

Unfortunately, this is nonsense.

American courts generally do not respect the ordinary citizen’s First Amendment right to

petition the government for a redress of grievances. American courts do not provide a

legitimate forum to petition the Government for a redress of grievances. American civil court

cases are often merely glorified pissing contests designed to enrich the bar and the bench.

It is ironic that “Sovereign citizens plaster courts with bogus legal filings” per the title of this

story. Seems to me the American injustice system is already full of “bogus legal filings” made

by the bench and bar to obstruct justice and prejudicial to the administration of justice.

Ultimately Sovereign Citizens will not prevail. Unfortunately they will only bring discredit and

suffering on themselves, their families, and their followers.

My unsolicited advice to the Sovereign Citizens, turn your energy into legitimate economic

activity, make money, live well, and buy your justice like TPTB (the powers that be). There is

no justice for the ordinary America citizen.

Better yet, just accept this fact and live your life accordingly.

Posted: May 06, 2014 09:47 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=339453)

AndytheLawyer said:

#62—Your first sentence is open to serious dispute. I have never heard of a sovereign
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citizen raising a “legitimate” grievance.

Posted: May 06, 2014 11:52 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=339502)

witnessing injustice said:

#63-unless you considered every grievance raised by every sovereign citizen, your statement

reflects bias and opinion, not the facts of the matter. And the term “legitimate” is also open to

interpretation.

I casually know one lady who was considering this group, she had legitimate grievances, I

advised her not to get involved.

Posted: May 07, 2014 01:30 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=339537)

Just a thought? said:

@Stan, I have taken no side on this matter. If I am proven incorrect, then I am the much

better for it. You have mistaken and appear to be projecting. I am searching for information

on the subject to hone my own abilities. I am a student of learning, and in that sense ONLY

am I a child. If you consider yourself an adult or learned, then it is you which has ceased to

learn. I ask questions to receive answers, not to irritate the individual that is incapable of

reply.

Stan, your careless response amused me in that you have offered your time to assume

instead of answer the questions or show cause for your response other than your attack on

my inquiry. “Only a fool speaks against facts” and I am not a fool. I have been in the past. I

am neutral until I am able to completely digest all pertaining information, exhaust research,

then gather the new knowledge with the existing knowledge, and then conclude. Even then, I

will acknowledge what is factual on either side. Only then will I add an opinion. This is the

epitome of Law and debate.

“Just a thought”, Stan. Just a thought.

P.S. I fear the day that I believe that I can no longer learn from another. Let’s stick to

subject, Stan, I am not the subject. If you change your opinion in the matter, you are

welcome anytime.

Posted: May 07, 2014 01:55 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=339548)

B. McLeod said:

From what I have seen of these folks, they tend to be not among society’s net winners (so to

speak). The “movement” seems to be a combination of classical grifting (as some have

noted above) coupled with a delusional alternate world view which they have invented to help

make believe they are socially relevant. If they can’t be winners in the real world, they

fantasize a world where they can imagine they have status.

Posted: May 07, 2014 05:49 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=339649)

Karen Hudes said:

reference comments 58, 59, 60.

Another correction on the link to South Carolina’s study group:

https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/two+constitutions.pdf

Norway’s response: https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/norwayfacebook.docx

Posted: May 07, 2014 01:15 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=339797)

HWT123 said:

I have a question for the Admiralty courts…

Just where do you think you get your jurisdiction ?

This is a court of contracts so tell me where does jurisdiction come from?

The courts jurisdiction comes from the bondholders who bonded every living man by a

contract with hidden terms , therefore an unlawful contract.

Jurisdiction comes from the consent of the living man & the very agreement
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between man & government is the common law , you remember the simple

recognition that each & every man is a living man & his INALIENABLE rights

come from his creator, not a corporation for profit…

This may further your education… By the way, the “B” in BAR stands for British…

http://theunjustmedia.com/Banking & Federal Reserve/The united states Of America is a

corporation owned by fore.htm

http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/master_file/martiallaw.htm

http://www.scribd.com/doc/106226872/Retired-Judge-Spills-the-Beans

Posted: May 07, 2014 01:51 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=339818)

Just a thought? said:

karen Hudes and HWT123, thanks. However, HWT123, I do not comprehend what you have

posted yet I will check all of your links and respond to you both with an inquiry of my own.

Much can be achieved in the socratic method, even greater in person. Admiralty is maritime

law, we are on land. Which contract have you been bonded to do you believe? What factual

basis do you derive your belief concerning jurisdiction? Cite any reference(s), please.

I am thoroughly interested.

Just a thought?

Posted: May 07, 2014 02:16 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=339831)

AndytheLawyer said:

#68—There is no such thing in the USA’s federal judicial system as an “Admiralty Court.”

Admiralty law is a species of federal statutory law, and admiralty cases (mostly involving torts

on ships) are decided in federal courts, which have exclusive jurisdiction over them.

Sorry that the facts destroy everything else you posted.

Posted: May 07, 2014 03:50 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=339889)

HWT123 said:

@just a thought In answer to which contract ?

Birth certificate or social security since the Queen controls it…

http://www.usa-the-republic.com/revenue/Britian-Pontiff.html

Do you not see the day coming when a group of living men convene a

common law grand jury in a common law court & bringing down this corrupt court &

corporate government ?

Posted: May 07, 2014 10:34 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=340053)

witnessing injustice said:

@68 and 70. I would add, Article III of the U.S. Constitution established the jurisdiction of the

federal courts, not bondholders, whatever that means.

ARTICLE III

JUDICIAL DEPARTMENT

Section 1. The judicial Power of the United States, shall be vested in one supreme Court, and

in such inferior Courts as the Congress may from time to time ordain and establish. The

Judges, both of the supreme and inferior Courts, shall hold their Offices during good

Behaviour, and shall, at stated Times, receive for their Services, a Compensation, which shall

not be diminished during their Continuance in Office.

Congress also acted in the Judiciary Act of 1789 to create inferior courts.

The Legal Information Institute provides a free online annotated Constitution, which as a

nonlawyer I find useful in understanding the courts.

http://www.law.cornell.edu/anncon/html/art3toc_user.html

I would encourage Sovereign Citizens to study the U.S. Constitution and hold the

Government accountable to that way. Ratified Treaties of the United States are also the law

of the land.
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Posted: May 07, 2014 10:46 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=340057)

HWT123 said:

@just a thought I would encourage Sovereign Citizens to study the U.S. Constitution and

hold the Government accountable to that way. Ratified Treaties of the United States are also

the law of the land…

Which constitution are you referring to? , the living organic or the corporate fiction ?

Posted: May 08, 2014 10:21 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=340274)

HWT123 said:

@just a thought ...Ratified Treaties of the United States are also the law

That treaty has long since been broken for your information when the banks were

bailed out…

Posted: May 08, 2014 10:37 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=340283)

Karen Hudes said:

HWT, I appreciate the zeal, but it would behoove you to work together with some of the other

sovereign citizens so that you do not get tripped up. For instance, see comment 70. You

would not have gotten into trouble if you had stated that the federal courts were acting under

the yellow-fringed flag of martial law. http://www.treeofthegoldenlight.com/Nesara-

Constitution/GoldFringedFlags.htm

Posted: May 08, 2014 10:43 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=340286)

AndytheLawyer said:

#75—America’s federal courts are constituted and authorized by the U.S. Constitution, and

by statute. Whether a courtroom flag has a fringe or not is as irrelevant as the color of the

courthouse carpeting or the building’s architectural style.

Posted: May 08, 2014 03:20 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=340386)

Karen Hudes said:

I invite AndytheLawyer to read Jerry McNeil’s analysis

https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/constitutional+crisis1.pdf, specifically on pages 9 and 10:

“All courts today, whether state or federal sit as corporate prize courts, under the municipal

power of the New District of Columbia, conducting a silent war against the People of the

several states through the Trading with the enemy Act.

“It has been held by the Supreme court that ‘the laws, whether in writing, or evidenced by

the usage and customs of the conquered or ceded country continue in force till altered by the

new Sovereign.’ See Whiting; War Powers under the Constitution of the United States,

Military Arrests, Reconstruction and Military Government, Forty Third Edition, Lee and

Shepard Publishers, New York, 1871, page 319. [footnote deleted] This long standing tenet

of law, apparently has made it relatively easy for the NWO to conceal what has happened.

Then too, this is apparently the first known public discussion of it.

“CONCLUSION

“In 1933, Congressman Beck speaking from the Congressional Record, states:

‘I think of all the damnable heresies that have ever been suggested in connection with the

Constitution, the doctrine of emergency is the worst. It means that when Congress declares

an emergency, there is no Constitution. This means its death. It is the very doctrine that the

German chancellor is invoking today in the dying hours of the parliamentary body of the

German republic, namely, that because of an emergency, it should grant to the German

chancellor absolute power to pass any law, even though the law contradicts the Constitution

of the German republic. Chancellor Hitler is at least frank about it. We pay the Constitution

lip-service, but the result is the same.’”
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Posted: May 08, 2014 10:01 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=340568)

B. McLeod said:

I don’t think random rambling really counts as an “analysis”.

Posted: May 08, 2014 10:59 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=340592)

Generation Lex said:

It’s scary thought when even Yankee declares his political bedfellows to be sad sociopaths. I

think they’re just normal folk who drank a wee bit too much of the Conservative Talk Radio

jargon Kool-Aid.

Posted: May 09, 2014 01:24 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=340634)

B. McLeod said:

I put it down to the factors noted in my post @ 66. If it was just something they drank, it

would wear off, and that does not seem to happen.

Posted: May 09, 2014 03:23 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=340668)

Karen Hudes said:

66, 78, 79, 80 B. McLeod and Generation Lex seem to have missed that the legal profession

in other countries is observing how America’s lawyers acquit themselves in this discussion

about the Constitutional crisis in the United States. Perhaps others can address South

Carolina’s study group https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/two+constitutions.pdf and Mr. Jerry

McNeil’s https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/constitutional+crisis1.pdf “random rambling”

more competently.

Posted: May 09, 2014 12:50 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=340811)

Eric Williams said:

I am very glad I am 80 years old and not 8 days old.

In reading this item against the idiots who refer to themselves using the contradicting term

“Sovereign Citizen”, wherein the Oklahoma Federal Building was blamed on McVeigh, when

there was substantial evidence at the time that it was a false flag operation (anyone who

knows anything about explosives knows that the most a fertilizer bomb could have done was

blow out all the windows, that the substantial structural damage would have required

explosives to be placed under the supporting structures). The murder of President Kennedy,

where it was clearly an inside government operation; And the total fraud of the 9/11 cover-up,

where the evidence presented in Dr. Wood’s book

, reveals the buildings were destroyed by some manner of molecular disassociation; and the

manner in which the Sandy Hook purported school children killing was handled (where were

the other 600+ children? And why were all the purported funerals of the supposedly killed

children, closed casket?); all used to foster the disarmament of the citizens of the United

States. Where Obama, touting the Agenda 21 plan, says everyone needs to move to the

cities where he has a plan for everyone to be taken care of; not to forget the United Nations

agreement signed by President Reagan turning over the “education” of our children to

Russia. (While he was in the White House, we referred to him as Rabid Red Ronnie).

Here is a question for all you patriotic critics (and, NO, I am NOT a Sovereign Citizen, and I

agree that virtually all of their arguments are nonsensical gibberish), in as much as there is

no provision in the Fourteenth Amendment declaring anyone born in the United States to

become a citizen thereof due to birth here, how does someone born here become subject to

the jurisdiction thereof, in compliance with the prohibition of involuntary servitude

acknowledged in the Thirteenth Amendment?

I am Eric Williams, The Radical In The Twilight Zone

Posted: May 10, 2014 04:08 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=341284)
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witnessing injustice said:

@81 are you the former 20-year veteran World Bank, Yale trained attorney Karen Hudes?

Are you the Karen Hudes interviewed by Greg Hunter on YouTube? “Karen Hudes: We’re

Running Out of Time! We’re Dealing with Whether We Can Continue as Humanity”

http://youtu.be/gHVgRgYdCsQ

If so, yes, the U.S. Federal Reserve and corrupt central planning/banking is a blight on

humanity. Many people understand that, so why not speak to that issue directly?

As an attorney, how are you able follow the Sovereign Citizen writings, which to me read like

gibberish? I agree the courts are corrupt, and recently had two petitions before the SCOTUS,

No. 12-7747 and No. 13-7280.

What do you think of Catherine Austin Fitts and her Solari blog? http://solari.com/blog/

Fitts is very readable and makes sound, coherent arguments, in contrast to what get from

SC.

For the benefit of other readers, “Fitts served as managing director and member of the board

of directors of the Wall Street investment bank Dillon, Read & Co. Inc., as Assistant Secretary

of Housing and Federal Housing[2] Commissioner at the United States Department of

Housing and Urban Development in the first Bush Administration, and was the president of

Hamilton Securities Group, Inc., an investment bank and financial software developer.”

“Fitts has a BA from the University of Pennsylvania, an MBA from the Wharton School and

studied Mandarin at the Chinese University of Hong Kong.”

Currently “Catherine Austin Fitts is the president of Solari, Inc., the publisher of The Solari

Report, managing member of Solari Investment Advisory Services, LLC., and managing

member of Sea Lane Advisory Services, LLC. Catherine Fitts is a reoccurring guest on the

overnight radio program Coast to Coast AM.”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Catherine_Austin_Fitts

Posted: May 10, 2014 02:25 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=341465)

B. McLeod said:

Delusional, even so.

“66, 78, 79, 80 B. McLeod and Generation Lex seem to have missed that the legal profession

in other countries is observing how America’s lawyers acquit themselves in this discussion

about the Constitutional crisis in the United States. “

I can’t speak for Generation Lex, but I can confirm that B. McLeod has certainly “missed” the

delusional assertion referred to, based on the complete absence of any supporting evidence.

Posted: May 10, 2014 02:59 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=341477)

Karen Hudes said:

To #83, yes. To #84 Have you ever heard of the internet? This is now before 18,000

contacts on Facebook, Twitter, and Veterans Today: @KarenHudes The world sees how

America’s lawyers acquit themselves in the Constitutional crisis in the United States:

https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter5.10.14.pdf

Today I received this email from a lawyer in Belgium:

————- Forwarded message—————

From: philippe

Date: Sat, May 10, 2014 at 11:19 AM

Subject: Bravo

To: Karen Hudes

Madam,

I congratulate you for your action denouncing fraud the World Bank.

Fraud are identical to IMF

Ditto for the UN and the International Criminal Court

It should nationalize Wall Street, BOE and FED.

I am lawyer in Belgium.

Posted: May 10, 2014 04:57 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=341511)
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witnessing injustice said:

84. B. McLeod. “I can confirm that B. McLeod has certainly “missed” the delusional assertion

referred to, based on the complete absence of any supporting evidence.”

“complete absence of any supporting evidence”? Surely you jest! How about “Bush v. Gore.

The end of the Supreme Court as a legitimate, law-driven institution? (comment #40, R)

http://www.abajournal.com/news/article/what_are_the_worst_scotus_decisions_ever/

Or what about your own comment on the same ABA story, “What are the worst Supreme

Court decisions ever?”

@29 B. McLeod: “Surely we all know that the Court does what it does, and that it has nothing

to do with “law” in any real sense (until the Justices du jour make their political

pronouncement du jour, which then become “law”).”

http://www.abajournal.com/news/article/what_are_the_worst_scotus_decisions_ever/

Such as court is not a real court. Judge Richard Posner (C.A.6) says the SCOTUS not a real

court.

“I don’t think it’s a real court. I think of it as basically ... it’s like a House of Lords. It’s a quasi-

political body. President, Senate, House of Representatives, Supreme Court. It’s very

political. And they decide which cases to hear, which doesn’t strike me as something judges

should do. You should take what comes. When you decide which case to hear it means

you’ve decided the cases ahead of time.

http://www.abajournal.com/news/article/posner_has_absolutely_no_desire_to_join_scotus_w

hich_isnt_a_real_court

Yes, the Supreme Court decides cases ahead of time. Then the Justices look for law to

support the decisions. Phony. See my full post at

http://www.abajournal.com/news/article/voters_surveyed_favor_supreme_court_reforms/

And what about the allegation in this story that some “Sovereign Citizens” allegedly “turn to

violence”? Have you listened to Supreme Court Justice Scalia lately? Try this:

Justice Scalia suggest “revolt” instead of relying on a political process and the rule of law to

change the tax code. From the Law Blog of the Wall Street Journal, April 16, 2014,

http://blogs.wsj.com/law/2014/04/16/scalia-to-student-if-taxes-get-too-high-perhaps-you-

should-revolt/

“Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia, after delivering prepared remarks before a standing-

room-only crowd at the University of Tennessee College of Law on Tuesday, was asked by a

student about the constitutionality of the income tax.”

“Justice Scalia, according to the Knoxville News Sentinel, replied that the government has the

right to take his money. “But if reaches certain point, perhaps you should revolt,” he

reportedly told the young man.”

“The justice, who was invited by the law school to present its annual “Rose Lecture,”

delivered what he described as his “stump speech.”“

Is suggesting revolt the same as advocating the overthrow of Government?

18 U.S. Code § 2385 - Advocating overthrow of Government

http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/18/2385

Whoever knowingly or willfully advocates, abets, advises, or teaches the duty, necessity,

desirability, or propriety of overthrowing or destroying the government of the United States or

the government of any State, Territory, District or Possession thereof, or the government of

any political subdivision therein, by force or violence, or by the assassination of any officer of

any such government; or

Whoever, with intent to cause the overthrow or destruction of any such government, prints,

publishes, edits, issues, circulates, sells, distributes, or publicly displays any written or printed

matter advocating, advising, or teaching the duty, necessity, desirability, or propriety of

overthrowing or destroying any government in the United States by force or violence, or

attempts to do so; or

Whoever organizes or helps or attempts to organize any society, group, or assembly of

persons who teach, advocate, or encourage the overthrow or destruction of any such

government by force or violence; or becomes or is a member of, or affiliates with, any such

society, group, or assembly of persons, knowing the purposes thereof—

Shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than twenty years, or both, and shall be

ineligible for employment by the United States or any department or agency thereof, for the

five years next following his conviction.

If two or more persons conspire to commit any offense named in this section, each shall be

fined under this title or imprisoned not more than twenty years, or both, and shall be ineligible

for employment by the United States or any department or agency thereof, for the five years

next following his conviction.
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As used in this section, the terms “organizes” and “organize”, with respect to any society,

group, or assembly of persons, include the recruiting of new members, the forming of new

units, and the regrouping or expansion of existing clubs, classes, and other units of such

society, group, or assembly of persons.

There are plenty of examples and much “supporting evidence” that courts have failed their

Article III mandate. However you, B. McLeod may have “cognitive dissonance”,

“In psychology, cognitive dissonance is the excessive mental stress and discomfort[1]

experienced by an individual who holds two or more contradictory beliefs, ideas, or values at

the same time. This stress and discomfort may also arise within an individual who holds a

belief and performs a contradictory action or reaction.[2] For example, an individual is likely to

experience dissonance if they are addicted to smoking cigarettes and continue to smoke

despite knowing how seriously it jeopardizes health.[3] Stress and discomfort increase in

proportion to the importance of the beliefs, ideas or values that are contradicted.”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cognitive_dissonance

Substitute “smoking cigarettes” with “practicing law” with in your case, which may explain

some of your contradictory, or inaccurate statements, such as @68 “From what I have seen

of these folks, they tend to be not among society’s net winners (so to speak).”

FYI, a 20 year gig at the World Bank by Yale law grad debunks your rambling.

BTW, Have you paid your ABA dues, or are you still freeloading on the backs of hard-working

people who pay their ABA dues and keep this fine blog running?

Posted: May 10, 2014 05:17 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=341522)

witnessing injustice said:

@85 Thank you. My unsolicited advice is short and hopefully sweet: Zero in and use existing

law to expose corruption, like a good prosecutor. Forget the fringe stuff, it distracts from your

message and ultimate goal.

Posted: May 10, 2014 05:25 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=341528)

B. McLeod said:

Oh, I see. It isn’t just parnoiac delusions about the relative importance of US legal practice.

Apparently, the “supporting evidence” is one (1) person claiming to be a Belgian lawyer, who

concurs with condemnation of the World Bank.

Still not much of a basis to paint a picture of the world’s lawyers gazing in rapt attention at US

lawyers responding to a “constitutional crisis”. More of an illustration as to how some posters

can reach whatever conclusion they want based on very, very little.

It looks like all the other strange rangers, envious of this press attention for the “sovereigns,”

are horning in for their own 15 minutes of fame.

Posted: May 10, 2014 06:41 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=341558)

Karen Hudes said:

Ignoring the good advice in @87 and in rebuttal to @88: An accurate political science power

transition model [http://www.parliament.uk/documents/commons-committees/public-

administration/Complaints Consolidated 24 July.pdf ] started predicting a return to the rule of

law when the UK Parliament House of Commons Public Administration Select Committee

published my comment on page 186 of the report on Complaints: Do They Make a

Difference? “Today’s dire circumstances call for immediate and forceful intervention in the

hope that time still remains.” and Elaine Colville’s complaint on page 178 “It devolves on

Parliament to sort out this egregious state of affairs.”

http://philosophyofmetrics.com/2014/02/18/sdrs-and-the-new-bretton-woods-part-

six/comment-page-1/#comment-584 s

Posted: May 10, 2014 07:54 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=341587)

Karen Hudes said:
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@89 Here is the missing link to the UK Parliament House of Commons Public Administration

Select Committee report. http://www.parliament.uk/documents/commons-committees/public-

administration/Complaints Consolidated 24 July.pdf

Posted: May 10, 2014 08:02 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=341590)

witnessing injustice said:

@85 “Ditto for the UN and the International Criminal Court”

What is your view regarding the UN and the International Criminal Court? The International

Court of Justice?

What about the Special Rapporteur on the Independence of Judges and Lawyers, currently

Mrs. Gabriela Knaul? http://www.ohchr.org/EN/issues/Judiciary/Pages/IDPIndex.aspx

“The Special Rapporteur acts on information submitted to his or her attention regarding

alleged violations related to the independence of judges, lawyers and prosecutors by sending

allegation letter or urgent appeals to concerned Governments to bring specific cases to their

attention and clarify them.”

http://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Judiciary/Pages/Complaints.aspx

Annual reports to the Human Rights Council (formerly Commission on Human Rights)

http://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Judiciary/Pages/Annual.aspx

What about the Organization of American States?

http://www.oas.org/en/default.asp

Posted: May 10, 2014 09:51 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=341634)

Karen Hudes said:

@91 not much to write home about

Posted: May 10, 2014 10:24 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=341640)

witnessing injustice said:

@92 I’m sorry to read that about the UN, but not surprised. President Obama’s letter did not

respond to that part of my suggestion either for Syria, a proposal to use the Rome Statute

and ICC Prosecutor to open an investigation of Assad on referral by the UN Security

Counsel, or through a Pre-trial Chamber. Unfortunately the United State can not make a

referral because we have not ratified the Rome Statute.

http://www.scribd.com/doc/213808288/Pres-Obama-s-Letter-to-Gillespie-Re-Syria

Still, there is a network of existing domestic and international law to address a number of

issues raised by Sovereign Citizens, such as the Convention against Corruption,

http://www.unodc.org/unodc/corruption/index.html

“The United Nations Convention against Corruption (UNCAC) is the only legally binding

universal anti-corruption instrument. Signed by the United States December 9, 2003, and

ratified by the United States October 30, 2006.”

I think attitudes may be turning against corruption, like the influence of Pope Francis’

Evangelii Gaudium - The Joy of the Gospel

http://www.vatican.va/evangelii-gaudium/en/

“53. Just as the commandment “Thou shalt not kill” sets a clear limit in order to safeguard the

value of human life, today we also have to say “thou shalt not” to an economy of exclusion

and inequality. Such an economy kills. How can it be that it is not a news item when an

elderly home-less person dies of exposure, but it is news when the stock market loses two

points? This is a case of exclusion. Can we continue to stand by when food is thrown away

while people are starving? This is a case of inequality. Today everything comes under the

laws of competition and the survival of the fittest, where the powerful feed upon the

powerless. As a consequence, masses of people find themselves excluded and marginalized:

without work, without possibilities, without any means of escape. Human beings are

themselves considered consumer goods to be used and then discarded. We have created a

“throw away” culture which is now spreading. It is no longer simply about exploitation and

oppression, but something new. Exclusion ultimately has to do with what it means to be a

part of the society in which we live; those excluded are no longer society’s underside or its

fringes or its disenfranchised – they are no longer even a part of it. The excluded are not the

“exploited” but the outcast, the “leftovers”.”
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Humanity got to this point because, inter alia, Goldman Sachs and Lloyd Blankfein are doing

God’s work, although their credentials and motivation to do God’s work is questionable.

See, Lloyd Blankfein Says He Is Doing “God’s Work”, by John Carney, Business Insider,

November 9, 2009

http://www.businessinsider.com/lloyd-blankfein-says-he-is-doing-gods-work-2009-11

“I’m doing ‘God’s Work.’ Meet Mr. Goldman Sachs.

“We’re very important,” Blankfein is quoted as saying in The Times of London. “We help

companies to grow by helping them to raise capital. Companies that grow create wealth.

This, in turn, allows people to have jobs that create more growth and more wealth. It’s a

virtuous cycle.”...

“...What Blankfein seems to miss is that much of the public’s anger over the bonuses is

based on a perceived injustice: without government aid at the end of 2008, Goldman would

likely have been destroyed in the ensuing financial crisis. The public correctly understands

that despite this socialization of risk, much of the profit of Goldman Sachs is also due to

goverment aid in the form of access to cheap money…”

Posted: May 11, 2014 03:40 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=341730)

John Thompson said:

After reading these comments I can see why most sovereigns have nothing but contempt for

you folks..

They want to be left alone, they never signed on to be ruled over by other men, they were

simply born into a system of slavery that has been perfected over the years by a government

that creates laws but doesn’t follow them. I don’t suppose many of you have any real concept

of being free as you readily bow down to another mans authority over you. I recoginize no

man as superior to me other than my Father in heaven, and I certainly wouldn’t recognize a

lawyer as being of any importance. Keep thinking you guys are the really smart ones of the

world, when the stuff hits the fan in America, and it’s coming faster by the day, the real men

will survive, question is, will any of you…

Posted: May 11, 2014 05:11 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=341762)

witnessing injustice said:

@94 “Keep thinking you guys are the really smart ones of the world, when the stuff hits the

fan in America, and it’s coming faster by the day, the real men will survive, question is, will

any of you…”

FYI, on a long enough timeline, the survival rate for everyone drops to zero.

If Sovereign Citizens really want to be left alone, stop plastering the courts with bogus legal

filings. That is the biggest source of backlash for Sovereign Citizens.

Instead, join those of us fighting injustice through existing laws against corruption and

racketeering, like RICO,

“Under RICO, a person who has committed “at least two acts of racketeering activity” drawn

from a list of 35 crimes—27 federal crimes and 8 state crimes—within a 10-year period, if

such acts are related in one of four specified ways to an “enterprise,” can be charged with

racketeering. Those found guilty of racketeering can be fined up to $25,000 and sentenced to

20 years in prison per racketeering count. In addition, the racketeer must forfeit all ill-gotten

gains and interest in any business gained through a pattern of “racketeering activity.” RICO

also permits a private individual harmed by the actions of such racketeers to file a civil suit; if

successful, the individual can collect treble damages (damages in triple the amount of

actual/compensatory damages).”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Racketeer_Influenced_and_Corrupt_Organizations_Act

“I recoginize (sic) no man as superior to me other than my Father in heaven”.

Fine. But no one is truly free until their last breath, which is in conflict with a survival

mentality.

Ultimately, there is only one way to get to heaven.

Posted: May 11, 2014 04:19 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=341979)

Eric Williams said:

A comment to #95, Where has any private person ever been able to have a prosecution
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under RICO?

“Sovereign Citizens” need to put aside their stupidity and follow the example I set in Federal

Court in 1970, where I beat the IRS in less than five minutes without filing even one

document.

Read more about it here:

I see that no one has responded to my item here, #82, my challenge to anyone posting here

to present or explain the means by which a person born in the United States becomes a

citizen thereof.

I presume that if such is to be set forth amongst a bunch of attorneys and critics of

“Sovereign Citizens” (of which I am certainly amongst the most virulent critics), I must explain

such myself.

As I previously wrote in #82, I strongly criticize those who refer to themselves as “Sovereign

Citizens”, but not because they are basically wrong, but because they insist on making their

position so complicated and ridiculous even they don’t understand it.

As I was abandoned as a day old infant 80 years ago, in 1934, I do not know when or where I

was born or who my mother was, much less my father, nine months removed. However, I

was not made aware of this until I was thirty, in 1964, at my presumed father’s funeral. This

put me on a quest to learn who “I really was”, which caused me to become aware of facts that

most people refuse to even consider, which I have determined is due to the extensive

susceptibility of the human mind to mind controlling indoctrination, intended to convert

freeborn people into volunteering themselves into being docile pay-tri- otic tax-pain-ers.

To make a somewhat long story short, there was an income tax rebellion in Southern

California in the late 1960s, in which I became a very vocal and effective leader, conducting

public meetings several times each week throughout the Los Angeles and Inland Empire area

of Southern California, for well over a year.

I had a silent partner in that endeavor who never gave one presentation, never wrote one

item against the IRS or income tax and who never had his picture or name plastered on any

of thousands of meeting advertising flyers we distributed throughout our area. I was the one

“guilty” of the high crime of telling the truth to those whom attended, which numbered in the

many hundreds, thousands overall.

We were both charged by the IRS, with criminal willful failure to file and/or pay income tax.

My friend and partner went to trial with an attorney, and spent the next 2-1/2 years in Federal

Prison. I went to trial all on my own, without filing even one document with the Court, and

walked out in less than five minutes and have never ever filed or paid income tax and have

never ever been further bothered by the IRS. However, about three years later I was

contacted, personally, at my place of business, by two special agents of the IRS who asked

me to help them prosecute a man who had not paid his income tax. I, of course, declined to

assist them.

At that time I happened to be walking out to get in my new Cadillac, to go call on potential

customers. The agents were just then driving into the parking lot of my furniture factory. The

driver had his window down and called to me by name (he did not ask me who I was, he had

a picture of me, one of those thousands of tax-protest flyers for the tax rebellion). They knew

who I was and what I was doing and where I was doing it and they have never ever bothered

me for my “failure” to file or pay.

So what was my “magic”? As I wrote above, in 1970 I was prosecuted by the IRS in Federal

Court in Los Angeles for criminal failure to file or pay income tax. In the opening phase of that

criminal prosecution I challenged the IRS prosecutor, during his opening statement, where he

had said, “Citizens of the United States have an obligation to blah, blah, blah…”, whereupon I

stood and entered my objection to his implication that I had incurred the obligations he was

mentioning.

I challenged the Prosecutor to present documented proof from his existing file, that I had

volunteered myself into a condition of servitude to the United States, as would be required

under the Thirteenth Amendment in order for me to have incurred the obligations mentioned

by that IRS prosecutor.

When the IRS prosecutor was unable to so do, the Federal Judge then stated that he was

taking the matter under consideration and that I would be notified. That took less than five

minutes.

That was forty-four yeas ago and I am still waiting. I have never ever filed or paid income tax

and I have never ever been bothered by the IRS since that one event in California in 1970.

Neither the IRS Prosecutor or the Federal Judge in that Federal IRS prosecution mentioned

any of the ridiculous points touted by “Sovereign Citizens”. There was no mention that “my

name” was written in all caps in the complaint or that I had failed to file any document

objecting thereto; nor did they mention the gold fringed United States flag that was on display

in the courtroom. The one and only issue considered was the ability of the IRS to prove I had

volunteered myself into a condition of servitude, as is required, when challenged, under the

prohibition of involuntary servitude provision of the Thirteenth Amendment. Neither did the
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Prosecutor or Judge ask me if I had a driver license, Social Security number; if I used Federal

Reserve Notes or traveled on the government owned roads; had my automobile registered,

licensed and insured; or if I had a hunting license; or was a registered voter.

There was no suggestion that my utilization of any of those items would constitute an

adhesion contract causing me to have volunteered to submit myself to the political dominion

of the Federal or any state government, as is believed and proclaimed by the more than

ignorant stupidity of “Sovereign Citizens”.

The licensed BAR association attorney who represented my silent partner in that income tax

rebellion prosecution, failed and refused to raise the challenge I did, which applied to my

friend as well as me (and to everyone in this country), causing my friend to serve 2-1/2 years

in prison and to be assessed a fine of $10,000.00 (which he refused to pay).

If all the Pay-Tri-Idiots complicating their position with their “Sovereign Citizen” claim, were to

do as I did, file no papers with the court, avoid burdening and aggravating the court and

prosecutor, simply raise the challenge of political jurisdiction as soon as the case is called,

and then stand mute, the court would have no choice but to dismiss because there is no

possible way anyone can be proved to be a citizen of the United States, unless they

voluntarily agree to such status in open court! (Once the challenge is raised, neither the

Prosecutor or Court has standing to present any manner of questions to the accused. The

burden shifts to the Complainant, as is established in more than twenty Federal and Supreme

Court cases.) K!I!S!S!

Presenting a birth certificate to be issued a driver license does establish a subservient

contractual relationship to the state, but that falls just a mite short of establishing citizenship.

And such is, in any event, fraudulently induced through the criminal indoctrination of children

in government schools, and is therefore, quite easily defeated.

Prior to the birth certificate presentation the state has ZERO political dominion over anyone

born on this land. “Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, except as punishment for crime

whereof the party shall have been duly convicted, shall exist within the United States, or any

place subject to their jurisdiction.” Before a party can be tried for a purported violation, the

charging party must first establish political jurisdiction that would cause the party to be

obligated to conform to whatever violation was alledged.

This means that the only violations chargeable would be under the Common Law, not under

any statute created by any legislation of any political organization. Any other interpretation

would be deemed absurd under the SCOTUS ruling in Holy Trinity Church v. United States.

The Preamble establishes that the purpose of the Constitution was/is, to secure the Blessings

of Liberty to the People of the United States and their posterity. This wording excludes any

application to mere citizens.

The wording of the Fourteenth Amendment does not establish citizenship but it does

establish that those who volunteer themselves into that status are subject to the jurisdiction

thereof, meaning to the President, to Obama! Citizens of the United States have ZERO

protection in the Bill of Rights.

Obama told the truth when he said he was not going after gun protections established in the

Second Amendment. Obama is not going after the People’s guns, Obama is going after the

guns of United States citizens. Under the Fourteenth Amendment he does have

Constitutional standing to do just that!

Pay Attention to the words!

Not to what the most dishonest government to ever disgrace the face of this planet has

indoctrinated you to believe, in its indoctrination centers, known as “public schools”.

I, Eric Williams, am, of course, The Radical In The Twilight Zone

Posted: May 11, 2014 09:13 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=342119)

witnessing injustice said:

@96. Eric Williams. Thank you for sharing your story. While RICO has a civil component, and

I know private persons have sued the government under civil RICO, I am not aware of any

successful civil RICO cases. So you raise a legitimate point that requires further research.

As for your contention that a person’s birth in the US does not establish citizenship for the

purpose of jurisdiction, it apparently worked for you a long time ago. Fine, I’d like to hear

other views on how it may apply today.

What about the Citizenship Clause, the first sentence of Section 1 in the Fourteenth

Amendment? The Civil Rights Act of 1866 had already granted U.S. citizenship to all persons

born in the United States “not subject to any foreign power.”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Citizenship_Clause

Also see Birthright citizenship in the United States

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Birthright_citizenship_in_the_United_States
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8 U.S.C. § 1401(f) Nationals and citizens of United States at birth, may apply in your case,

http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/8/1401

(f) a person of unknown parentage found in the United States while under the age of five

years, until shown, prior to his attaining the age of twenty-one years, not to have been born in

the United States;

I am aware of Elk v. Wilkins, 112 U.S. 94, where the SCOTUS held an Indian cannot make

himself a citizen of the United States without the consent and co-operation of the

government. Ultimately the case was superseded by the Indian Citizenship Act of 1924

From Wikipedia,

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elk_v._Wilkins

John Elk, a Winnebago Indian born on an Indian reservation and later resided among whites

in the non-reservation U.S. territory in Omaha, Nebraska, where he renounced his former

tribal allegiance and claimed citizenship by virtue of the Citizenship Clause.[1] The case

came about after Elk tried to register to vote on April 5, 1880, and was denied by Charles

Wilkins, the named defendant, who was registrar of voters of the Fifth Ward of the City of

Omaha.

The question then was, whether an Indian, born a member of one of the Indian tribes within

the United States, is, merely by reason of his or her birth within the United States, and of his

afterward voluntarily separating him or herself from the tribe and taking up residence among

white citizens, a citizen of the United States, within the meaning of the first section of the

Fourteenth Amendment of the Constitution.

Under the constitution of the United States, Congress had and exercised the power to

regulate commerce with the Indian tribes, and the members thereof, whether within or without

the boundaries of one of the states of the Union. The Indian tribes, being within the territorial

limits of the United States, were not, strictly speaking, foreign states; but they were alien

nations, distinct political communities, with whom the United States might and habitually did

deal, as they thought fit, either through treaties made by the president and senate, or through

acts of Congress in the ordinary forms of legislation. The members of those tribes owed

immediate allegiance to their several tribes, and were not part of the people of the United

States.[2]

Although “Indian tribes, being within the territorial limits of the United States, were not, strictly

speaking, foreign states,” “they were alien nations, distinct political communities,” with whom

the United States dealt with through treaties and acts of Congress.[3] Thus, born a member

of an Indian tribe, even on American soil, Elk could not meet the allegiance test of the

jurisdictional phrase because he “owed immediate allegiance to” his tribe, a vassal or quasi-

nation, and not to the United States. The Court held Elk was not “subject to the jurisdiction” of

the United States at birth. “The evident meaning of these last words is, not merely subject in

some respect or degree to the jurisdiction of the United States, but completely subject to their

political jurisdiction, and owing them direct and immediate allegiance.”[4]

The exclusion of Native Americans from citizenship was eventually eliminated by the Indian

Citizenship Act of 1924. At the time, two-thirds of Native Americans had already achieved

citizenship.[5]

Posted: May 12, 2014 04:51 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=342274)

AndytheLawyer said:

#94—I didn’t consider myself superior to you until I read what you posted. Now I’m certain

that I am.

Posted: May 12, 2014 08:06 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=342651)

Generation Lex said:

#98

When the going gets tough, there are two types of people: there are people who band

together to help one another in hard times, and there are people who throw away 6000 years

of civilization to live by the law of the jungle.

Posted: May 13, 2014 08:48 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=343255)

SpartanPeach said:
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@16 In what world is it reasonable to bring a well-armed militia to collect a overdue grazing

fees, regardless of the amount? How about attaching the land, like normal folks do? FYI -

not every one who supported Bundy was a loon, as some of us think that the full weight of the

U.S. Government should not be brought to bear when one is overdue on grazing fees!! Even

the IRS will put a lien on your property - what was that left liberal loon in charge of BLM

thinking???

Posted: May 13, 2014 11:03 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=343318)

Eric Williams said:

Response to #97

There is an old saying, “The more I know, the more I know I don’t know anything”.

There is another one that I have found equally valid, “If there is a belief among Freedom

lovers that is widely believed to be foundational to Freedom, it is most probably the cause of

Freedoms loss!”

I frequently get responses similar to yours, asserting that because my event was forty-four

years ago, it would probably not stand today. People seem eager to overlook the fact that I

am still here and still not filing or paying, and still not being bothered by the IRS. They are

eager to overlook it because if they acknowledged it is still working for me, that it might also

work for them, but they are so terrified by the IRS that they dare not acknowledge my

continuing exception, lest they be “required” to try my simple defense.

Due to time and space considerations I do not always present all of the details in that 1970

“victory”. I put “victory” in quotes because I did not get a judicial ruling in my favor in that

prosecution; what I got was a Federal Judge putting the matter on terminal hold because the

government could not win and dared not loose. (More on that below).

As I did mention in my post above (#82), it is more than a little significant that I was contacted

a few years later at my furniture manufacturing company, where I was doing very well, by two

IRS Special Agents gathering evidence to prosecute a man for whom I had built a two story

addition to his house before I entered furniture manufacturing. That man had paid me,

partially, with a two thousand dollar cashier’s check, which those IRS agents wanted me to

validate. I declined.

The important point there is that those IRS agents knew very well what I was doing and

where I was doing it but never bothered me. I operated that manufacturing company, very

profitably, for twenty-two years without ever being bothered by the IRS. My office staff

withheld taxes from all our 70-80 employees and paid that over to the IRS, but I was never

included in any of those transactions.

I was a talk radio host on two different stations for about three years, mentioning these

matters many times, but never bothered by the IRS.

I became acquainted about eighteen months ago, with an elderly woman who had entered

into an agreement with the IRS to pay $600.00 per month on her past taxes. Shortly after we

became acquainted she informed me of this and that she had mailed her second payment

just two days prior. I told her that if it were me, I would call the bank and put a stop payment

order on that second check and send a letter to the IRS challenging its ability to prove I had

willingly, knowingly and intentionally, being fully informed of the negative consequences

thereof prior thereto, had voluntarily agreed to submit myself to the political dominion of the

United States government.

She called her bank, entered the stop payment order, and sent her letter to the IRS. A

couple weeks later she received a demand letter from a different IRS office. I informed her

that if it were me I would send a similar letter to that second office, including a copy of the

letter to the first office, which she did then do.

A couple weeks later she received a demand letter from the tax board of the state where she

lives. She then sent the state office a similar letter and included copies of her letters to the

two IRS offices. That was well over a year ago. I have not been informed by her since, that

she has receiver further communications from any of those tax offices.

As to the duration, from back in 1970 to now, how has the Thirteenth or Fourteenth

amendments changed? In your comment you include items with several references to the

citizenship clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. There is no wording in the 14th that

declares anyone to be a citizen of the United States due to birth. I know that “everyone”

seems to accept that the 14th declares citizenship due to birth, however, here is simply no

such citizen by birth declaration in the 14th Amendment.

Pay attention to the words and grammatical structure, and also to the prohibition of

involuntary servitude provision of the Thirteenth Amendment. Is it not self evident that

citizenship constitutes a condition of servitude, that therefore, the 13th would prohibit

citizenship by birth? (More on both of those below).

The problem I/we have here in this society, in obtaining our Freedom, is basically twofold, but

more correctly, both points arise from the first.
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The first is the unrealized extent of the susceptibility of the human mind to indoctrination and

the extreme difficulty in re-educating a human mind after it has been programmed - and this

difficulty even applies to an individual who has come to realize his susceptibility, accepting

that he has been fraudulently indoctrinated, and wants to unlearn the fraudulent information

and replace it with the truth.

As an example, if you stop and think about it, you have no ability to know when or where you

were born or even who your own mother was. Now that you have read that, what comes

immediately to your mind? “That is ridiculous, of course I know all that, everyone knows all

that!”.

Oh, you mean that when you popped out of your mother’s womb, that you looked over at the

clock and calendar on the wall to take note of the time and day, and of the location of your

birth indicated on the wall map, and that you looked up at your mother’s face, before the

umbilical cord was cut, so that you could take cognitive notice of who she was? Did you also

check her state issued ID? I hope!

Now that you have taken a few moments to re-think these matters, you realize that it is true,

that you cannot possibly have any personal knowledge of any of these facts, but you believe

them because you were told them by the woman who also told you that Santa flies through

the air on a sleigh pulled by a red-nosed reindeer.

Now that you consciously KNOW, that you do NOT know when or where you were born, get

yourself connected to a lie detector machine and have the operator ask you the usual

questions to adjust the machine, but have him not ask you anything about the facts of your

birth.

Then have him ask you if you know when or where you were born and who your mother was,

and you give truthful answers, that you do not know any of those facts. The lie detector

machine will indicate that you are lying on every point, no matter that all present know you

are telling the truth. Then lie, give the usual answers of your birth facts and the machine will

indicate you are telling the truth, although everyone present will know you are then lying.

If you have been around legal matters to the extent it appears based on the references you

included in your comment, you then know that there have been numerous instances in this

country where courts have ordered original birth certificates of adopted children to be

modified to indicate the adoptive parents were the actual birth parents of the child. Does this

not raise a concern as to the actual birth parents of every child in this society? Where do we

draw the line?

The point here is that no one knows when or where they were born or who their own mother

was. I am not in any way suggesting that 99% (just to make up a number), of birth records or

beliefs are erroneous or altered, that is not my point. My point is that when we are dealing

with the government or its courts, neither the government or its courts can prove or disprove

anything about us based on a birth certificate, unless we acknowledge the document, which

we need not do because there is no possibility we can have any personal knowledge in

regard to any of the events of our birth.

In my litigative experiences, I have served Arkansas Governor Beebe with Admissions he

failed to respond to, which, according to ARCP, establishes the admissions to be admitted,

among which is the establishment that the purpose of he State requiring a BC for the

issuance of a driver license, is to establish a subservient franchisee relationship of the

applicant to the state.

As the state has become the owner of the name under Arkansas Code, Title 18, 28. 202, five

years after the BC was recorded with the state, the state is able to use its ownership of that

name as the means by which the state is able to induce free born individuals to volunteer

themselves into a subservient relationship to the state; due to the “Natural” lust of a sixteen

year old to be issued a driver license. During that DL issuing process, as the preliminary

requirement, the state owned name becomes the “true legal name” of the applicant.

(Title 18, 28, 202 is Arkansas’ abandoned property statute. Section 202 is a catch all section

that includes all abandoned property not specified in any previous section. All Fifty of the

States have similar provisions in their abandoned property statutes).

Thereafter, every time the individual engages in any activity under that state owned name the

individual must conform to the rules established by the state.

Prior to the applicants “voluntary” presentation of that BC (which he had been wrongly

indoctrinated to believe was his), to be issued a DL, the state had no standing to require the

free born individual to apply for or be issued a DL prior to operating his own automobile. Or

to issue him a citation for driving without a DL or to cite him for any other traffic or other

violation. Why else would the state require a DL applicant to present a document that could

never ever be proved to apply to the DL applicant? Why have none of the Fifty states

enacted a statute enabling an applicant who has no ability to present a BC, to be issued a

DL? The reason is because the state does not have standing to issue a DL until AFTER the

person has volunteered himself into a subservient relationship to the state.

Pay attention to the wording of both the 13th and 14th amendments!
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in order for the state to maneuver the applicant to “legally” operate under that state owned

name, the applicant must, in order for the state to avoid a violation of the 13th Amendment,

be induced by the state to voluntarily apply to the state for the state to accept the applicant

into a subservient relationship to the state. I put “legally” in quotes because everything the

state does in this endeavor is fraud based.

The only problem the state has in this scam, is that it is all done dishonestly and fraudulently.

Therefore, according to THEIR rules, the whole proceedure is totally VOID. Not voidable, but

VOID!

In your comment you mention Indians born with an obligation to their tribes. Who says so?

Who has the authority to determine that someone else owes allegiance to another due to

their birth? If those Indians did not tell anyone they were Indians, no one could prove they

were. What if an Indian infant was raised in a Caucasian family, with other children, and was

treated equally, where that “Indian” had no knowledge of his origin? What then would be his

“patriotic obligation”?

This country was purportedly created to establish a society where there would be no political

classes, no aristocracy and no commoners, where everyone would be politically equal and

Free (except, of course, for the black slaves). It is very widely believed that the Founding

Fathers intended to create a government that would establish such a society. I write

“purportedly”, because the evidence indicates quite the contrary, if carefully examined by a

mind aware of its having been programmed to believe the common fairy tale.

It is very difficult to convince anyone to the contrary, due to the susceptibility of the human

mind to indoctrination. The Founding Fathers have been all but deified by the indoctrinated

Sovereign Citizen crowd.

We frequently hear the cry to restore the republic. How very sad! Where did this stupidity

come from? What is a republic? We have The People’s Republic of China and The

Democratic People’s Republic of [North] Korea, The Cuban Republic and about a hundred

other totalitarian dictatorships on this planet with the word republic in the official name of their

country.

So what is the similarity of all those slave states and the United States? They all have two

political classes, (1) those who make the rules, the People of the United States, and (2) those

who follow those rules, citizens of the United States.

The Freedom loving Aristocratic Founding Fathers created themselves as the ruling class in

the Preamble and they created he ruled class in Section Two of Article One, surreptitiously of

course, through their establishment of the qualifications for a citizen of the United States to

serve in the House or Senate, 25 yoa and 7 years a citizen or 35 yoa and 9 years a citizen.

Pay attention to the words! Not what you have been indoctrinated to believe, by the

government’s schools.

No where in the Federal Constitution is there any mention of the style of government created

at the Federal level. There is a provision guaranteeing that all states will have a republican

form of government. Why did the Framers put that in the Constitution?

Well, if a republic is a form where there are two political classes, does not this provision

inform the “former” aristocrats that if they move west, and organize new “states”, that the

“former” aristocrats will be able to govern those states in a similar manner as Dukes and

Earls governed in England? Except here they will be known as “governors”.

Why would the purported Freedom loving Founding Fathers, purporting to create a form of

government where the commoners would be in control, use the term “republic”, which was an

ancient term that had never ever been historically applicable to a society which was

dominated by commoners, because such a society had never before ever existed, and guess

what, the Founders did not intend that such a form would be created here.

I am no different that anyone else, other than that I am an engineer, by Nature, not by

education. Yes, my education is in engineering, but my schooling was to fill in the details, not

to convince me.

As an engineer, when there is a common problem I first do the same as everyone else, I

apply the accepted remedy. And, most often, that resolves the issue, but not always,

sometimes the problem persists, coming back over and over, until we come to realize the

accepted remedy is not going to work this time. That if we are going to solve the recurring

problem we must look to a new remedy, perhaps even acknowledging that our previously

accepted remedy only served to cause the problem to mature to a degree where it might

actually be impossible to resolve, without an entire restructuring of what we had previously

allowed ourselves to be convinced was the ultimate design.

For the past many generations there have been humans in this society who have seen their

Freedom being d/swindled away. They have tried to determine the cause and have

erroneously reasoned that the cause is the failure to follow the Constitution and the principles

of the Founding Fathers.

When I first became concerned, when I was trying to find out who I really was, I then

accepted this common fairy tale along with everyone else, however, experience has caused

me to seriously reconsider. One thing I have learned is that when something is widely

accepted among Freedom concerned humans as being basic to Freedom, it is most likely,

Rat Poison!
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When we go back to July 4, 1776, and consider and acknowledge that on that day there was

no government here of any degree what-so-ever. And when we then acknowledge that on

that day and at that moment, all of the former subjects of King George III, had become

politically equal, with no individual having any more authority than any other. And

acknowledge that none of them had any Natural authority to create a government wherein

they could imbue such government with any more authority than the authority Naturally

imbued into any single one of them. And thereby acknowledge that no one can possibly be

born with any birth imbued patriotic obligation to any pre existing entity. We then might be

able to determine Constitutional modifications that might actually enable Freedom to be

enjoyed by everyone, not limited to the Aristocrat People class, as is presently the case.

How can we here in 2014, be deemed to have any birth acquired obligation to a government

that is clearly operating as though it has authority to command those purportedly under its

dominion, in any way it chooses? To the total disregard of its designed intent as established

in the Constitution’s Preamble, “To secure the Blessings of Liberty to the People of the United

States, and THEIR Posterity”. Unless, of course, those whom are being so commanded, are

NOT of the Posterity of the People of the Preamble, such as are those who “voluntarily” claim

to be citizens of the United States.

The words “People” and “citizen” are not even close to being synonymous, no matter what

SCOTUS ruled in Dred Scott. The word “People” is not generally considered to be a political

word, but if it is couched in a context to imbue it with a political meaning, as is clearly the

case in the Preamble, then the word “People” will have that political application every place it

is used in the Constitution, such as in the 1st, 2nd, 4th, 9th and 10th amendments, where the

word “citizen” is noticeably absent.

Most persons in the United States today, are not aware that the Constitution was rejected by

the Thirteen states as originally presented by the Framers. The “former” commoners of the

Thirteen states presented about fifty proposed amendments, which were condensed down to

ten, and then added two of their own, which were rejected by the states.

As noted, the “former” aristocrats had condensed and reworded the fifty down to ten. They

changed the general non specific references of the commoners to the word “People” in the

five most critical places, in the 1st, 2nd, 4th, 9th and 10th, and omitted any specific reference

as to who the other protections might apply to. Why the omission and why the specification

in those critically important items? Go here to read the fifty proposals:

http://www.constitution.org/dhbr.htm

Consider the wording of the First Amendment. What if the Framers had written it like this,

“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free

exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press in regard to citizens of

the United States; or the right of the People peaceably to assemble, and to petition the

government for a redress of grievances?”

Or, what if the Framers had divided it into two separate amendments:

1. “Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the

free exercise thereof; or bridging the freedom of speech, or of the press in regard to citizens

of the United States;

2. Congress shall make no law impinging on the right of the People peaceably to assemble,

and to petition the government for a redress of grievances?”

When Patrick Henry read the original Constitution Henry said he smelled a rat and would

have no more to do with it, however Henry was not able to discern the rat he smelled. Do

you suppose if the Framers had written the First Amendment as I present herein, that Henry

might have been able to sniff out the rat he smelled?

Everyone then present properly considered themselves to be of the People, so they might not

have been alerted by the word “citizen”, however the word “citizen"clearly carries with it an

inherent recognition of political subservience to a political superior, which, I am convinced,

the commoners of that time did not fully discern. However, I am likewise convinced that the

“former” aristocratic Framers were very well aware of the potential servitude of the citizen

class. Why else did they surreptitiously create that status in Section Two of Article One?

So when did you volunteer?

As for the Civil Rights Act of 1866, if it actually caused anyone to be a citizen then why did

the Judge in my 1970 criminal prosecution by the IRS not declare I was a citizen based on

that Act? The judge in that Federal criminal prosecution did not declare I had won or the IRS

had lost. The judge said he was taking the matter under consideration and I would be

notified. That gave him all the time he or the IRS needed to do whatever research he or the

IRS chose to engage in, in order to come up with something to overcome my Thirteenth

Amendment argument. I am still waiting!

Additionally, the Act of 1866 would be nullified by the prohibition of involuntary provision of

the Thirteenth Amendment. Acts of Congress cannot over-ride Constitutional provisions.

The basis on which I proceeded then and to this day, has never been founded on any acts of

Congress. My argument is based on Natural Law, the basis this country was founded on,

and the Thirteenth and Fourteenth amendments. Primarily the 13th Amendment.
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The 13th is actually nothing more than a declaration or codification of Natural Law. No one or

entity has any Natural authority to command the subservience of any other individual, and it

is not reasonably possible for two or more who have no Natural individual authority to

combine their non-existing authority to enable them to create an authority none of them are

naturally endowed with.

Voting to establish such conformance constitutes the establishment of a police state. “A

dictatorship of the proletariat.”

Acts of Congress cannot supersede or negate Constitutional amendments. The 13th

prohibits involuntary servitude. It is well established in the legal system of this country that

when the wording of a statute or Constitutional provision is clear and unambiguous, it is not

subject to interpretation, only application. As it is clearly self evident that citizenship is a

condition of servitude, the 13th prohibits the government from declaring anyone to be a

citizen who does not intentionally volunteer himself into that servitude status.

Both the 13th and 14th were written by the same politicians in 1864, the 13th was ratified in

1866 and the 14th declared to have been, in 1868. My point here is that both were created

by the same devious political minds. Is it reasonable that these politicians would have

intended that their 14th would nullify their 13th? Has any court declared such nullification?

No, they just ignore the actual wording and rely on the indoctrination of the government’s

“schools” and the susceptibility of the human mind to indoctrination.

I contend that the true purpose of the 13th was to clarify (or neutralize) SCOTUS in Dred

Scott, and to protect the Posterity of the People and those of us who actually pay attention to

the words.

When you write the Act of 1866 “granted” citizenship, in regard to those persons born in the

United States, I think the more appropriate word or description would be, “forced the unwitting

into a condition of involuntary servitude”.

What is the benefit of citizenship to a person born here on this land? The 14th Amendment

strips all those born here who volunteer themselves into citizenship, of any and all protections

of the Bill of Rights (except as allowed from time to time, to maintain the farce).

Remember when we used to hear Sovereign Citizens complain when traffic court judges

ordered them to not mention the Constitution in their courts? Those judges were accused of

ignoring the Constitution when, in truth, they were simply following the Fourteenth

Amendment.

A careful reading of the so called “citizenship clause” of the 14th, will reveal that such clause

does not declare anyone to be a citizen. If it did, the Federal Judge in the IRS criminal

prosecution of me in 1970, would have immediately over ruled my objection, and I would

have been convicted and sent to prison for a lot more than the 2-1/2 years that my partner,

who had never presented any public speeches against the IRS, was sentenced to. I was the

one the IRS was really after!

The wording of the 14th Amendment with its purported “citizenship clause” is as follows: “All

persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are

citizens of the United States and of the state wherein they reside.”

The wording is NOT, “All persons born or naturalized in the United States are citizens of the

United States and of the state wherein they reside.”

The words between the two commas are critically important, especially the word “and”.

These words are what is known in English grammar as an explanatory clause. An

explanatory clause does not change the meaning of the writing where it is employed. The

purpose is to explain the intended meaning because without the explanatory clause a

misunderstanding of the intent of the writing would occur. No one is “born in the United

States”. It would be a physical impossibility because the United States does not physically

exist, and neither do any of the states. They are all artificial (NOT fictional), they do in fact

exist because we recognize them, however the recognition is in the organization, not

physical. You cannot go to Wal-Mart. Wal-Mart only exists in its corporate documents. Wal-

Mart stores are property of the corporation, they do not comprise the corporation.

As it is clear that the government of the United States, created on the authority of sovereign

individuals, where everyone then present was equally sovereign over their own individual

person, the men who were creating that government could not possibly imbue their creation

with authority to command subservience of any sovereign individual who did not intentionally

volunteer himself thereunder. How does a human become sovereign over his own person?

Simply by being born! How could it reasonably be otherwise?

How could it make any difference whether the person had not yet been born? How totally

police state would it be for those previously born to purport to have the authority to command

the subservience of the yet unborn? Is it not clearly self evident that the yet unborn would be

equally politically independent and sovereign over their own person at the time of their birth?

With the clear exception of their childhood years during which they were provided for by their

parents. But once they were able to provide for themselves their parents authority ceases to

exist. Is this not the way our society functions every day?

If parents have no authority over their adult children, how could it be reasonably possible for

total strangers to claim such authority?
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I receiver two citations for driving without a driver license. When I raised this issue in the

traffic court, through a hired licensed court reporter, the judge and or prosecutor causes

those two cases to disappear. They cannot win and dare not loose.

Any questions?

As for attorneys ands judges? I have been to court with and without, and with an attorney as

co-council with me as lead. I consult quite often with attorneys but I will never ever go to

court again represented by an attorney.

This does not mean attorneys are bad, it is simply an acknowledgment of human Nature.

Who are you most concerned with in whatever area of your life you might be addressing? If

an accused is going to challenge the jurisdiction of the state or the court, and argue that the

judge does not know when or where he was born or who his mother was, or if the judge was

a woman and I want a point made that voting is a criminal act, and my example is to ask the

woman judge how many men it would take to properly and democratically vote her panties

off, can I realistically expect an attorney to pose that question when he makes his living

representing clients in that woman judge’s court?

When I was operating my furniture manufacturing company in California, I was sitting in my

office one day and one of my production employees came in the office to tell me that there

were two uniforms walking around in the shop. I went out and found two firemen. I asked

what they were doing and one responded that they were conducting the annual fire

inspection. I said fine, I always want to be fire safe, but don’t you think you should come

through the office to inform management. The fireman responded telling me that sometimes

they did and sometimes they didn’t. I said, “What you do elsewhere is not my concern but

here, I want you to come through the office. He assumed an authoritative stance and started

to say something, I cut him off, telling him they were trespassing, and that under the law,

once a person has been informed he is trespassing, the only action he can take is to depart

from the premises taking the shortest route. He again started to speak, and I said, if you say

one word I am going to place you under citizens arrest, and I have seventy employees here

to back me up. His partner than took the man’s arm and said, “I think we better leave.” And

they departed.

As a result of that I was subjected to an inspection of about ten inspectors where they wrote

me up for items I had previously corrected, resulting in my criminal prosecution in

Westminster, California, where I presented myself as lead counsel with a licensed attorney as

my backup.

During those proceedings the judge, Englebretzen. called us all into his chambers to discuss

something outside of the jury. After that discussion was over the judge motioned me to

remain while all the attorneys departed. When they were gone the judge asked me why I

was being such an asshole. I said, “Judge Englebretzen, if I called you an asshole, you

would have me put in jail for contempt of court.”

He said that he would not. I then turned and re-entered the court. When the judge called the

court to order I stood and said I had a statement “For The Record”, which must be allowed. I

then repeated what the judge had said to me in his chambers, added an explanation as to

why I was being the asshole the judge assumed I was, “For my unreasonable insistence that

the fire department respect my authority in my company’s premises”, I then said, Judge

Englebretzen, you said you would not put me in jail if I called you an asshole, well, I am not

going to call you an asshole because my calling you an asshole would not make you an

asshole, you were born an asshole.”

As I has exposed judge Englebretzen’s bias against me he was removed from the case.

Could I reasonably expect an attorney to chastise a sitting judge as I did? No matter that it

was deserved?

Besides, if accused claim to be Sovereign Citizens, why do they need to be represented by

someone else? If my partner in the tax rebellion had gone to court as I did and proceeded as

I did, he would not have gone to trial or to prison for 2-1/2 years.

As I recall, the first responder to this item stated that he did not believe that Sovereign

Citizens believed what they advocated. Is there anything in my presentations that is not

backed up by Constitutional provisions and or reason? All readers may not agree with what I

present but before you insist I am wrong, you need to back up your displeasure with

reasonable argument, not merely patriotic emotion. Please believe me. it does not make me

happy to write much of what I have, however Freedom requires truth.

What is Freedom?

“Freedom is the societal condition that will exist when everyone has full. (100%) control over

their own property and all the derivatives thereof.” A.J. Galambos, Founder, The Free

Enterprise Institute.

True Freedom has never existed anywhere where a formal government has been imposed.

That does not mean it is not possible, especially after electricity has become widely used.

However, that is a topic for another time.

I am Eric Williams, The Radical In The Twilight Zone

Posted: May 14, 2014 04:52 am CDT
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| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=343474)

ViralPress said:

It is amazing that some comments to this article seem to lose sight of the real reasons behind

the rise of the Militia Movement. It appears that government excess is at the center of the

problem. An increasing number of people are doing something about safeguarding their

freedoms. Lawyers as a group are on the losing side of the battle. It is understandable that

anybody who benefits from the corruption of the present system wants to help protect it. This

house of cards is about to fall.

Posted: May 14, 2014 01:39 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=343687)

ViralPress said:

The solution to the problem of Freedom in America must be seen Beyond Bundy. Enough

individuals must value Freedom over Security and be ready to stand up and be counted. The

fact that lawyers want to continue charging $400/hr to people who earn less than $20/hr just

to be able to pay off excessive student loans does not resonate to the average American.

Lawyers are among the most hated professionals. It is in part because most politicians are

lawyers.

Posted: May 14, 2014 01:52 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=343693)

NoleLaw said:

Jesus, what a train wreck. Apparently plastering courts and the rest of the internet with BS is

not enough for these fanatics, they’ve come to the ABAJournal.com as well.

Posted: May 14, 2014 02:58 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=343733)

Eric Williams said:

A short response to #104, yes, you arecertainly correct, but is there any group that needs the

truth more than attorneys?

And to #103, Yes, however most of those concerned have been misled as to the problem and

the solution. If they were victorious to their fullest desire, the solution they propose would

being us back to where we are even more quickly.

This is an exension of my item # 101.

Another point needing to be addressed in addition to all the other stupid errors of the

“Sovereign Citizens”, is their copyrighting of “their” name. There is absolutely no possibility

that anyone whose birth was recorded on a birth certificate filed and recorded with any state

government can claim legal ownership of the name entered on that document, enabling them

to legally file a copyright.

As I explained in my previous item, when a human baby is born that child has no ability to

participate in or take cognitive notice of any of the facts pertaining to its birth. The child had

absolutely nothing to do with the selection of the name, or the entering of the name on any

birth certificate or other document, or of the filing any such documents with any office of any

nature.

The name is most usually conjured up by the child’s parents and entered on the BC either by

them or a hospital staff member, together with the name of the mother and father, the date

and time and location of the place of birth.

A birth certificate is a legal document and the name entered thereon, although of little

significant value at that time, has the potential of attaining great value in the future. What is

the value of the name “McDonald’s” or “Sears”, or “Hughes”? So the establishment of the

ownership thereof would seem to be highly significant. Why is this fact so totally overlooked

in our society?

Although most names will never attain the value of these examples most names will attain a

significant value privately, and most significantly, to the state, the name has the potential of

bringing many thousands of dollars of tax revenue to the state, if the ownership of the name

is “properly” manipulated by the state.

As it was the parents who conjured up the name it will be the parents who would be the

logical original legal owners of the name. However, in order to secure that ownership the

parents would need to enter an ownership claim on the birth certificate or file an additional

ownership claiming document with the BC.
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Now here is a very difficult question, “Why have none of the states, in their designing of all

these birth certificates, include an ownership claim on the face of the document?” Gee, that

is really a tough one to figure out.

Another tough question, “Why have none of the states, in their designing of all these birth

certificates include a space for the parents to enter future contact information or advising the

parents that in order for them to maintain their ownership of the name, and to be able to

assign that ownership over to the child, should the parents choose to do so, the parents

would be required from time to time, to notify the state that the parents were not abandoning

their ownership position.”

Why, instead, have all the stated enacted a provision in their otherwise more than reasonable

Disposition of Abandoned Property statutes, specifically addressing the abandonment of

names on birth certificates, but instead includes such names in a catch all section, such as is

established in Arkansas Codes, Title 18, Chapter 28, Section 202?

As I mentioned in my previous posting (#101), I served Arkansas Governor Beebe with

Admissions establishing all the foregoing, which he failed to respond to, therefore

establishing such as being admitted by the State of Arkansas under ARCP.

In Section 202 Arkansas becomes the owner of all names deemed to be abandoned, five

years after the last contact by the previous owner. As there is no indication on any birth

certificate that the parents are claiming or reserving their ownership, it is impossible, of

course, for the state to determine or locate or contact the original owner. Gee, I wonder why?

As the state has become the legal owner of the name entered on the BC, it is impossible for

the child whose birth was recorded thereon, to ever acquire any ownership interest in that

name. The parents “abandoned” their ownership, which none of them ever considered to be

owned property in the first place, so the parents do not have standing to legally give that

name to their child. In fact, all during the childhood of that child, until the child presents “his”

BC to be issued a DL, there is no legal way the name used by the child can be proved to be

the same name entered on that BC. This is true because there any many persons with what

appears to be the exact same name. It is the other information entered on each BC that

causes every such name to be unique.

Why do all of the states require all driver license applicants to present “their” birth certificates

before the state will issue them a driver license, when it must be clear to the state that there

is no possible way that anyone can present proof that the BC being presented was created

as a record of the applicant’s birth?

The state will claim the purpose is to create positive ID. However there in no information on

any BC that is necessary or required to enable the establishment of positive ID by the state.

If several young adults possessing BCs indicating an age of sixteen years, of the same

gender and race, all being total strangers with each other, were to trade BCs among

themselves, and then enter the BC info of the BC they received in the trade on their driver

license application, and present all that to the state driver license issuing clerk, the clerk

would issue all those applicants a driver license with the personal information of a total

stranger, but with the picture and fingerprints (or other physically unique info), of the

presenting applicant.

And, the state would not actually care one way or the other, because all those applicants had

“volunteered” themselves into a subservient relationship to the state, no matter what or

whose BC they had provided. The key here is in understanding that the state’s primary

interest is NOT in establishing positive ID, it is in establishing “true legal names”.

As I previously mentioned in #101, prior to the voluntary presentation of the BC, whereupon

is entered a name that has become owned by the state, the applicant has not volunteered

himself into a subservient relationship to the state and the state does not have standing to

require the person to conform to any state laws (or conform to Federal laws). In order for the

state to avoid a violation of the Thirteenth Amendment, the state must entice everyone to

“volunteer” themselves into a subservient relationship to the state. This is accomplished

when the applicant volunteers to present his birth certificate, thereby applying to the state for

the state to issue a franchise license to the applicant legally licensing the applicant to operate

under that state owned name, as the applicant’s “true legal name”. (“Eric Williams” was NOT

derived from a BC and is not and never was owned by any state. Additionally, Arkansas

Constitution Article Two, Section Twenty-seven is similar to the Thirteenth Amendment.

Some other states have similar constitutional involuntary servitude prohibitions - check your

state’s constitution).

After the driver license ceremony has been completed, every time those persons use that

state owned name they are bound by their unknown contract, to conform to all the rules

invoked by the state pertaining to any activity where the person contends he is operating

under that state owned name.

In my extensive research and studies of this issue, I have determined that none of this serves

to establish citizenship. Citizenship is acquired simply by the claiming thereof. Citizenship is

NOT assigned by the government, not by any statute, and certainly NOT in the Fourteenth

Amendment, as I addressed in considerable detail in my previous comment posted hereon.

For “Sovereign Citizens” to file a copyright of “their” name (derived from a recorded birth

certificate), a name they cannot possibly own, could cause them to be prosecuted for fraud,

or for stealing government owned property.
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I am Eric Williams, The Radical In The Twilight Zone

Posted: May 14, 2014 03:52 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=343766)

Yankee said:

@52 You ask: “We can agree that anarchy is where the very far right and the very far left join

hands, frolic and commit mayhem.”

We can agree to no such thing.

From the days of Emma Goldman, anarchy has been a left wing movement intended to

disrupt the status quo and lead to its Complete Collapse, with the goal of replacing the status

quo with a new social order.

Posted: May 14, 2014 07:36 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=343912)

ViralPress said:

Pray Tell! What is this World Coming to? This is an Opportunity for Brilliant Minds to Present

Solutions to the Troubling Problem of the End of Civilization as We Know It. This Must be the

End. Of Course, If Not, Things Will Only get Worse. In America, It is No Longer Possible to

Say, “Did You See What Happened in ........ (Pick a Country and Fill in the Blanks)? The

Militarization of America Has Kept the Sheeple in Line Long Enough that Some People Are

Waking Up to the Fraud.

It Seems Like this Forum Could Do More than Expect that the Solution is to LOCK THE UP.

Lets Get Some ‘Out of the Box’ Discussion About Fixes to a Badly Broken (In)Justice

System. Blaming Lawyers for the Mess is Simply Stating the Obvious. Expecting Lawyers to

Solve the Problem is to Expect Lawyers to Kill the Goose that Lays Their Golden Eggs.

Who Them Will Defend the Right To Be Free? This is Where “Every Man for Himself”

Becomes the Golden Rule. There Are Some People Who Don’t Want FREEDOM. Sad, But

TRUE. Then There Are Others Like Lawyers Who Benefit From the Madness. Don’t Forget

the Captors and Those Who Finance Both Sides of the Conflict. There are Many Bit Players.

However, at the End of the Day There are Only Two types of People: mavericks and Baby

Bunny Killers.

Posted: May 15, 2014 09:54 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=344294)

fullerlife said:

I applaud Karen Hudes and anyone else who strives to bring light to the public, sending a

message out to us all, to take responsibility for our Leaders, and change the system for a

new way of life. We are the People to take a stand for our rights.

Time is of the essence, and NOW is the time to stop fighting each other, and focus on how

we can bring this matter out to the masses, to make change NOW. The powers that “were”,

want us to fight among ourselves, to keep us distracted. See how easy it is to not support

each other, when we let our fears and egos get in the way? If we open our minds, and help

one another, we can sift through the crap, and focus on HOW we can make a faster dent in

all this. Karen is a wonderful, heart felt human being, with the best intentions. Let’s all come

together, help us get the word out to the public, where the masses can decide, time is of the

essence!

Love and light to all who want to save our world. Many people are suffering. Many don’t even

have access to doing anything about this, if you have any power, please use it.

Love to all.

Posted: May 15, 2014 12:40 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=344345)

JustADude said:

I would like to thank HWD, Karen Hudes, and witnessing injustice for providing everyone with

first hand experience as to the madness of sovereign citizens. It’s been enlightening. Please

exit the country now.

Posted: May 15, 2014 01:47 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=344373)
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ViralPress said:

104.

NoleLaw

Is the ABA Site an Appropriate Forum to Seek Answers?

Posted: May 15, 2014 03:07 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=344405)

Funky Man said:

Once again, a gross misrepresentation of 3 ‘labels’ of people used through-out the article.

I’m not inclined to get into to discussion here, needless to say, I scoffed at the first remark of

‘trying to undermine the rule of law’, as this is the very thing that ‘sovereign citizens’ (which is

an oxymoron) and ‘freemen on the land’ are trying to re-establish.

The crux of it relies on the understanding and elucidation to the fact that the Government

derives its power by mandate of the people, in the US and the UK (and many other well-

developed nations) and these Governments fill the gaps where its citizens can no longer be

bothered to think for themselves about the many matters it ‘controls’ and regulates. Hence,

the ‘law’ has become nothing more than the administration of people for the benefit of those

who administer.

There are countless quotes and speeches by numerous prominent people through-out the

last century that CLEARLY and PLAINLY state the nature of this mechanism to oversee the

‘citizens’ of a Country and control and tax them in ways that entice and tie them to a life of

perpetual work and consumption slavery. Whilst this description is basic, under closer

scrutiny it holds true when one examines the evidence.

It’s easy to sling mud and label people who are on an earnest and honest journey to recover

basic freedoms in life, and such articles fit perfectly into the realm of smearing the

‘movement’ (which is really nothing more than ‘a collection of people garnering a specific

level of understanding about the system of social control, law and Government’) and do not

present the movement honestly or without slant and bias.

‘Bogus filings’ is mentioned many times over, suggesting that the paperwork is in some way

not worthy of noting - but most of the filings I’ve ever seen are based on solid, fundamental

maxims in law and follow the correct format and procedure. It perhaps shows that the system

of law is already corrupt and not willing or ready to recognise the efforts of ‘normal people’ to

regain their standing, out of the slave tax system and out of the ‘matrix’ of control.

All sovereigns and freemen I’ve met and spoken with are pretty clued up on the way this

system twists and turns, and expose corruption regularly. They are also peaceful, and live by

the basic tenets of natural law - do no harm to others, do not take property (steal) or commit

fraud and bew honourable in your dealings.

The characters mentioned in the article have obvious issues with respecting the rights of

others (i.e. someone’s place to live) and may have latched on to elements of the realm of

study of ‘freemanism’ and, admittedly, very poorly exercised their knowledge.

But it is always the highly contentious cases that sensationally grab people’s attention, not

the peaceful, respectful ones who go quietly about their business, asserting their god-given

rights and harming no-one but those who feel they have a right to impose authority where

there is no complaining party or injured party.

I would urge readers to ignore the bulk of the smear above, and embrace the ideas, and then

make up their own minds, because fundamentally, it speaks to core aspects of our existence

and how to change the paradigm that has seen the slow destruction of our life system (the

planet) and the murder of countless millions.

Good luck in finding the truth, it is out there…and not here…

Posted: May 15, 2014 03:50 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=344434)

ViralPress said:

The TRUTH About the Law and Government: The People Will Awake and Dethrone Their

Oppressors.

Posted: May 15, 2014 04:16 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=344447)

ViralPress said:
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104

The ABA Site is an Appropriate Forum to Seek Answers to the Question of, “Are Americans

Freedom Loving People?”

Posted: May 15, 2014 04:23 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=344452)

John kunitake said:

An education on some hard core facts for BAR members who, call sovereigns, psychopaths,

with out opening their minds to see the issues being raised, BAR members should already

have studied the Color of LAW, and yes, in this blog we can easily see “The Law (as currently

practiced) is an ASS”, before shooting the messenger and passing judgment, LOL, see if

your legal minds can comprehend the facts of this document, which support Karen Hudes,

legal points raised;

“...where any state proceeds against a private individual in a judicial forum it is well settled

that the state, county, municipality, etc. waives any immunity to counters, cross claims and

complaints, by direct or collateral means regarding the matters involved.” —Luckenback v.

The Thekla, 295 F 1020, 226 U.S. 328; Lyders v. Lund, 32 F2d 308; Dexter v. Kunglig J., 43

F2d 705, 282 US 896; U.S. v. N.C.B.N.Y., 83 F2d 236, 106 ALR 1235, affirmed; Russia v.

BTC, 4 F Supp 417, 299 U.S. 563.

This doctrine includes, but is not limited to, challenges to personal, subject matter and

territorial jurisdiction, as well as to claims that the forum is not judicial in nature but merely

administrative or that the court is proceeding, improperly, against a private individual under

the rebuttable presumption that the private individual is a corporate entity or an artificial

person upon which the Public Statutes operate, apply or affect.

Furthermore, it is undisputed that the state is acting in its capacity as a commercial entity and

is liable for damages according to the following definition of “SOVEREIGN IMMUNITY.”

“The state may nevertheless be held liable where the injurious activity was ‘proprietary’ rather

than ‘governmental’, i.e., where the injury was caused by the state acting in its capacity as a

commercial entity rather than that of sovereign.”—Barron’s Law Dictionary, 4th edition (1996).

NOTICE OF FOREIGN STATE STATUS OF THE COURT

This court, pursuant to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (FRCP) Rule 4 (j), is, in fact and

at law, a FOREIGN STATE as defined in 28 USC §1602, et. seq., the FOREIGN

SOVEREIGN IMMUNITY ACT of 1976, Pub. L. 94-583 (hereafter FSIA), and, therefore, lacks

jurisdiction in the above captioned case. The above-mentioned “real party in interest” hereby

demands full disclosure of the true and limited jurisdiction of this court.

Any failure or refusal to disclose the true jurisdiction is a violation of 15 Statutes at Large,

Chapter 249 (section 1), enacted July 27, 1868.

CHAP. CCXLIX - - An Act concerning the rights of American Citizens in foreign States.

PREAMBLE - Rights of American citizens in foreign states.

WHEREAS the right of expatriation is a natural and inherent right of all people, indispensable

to the enjoyment of the rights of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; and whereas in the

recognition of this principle this government has freely received emigrants from all nations,

and invested them with the rights of citizenship; and whereas it is claimed that such American

citizens, with their descendants, are subjects of foreign states, owing allegiance to the

governments thereof; and whereas it is necessary to the maintenance of public peace that

this claim of foreign allegiance should be promptly and finally disavowed.

SECTION I - Right of expatriation declared.

THEREFORE, Be it enacted by the Senate of the and House of Representatives of the

United States of America in Congress assembled, That any declaration, instruction, opinion,

order, or decision of any officers of this government which denies, restricts, impairs, or

questions the right of expatriation, is hereby declared inconsistent with the fundamental

principles of this government.

SECTION II - Protection to naturalized citizens in foreign states.

And it is further enacted, That all naturalized citizens of the United States, while in foreign

states, shall be entitled to, and shall receive from this government, the same protection of

persons and property that is accorded to native born citizens in like situations and

circumstances.

SECTION III - Release of citizens imprisoned by foreign governments to be demanded.

And it is further enacted, That whenever it shall be made known to the President that any

citizen of the United States has been unjustly deprived of his liberty by or under the authority

of any foreign government, it shall be the duty of the President forthwith to demand of that

government the reasons for such imprisonment, and if it appears to be wrongful and in the

violation of the rights of American citizenship, the President shall forthwith demand the

release of such citizen, and if the release so demanded is unreasonably delayed or refused, it
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shall be the duty of the President to use such means, not amounting to acts of war, as he

may think necessary and proper to obtain or effectuate such release, and all the facts and

proceedings relative thereto shall as soon as practicable be communicated by the President

to Congress.

Approved, July 27, 1868.

As an America Citizen and as a belligerent claimant, I hereby claim the right of immunity

inherent in the 11th amendment. The judicial power shall not be construed to extend to any

suit in law or equity, commenced or prosecuted by a Foreign State. This court, by definition a

FOREIGN STATE, is misusing the name of this Sovereign America Citizen by placing it in all

capital letters, misusing my last name, and referring to me, erroneously, as a “person,” which

is a “term of art” meaning a creature of the law, an artificial being, and a CORPORATION or

an ens legis:

“Ens Legis. L. Lat. A creature of the law; an artificial being, as contrasted with a natural

person. Applied to corporations, considered as deriving their existence entirely from the law.”

—Blacks Law Dictionary, 4th Edition, 1951.

All complaints and suits against such CORPORATION or ens legis fall under the

aforementioned FSIA and service of process must be made by the clerk of the court, under

section 1608(a)(4) of title 28, United States Code, 63 Stat. 111, as amended (22 U.S.C.

2658) [42 FR 6367, Feb. 2, 1977, as amended at 63 FR 16687, Apr. 6, 1998], to the Director

of the Office of Special Consular Services in the Bureau of Consular Affairs, Department of

State, in Washington, D.C., exclusively, pursuant to 22 CFR §§93.1 and 93.2. A copy of the

FSIA must be filed with the complaint along with “a certified copy of the diplomatic note of

transmittal;” and, “the certification shall state the date and place the documents were

delivered.” The foregoing must be served upon the Chief Executive Officer and upon the

Registered Agent of the designated CORPORATION or FOREIGN STATE.

MUNICIPAL, COUNTY, OR STATE COURTS lack jurisdiction to hear any case under the

definition of FOREIGN STATE and under all related definitions below. Said jurisdiction lies

with the “district court of the United States,” established by Congress in the states under

Article III of the Constitution, which are “constitutional courts” and has not included the

territorial courts created under Article IV, Section 3, Clause 2, which are “legislative” courts.

Hornbuckle v. Toombs, 85 U.S. 648, 21 L.Ed. 966 (1873), (See Title 28 USC, Rule 1101),

exclusively, under the FSIA Statutes pursuant to 28 USC §1330.

It is an undisputed, conclusive presumption that the above-mentioned real party in interest

is a not a CORPORATION who is not registered with any Secretary of State as a

CORPORATION. Pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6), the Prosecuting Attorney has failed to state a

claim for which relief can be granted. This is a FATAL DEFECT, and, therefore, the instant

case and all related matters must be DISMISSED WITH PREJUDICE for lack of in personam,

territorial and subject matter jurisdiction, as well as for improper Venue; and, pursuant to the

11th amendment.

Moreover, the process in the above-captioned case is not “regular on its face:”

Regular on its Face—“Process is said to be “regular on its face” when it proceeds from the

court, officer, or body having authority of law to issue process of that nature, and which is

legal in form, and contains nothing to notify, or fairly apprise any one that it is issued without

authority,”

TABLE OF DEFINITIONS

Foreign Court

The courts of a foreign state or nation. In the United States, this term is frequently applied to

the courts of one of the States when their judgment or records are introduced in the courts of

another.

Foreign jurisdiction

Any jurisdiction foreign to that of the forum; e.g., a sister state or another country. Also, the

exercise by a state or nation jurisdiction beyond its own territory. Long arm service of process

is a form of such foreign or extraterritorial jurisdiction

Foreign laws

The laws of a foreign country, or of a sister state. In conflict of law, the legal principles of

jurisprudence which are part of the law of a sister state or nation. Foreign laws are additions

to our own laws, and in that respect are called “jus receptum.”

Foreign corporation

A corporation doing business in one State though chartered or incorporated in another state

is a foreign corporation as to the first state, and, as such, is required to consent to certain

conditions and restriction in order to do business in such first state. Under federal tax laws, a

foreign corporation is one which is not organized under the law of one of the States or

Territories of the United States. I.R.C. § 7701 (a) (5). Service of process on foreign

corporation is governed by the Fed. R. Civ. P. 4 See also Corporation.

Foreign service of process

Service of process for the acquisition of jurisdiction by a court in the United States upon a

person in a foreign country is prescribed by Fed R. Civ. P. 4 (i) and 28 U.S.C.A. § 1608.

Service of process on foreign corporation is governed by Fed. R. Civ. P. 4(d) (3).
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Foreign states

Nations which are outside the United States. Term may also refer to another state; i.e. a

sister state.

Foreign immunity

With respect to jurisdiction immunity of foreign nations, see 28 U.S.C.A §1602 et seq.

Profiteering

Taking advantage of unusual or exceptional circumstance to make excessive profit; e.g.

selling of scarce or essential goods at inflated price during time of emergency or war.

Person

In general usage, a human being (i.e. natural person) though by statute the term may include

a firm, labor organizations, partnerships, associations, corporations, legal representative,

trusts, trustees in bankruptcy, or receivers. National Labor Relations Act, §2(1).

A corporation is a ”person” within meaning of equal protection and due process provisions of

the United States Constitution.

Tertius interveniens

A third party intervening; a third party who comes between the parties to a suit; one who

interpleads. Gilbert’s Forum Romanum. 47.

Writ of error coram nobis

A common-law writ, the purpose of which is to correct a judgment in the same court in which

it was rendered, on the ground of error of fact, for which it was statutes provides no other

remedy, which fact did not appear of record, or was unknown to the court when judgment

was pronounced, and which, if known would have prevented the judgment, and which was

unknown, and could of reasonable diligence in time to have been otherwise presented to the

court, unless he was prevented from so presenting them by duress, fear, or other sufficient

cause.

“A writ of error coram nobis is a common-law writ of ancient origin devised by the judiciary,

which constitutes a remedy for setting aside a judgment which for a valid reason should

never have been rendered.” —24 C.J.S., Criminal Law. § 1610 (2004).

“The principal function of the writ of error coram nobis is to afford to the court in which an

action was tried an opportunity to correct its own record with reference to a vital fact not

known when the judgment was rendered, and which could not have been presented by a

motion for a new trial, appeal or other existing statutory proceeding.”

—Black’s Law Dictionary., 3rd ed., p. 1861; 24 C.J.S., Criminal Law, § 1606 b., p. 145; Ford

v. Commonwealth, 312 Ky. 718, 229 S.W.2d 470.

At common law in England, it issued from the Court of Kings Bench to a judgment of that

court. Its principal aim is to afford the court in which an action was tried and opportunity to

correct its own record with reference to a vital fact not known when the judgment was

rendered. It is also said that at common law it lay to correct purely ministerial errors of the

officers of the court.

Furthermore, the above-mentioned “real party in interest” demands the strict adherence to

Article IV, section one of the National Constitution so that in all matters before this court, the

Full Faith and Credit shall be given in each State to the public Acts, Records, and judicial

Proceedings of every other State; and to Article IV of the Articles of Confederation, still in

force pursuant to Article VI of the National Constitution, so that “Full faith and credit shall be

given in each of these States to the records, acts, and judicial proceedings of the courts and

magistrates of every other State,” selective incorporation notwithstanding. The lex domicilii

shall also depend upon the Natural Domicile of the above-mentioned “real party in interest.”

The lex domicilii, involves the “law of the domicile” in the Conflict of Laws. Conflict is the

branch of public law regulating all lawsuits involving a “foreign” law element where a

difference in result will occur depending on which laws are applied.

DECLARATION OF STATUS AND RIGHT OF AVOIDANCE

The above-mentioned “real party in interest” hereby declares the status of a “foreign state” as

defined in 28 USC 1331(b)(1), as “a separate legal person, corporate or otherwise,” (in the

instant case, “otherwise”), (b)(2), “an organ (a vital part) of a foreign state” and (b)(3), “neither

a citizen of a State of the United States as defined in section 1332(c)” (a corporation, an

insurer, or the legal representative of a decedent, an infant or an incompetent), “nor created

under the laws of any third country.”

Furthermore, the above-mentioned “real party in interest” is not an artificial, corporate

“person” as defined and created by PUBLIC STATUTES, and is not a juristic person which

may be “affected” by PUBLIC STATUTES; but, is invested with and bears the status,

condition and character of “a sovereign without subjects.” The above-mentioned “real party

in interest” is always and at all times present in his [her] “asylum home state,” which is “the

common case of the place of birth, domicilium originis,” also referred to as Natural Domicile,

which is “the same as domicile of origin or domicile by birth,” (See Johnson v. Twenty-One

Bales, 13 Fed.Cas. 863; Black’s Law Dictionary, 4th edition), which is the source and the seat

of his [her] sovereignty and immunity.

Accordingly, the above-mentioned “real party in interest” exercises his [her] Right of

Avoidance and hereby rejects the offered commercial venture and declines to fuse with or to

animate the above-mentioned Defendant in Error, or to stand as STRAWMAN [PERSON],

which is defined in Barron’s Law Dictionary, 4th edition, (1996), as “a term referred to in
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commercial and property contexts when a transfer is made to a third party, the strawman

[person], simply for the purpose of retransferring to the transferror in order to accomplish

some purpose not otherwise permitted,” i.e., obtaining jurisdiction over the above-mentioned

“real party in interest” or relying upon the rebuttable presumption that the above-mentioned

“real party in interest” is a corporation. The definition also contains the admonition to “See

dummy,” which, at that entry is therein defined as “a strawman; a sham.” The above-

mentioned party is, NOT a strawman, NOT a sham, and is certainly NOT a dummy.

This DECLARATION OF STATUS constitutes a conclusive presumption, of which the court is

bound to take NOTICE, that the “real party in interest” is NOT a corporation; and, the court

can exercise no jurisdiction whatsoever over the “real party in interest” or in the above-

captioned case, but is duty-bound according to the due process of the law, to which the

above-mentioned “real party in interest” is a belligerent claimant, and by the Rule of Law to

DISMISS [OR REVERSE] it.

[**MICHAEL’S NOTE: Leave the brackets around the term “PERSON” and “person” in the

above paragraph, as they appear in the definition entry in Barron’s Law Dictionary.***]

TABLE OF AUTHORITIES – PERSON

“This word `person’ and its scope and bearing in the law, involving, as it does, legal fictions

and also apparently natural beings, it is difficult to understand; but it is absolutely necessary

to grasp, at whatever cost, a true and proper understanding to the word in all the phases of

its proper use . . . A person is here not a physical or individual person, but the status or

condition with which he is invested . . . not an individual or physical person, but the status,

condition or character borne by physical persons . . . The law of persons is the law of status

or condition.” —American Law and Procedure, Vol 13, page 137, 1910.

The following case citation declares the undisputed distinction in fact and at law of the

distinction between the term “persons,” which is the plural form of the term “person,” and the

word “People” which is NOT the plural form of the term “person.” The above-mentioned “real

party in interest” is NOT a subordinate “person,” “subject,” or “agent,” but is a “constituent,” in

whom sovereignty abides, a member of the “Posterity of We, the People,” in whom

sovereignty resides, and from whom the government has emanated:

“The sovereignty of a state does not reside in the persons who fill the different departments of

its government, but in the People, from whom the government emanated; and they may

change it at their discretion. Sovereignty, then in this country, abides with the constituency,

and not with the agent; and this remark is true, both in reference to the federal and state

government.” (Persons are not People).

—Spooner v. McConnell, 22 F 939, 943:

“Our government is founded upon compact. Sovereignty was, and is, in the people”

—Glass v. Sloop Betsey, supreme Court, 1794.

“People of a state are entitled to all rights which formerly belong to the King, by his

prerogative.”

—supreme Court, Lansing v. Smith, 1829.

“The United States, as a whole, emanates from the people ... The people, in their capacity as

sovereigns, made and adopted the Constitution ...” —supreme Court, 4 Wheat 402.

“The governments are but trustees acting under derived authority and have no power to

delegate what is not delegated to them. But the people, as the original fountain might take

away what they have delegated and entrust to whom they please. ... The sovereignty in every

state resides in the people of the state and they may alter and change their form of

government at their own pleasure.”

—Luther v. Borden, 48 US 1, 12 LEd 581.

“While sovereign powers are delegated to ... the government, sovereignty itself remains with

the people” —Yick Wo v. Hopkins, 118 U.S. 356, page 370.

“There is no such thing as a power of inherent sovereignty in the government of the United

States .... In this country sovereignty resides in the people, and Congress can exercise no

power which they have not, by their Constitution entrusted to it: All else is withheld.”—Julliard

v. Greenman, 110 U.S. 421.

“In common usage, the term ‘person’ does not include the sovereign, and statutes employing

the word are ordinarily construed to exclude it.”—Wilson v. Omaha Indian Tribe 442 US 653,

667 (1979).

“Since in common usage the term `person’ does not include the sovereign, statutes

employing that term are ordinarily construed to exclude it.”—U.S. v. Cooper, 312 US 600,604,

61 SCt 742 (1941).

“In common usage, the term `person’ does not include the sovereign and statutes employing

it will ordinarily not be construed to do so.” —U.S. v. United Mine Workers of America, 330

U.S. 258, 67 SCt 677 (1947).

“Since in common usage, the term `person’ does not include the sovereign, statutes

employing the phrase are ordinarily construed to exclude it.” —US v. Fox 94 US 315.
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“In common usage the word `person’ does not include the sovereign, and statutes employing

the word are generally construed to exclude the sovereign.”

—U.S. v. General Motors Corporation, D.C. Ill, 2 F.R.D. 528, 530:

The following two case citations declare the undisputed doctrine, in fact and at law, that the

word (term of art) “person” is a “general word,” and that the “people,” of whom the above-

mentioned “real party in interest” is one, “are NOT bound by general words in statutes.”

Therefore, statutes do not apply to, operate upon or affect the above-mentioned “real party in

interest:”

“The word `person’ in legal terminology is perceived as a general word which normally

includes in its scope a variety of entities other than human beings.,

—Church of Scientology v. US Department of Justice 612 F2d 417, 425 (1979).

“The people, or sovereign are not bound by general words in statutes, restrictive of

prerogative right, title or interest, unless expressly named. Acts of limitation do not bind the

King or the people. The people have been ceded all the rights of the King, the former

sovereign ... It is a maxim of the common law, that when an act is made for the common

good and to prevent injury, the King shall be bound, though not named, but when a statute is

general and prerogative right would be divested or taken from the King (or the People) he

shall not be bound.” —The People v. Herkimer, 4 Cowen (NY) 345, 348 (1825):

“In the United States, sovereignty resides in people.”—Perry v. U.S. (294 US 330).

“A Sovereign is exempt from suit, not because of any formal conception or obsolete theory,

but on the logical and practical ground that there can be no legal Right as against the

authority that makes the law on which the Right depends.”

—Kawananakoa v. Polyblank, 205 U.S. 349, 353, 27 S. Ct. 526, 527, 51 L. Ed. 834 (1907).

TABLE OF AUTHORITIES – SUBJECT MATTER JURISDICTION

In a court of limited jurisdiction, whenever a party denies that the court has subject-matter

jurisdiction, it becomes the duty and the burden of the party claiming that the court has

subject matter jurisdiction to provide evidence from the record of the case that the court holds

subject-matter jurisdiction. Bindell v City of Harvey, 212 Ill.App.3d 1042, 571 N.E.2d 1017

(1st Dist. 1991) (“the burden of proving jurisdiction rests upon the party asserting it.”).

Until the plaintiff submits uncontroversial evidence of subject-matter jurisdiction to the court

that the court has subject-matter jurisdiction, the court is proceeding without subject-matter

jurisdiction. Loos v American Energy Savers, Inc., 168 Ill.App.3d 558, 522 N.E.2d 841(1988)

(“Where jurisdiction is contested, the burden of establishing it rests upon the plaintiff.”).

The law places the duty and burden of subject-matter jurisdiction upon the plaintiff. Should

the court attempt to place the burden upon the defendant, the court has acted against the

law, violates the defendant’s due process rights, and the judge under court decisions has

immediately lost subject-matter jurisdiction. In a court of limited jurisdiction, the court must

proceed exactly according to the law or statute under which it operates. Flake v Pretzel, 381

Ill. 498, 46 N.E.2d 375 (1943) (“the actions, being statutory proceedings, ...were void for want

of power to make them.”) (“The judgments were based on orders which were void because

the court exceeded its jurisdiction in entering them. Where a court, after acquiring jurisdiction

of a subject matter, as here, transcends the limits of the jurisdiction conferred, its judgment is

void.”); Armstrong v Obucino, 300 Ill. 140, 143, 133 N.E. 58 (1921) (“The doctrine that where

a court has once acquired jurisdiction it has a right to decide every question which arises in

the cause, and its judgment or decree, however erroneous, cannot be collaterally assailed, is

only correct when the court proceeds according to the established modes governing the class

to which the case belongs and does not transcend in the extent and character of its judgment

or decree the law or statute which is applicable to it.” In Interest of M.V., 288 Ill.App.3d 300,

681 N.E.2d 532 (1st Dist. 1997) (“Where a court’s power to act is controlled by statute, the

court is governed by the rules of limited jurisdiction, and courts exercising jurisdiction over

such matters must proceed within the strictures of the statute.”); In re Marriage of Milliken,

199 Ill.App.3d 813, 557 N.E.2d 591 (1st Dist. 1990) (“The jurisdiction of a court in a

dissolution proceeding is limited to that conferred by statute.”); Vulcan Materials Co. v. Bee

Const. Co., Inc., 101 Ill.App.3d 30, 40, 427 N.E.2d 797 (1st Dist. 1981) (“Though a court be

one of general jurisdiction, when its power to act on a particular matter is controlled by

statute, the court is governed by the rules of limited jurisdiction.”).

“There is no discretion to ignore that lack of jurisdiction.” Joyce v. US, 474 F2d 215.

“A universal principle as old as the law is that a proceedings of a court without jurisdiction are

a nullity and its judgment therein without effect either on person or property.” Norwood v.

Renfield, 34 C 329; Ex parte Giambonini, 49 P. 732.

“Jurisdiction is fundamental and a judgment rendered by a court that does not have

jurisdiction to hear is void ab initio.” In Re Application of Wyatt, 300 P. 132; Re Cavitt, 118

P2d 846.

“Thus, where a judicial tribunal has no jurisdiction of the subject matter on which it assumes

to act, its proceedings are absolutely void in the fullest sense of the term.” Dillon v. Dillon,

187 P 27.
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“A court has no jurisdiction to determine its own jurisdiction, for a basic issue in any case

before a tribunal is its power to act, and a court must have the authority to decide that

question in the first instance.” Rescue Army v. Municipal Court of Los Angeles, 171 P2d 8;

331 US 549, 91 L. ed. 1666, 67 S.Ct. 1409.

“A departure by a court from those recognized and established requirements of law, however

close apparent adherence to mere form in method of procedure, which has the effect of

depriving one of a constitutional right, is an excess of jurisdiction.” Wuest v. Wuest, 127 P2d

934, 937.

“Where a court failed to observe safeguards, it amounts to denial of due process of law, court

is deprived of juris.” Merritt v. Hunter, C.A. Kansas 170 F2d 739. “the fact that the petitioner

was released on a promise to appear before a magistrate for an arraignment, that fact is

circumstance to be considered in determining whether in first instance there was a probable

cause for the arrest.” Monroe v. Papa, DC, Ill.

1963, 221 F Supp 685.

“Jurisdiction, once challenged, is to be proven, not by the court, but by the party attempting to

assert jurisdiction. The burden of proof of jurisdiction lies with the asserter.” See McNutt v.

GMAC, 298 US 178. The origins of this doctrine of law may be found in Maxfield’s Lessee v.

Levy, 4 US 308.

“A court has no jurisdiction to determine its own jurisdiction, for a basic issue in any case

before a tribunal is its power to act, and a court must have the authority to decide that

question in the first instance.” Rescue Army v. Municipal Court of Los Angeles, 171 P2d 8;

331 US 549, 91 L. ed. 1666, 67 S.Ct. 1409.

“Once jurisdiction is challenged, the court cannot proceed when it clearly appears that the

court lacks jurisdiction, the court has no authority to reach merits, but, rather, should dismiss

the action.” Melo v. US, 505 F2d 1026.

“The law provides that once State and Federal jurisdiction has been challenged, it must be

proven.”

—Main v. Thiboutot, 100 S. Ct. 2502 (1980).

“Once jurisdiction is challenged, it must be proven.” —Hagens v. Lavine, 415 U.S. 533.

“Where there is absence of jurisdiction, all administrative and judicial proceedings are a

nullity and confer no right, offer no protection, and afford no justification, and may be rejected

upon direct collateral attack.”—Thompson v. Tolmie, 2 Pet. 157, 7 L.Ed. 381; Griffith v.

Frazier, 8 Cr. 9, 3L. Ed. 471.

“No sanctions can be imposed absent proof of jurisdiction.”

—Standard v. Olsen, 74 S. Ct. 768; Title 5 U.S.C., Sec. 556 and 558 (b).

“The proponent of the rule has the burden of proof.” —Title 5 U.S.C., Sec. 556 (d).

“Jurisdiction can be challenged at any time, even on final determination.”

—Basso v. Utah Power & Light Co., 495 2nd 906 at 910.

“Mere good faith assertions of power and authority (jurisdiction) have been abolished.”

—Owens v. The City of Independence,

“A departure by a court from those recognized and established requirements of law, however

close apparent adherence to mere form in method of procedure, which has the effect of

depriving one of a constitutional right, is an excess of jurisdiction.” —Wuest v. Wuest, 127

P2d 934, 937.

“In a court of limited jurisdiction, whenever a party denies that the court has subject-matter

jurisdiction, it becomes the duty and the burden of the party claiming that the court has

subject matter jurisdiction to provide evidence from the record of the case that the court holds

subject-matter jurisdiction.”

—Bindell v City of Harvey, 212 Ill.App.3d 1042, 571 N.E.2d 1017 (1st Dist. 1991) (“the burden

of proving jurisdiction rests upon the party asserting it.”).

“Until the plaintiff submits uncontroversial evidence of subject-matter jurisdiction to the court

that the court has subject-matter jurisdiction, the court is proceeding without subject-matter

jurisdiction.”

—Loos v American Energy Savers, Inc., 168 Ill.App.3d 558, 522 N.E.2d 841(1988)(“Where

jurisdiction is contested, the burden of establishing it rests upon the plaintiff.”).

The law places the duty and burden of subject-matter jurisdiction upon the plaintiff. Should

the court attempt to place the burden upon the defendant, the court has acted against the

law, violates the defendant’s due process rights, and the judge under court decisions has

immediately lost subject-matter jurisdiction. In a court of limited jurisdiction, the court must

proceed exactly according to the law or statute under which it operates. —Flake v Pretzel,

381 Ill. 498, 46 N.E.2d 375 (1943) (“the actions, being statutory proceedings, ...were void for

want of power to make them.”) (“The judgments were based on orders which were void

because the court exceeded its jurisdiction in entering them. Where a court, after acquiring

jurisdiction of a subject matter, as here, transcends the limits of the jurisdiction conferred, its

judgment is void.”); Armstrong v Obucino, 300 Ill. 140, 143, 133 N.E. 58 (1921) “The doctrine

that where a court has once acquired jurisdiction it has a right to decide every question which

arises in the cause, and its judgment or decree, however erroneous, cannot be collaterally
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assailed, is only correct when the court proceeds according to the established modes

governing the class to which the case belongs and does not transcend in the extent and

character of its judgment or decree the law or statute which is applicable to it.” In Interest of

M.V., 288 Ill.App.3d 300, 681 N.E.2d 532 (1st Dist. 1997) (“Where a court’s power to act is

controlled by statute, the court is governed by the rules of limited jurisdiction, and courts

exercising jurisdiction over such matters must proceed within the strictures of the statute.”); In

re Marriage of Milliken, 199 Ill.App.3d 813, 557 N.E.2d 591 (1st Dist. 1990) (“The jurisdiction

of a court in a dissolution proceeding is limited to that conferred by statute.”); Vulcan

Materials Co. v. Bee Const. Co., Inc., 101 Ill.App.3d 30, 40, 427 N.E.2d 797 (1st Dist. 1981)

(“Though a court be one of general jurisdiction, when its power to act on a particular matter is

controlled by statute, the court is governed by the rules of limited jurisdiction.”);

TABLE OF AUTHORITIES – LACK OF JUDICIAL IMMUNITY

Thus, neither Judges nor Government attorneys are above the law. See United States v.

Isaacs, 493 F. 2d 1124, 1143 (7th Cir. 1974). In our judicial system, few more serious threats

to individual liberty can be imagined than a corrupt judge or judges acting in collusion outside

of their judicial authority with the Executive Branch to deprive a citizen of his rights.

In The Case of the Marshalsea, 77 Eng. Rep. 1027 (K.B. 1613), Sir Edward Coke found that

Article 39 of the Magna Carta restricted the power of judges to act outside of their jurisdiction

such proceedings would be void, and actionable.

When a Court has (a) jurisdiction of the cause, and proceeds inverso ordine or erroneously,

there the party who sues, or the officer or minister of the Court who executes the precept or

process of the Court, no action lies against them. But (b) when the Court has not jurisdiction

of the cause, there the whole proceeding is before a person who is not a judge, and actions

will lie against them without any regard of the precept or process . . . Id. 77 Eng. Rep. at

1038-41.

A majority of states including Virginia (see, Va. Code §8.01-195.3(3)), followed the English

rule to find that a judge had no immunity from suit for acts outside of his judicial capacity or

jurisdiction. Robert Craig Waters, ‘Liability of Judicial Officers under Section 1983’ 79 Yale L.

J. (December 1969), pp. 326-27 and 29-30).

Also as early as 1806, in the United States there were recognized restrictions on the power

judges, as well as the placing of liability on judges for acts outside of their jurisdiction. In Wise

v. Withers, 7 U.S. (3 Cranch) 331 (1806), the Supreme Court confirmed the right to sue a

judge for exercising authority beyond the jurisdiction authorized by statute.

In Stump v. Sparkman, 435 U.S. 349 at 360 (1978), the Supreme Court confirmed that a

judge would be immune from suit only if he did not act outside of his judicial capacity and/or

was not performing any act expressly prohibited by statute. See Block, Stump v Sparkman

and the History of Judicial Immunity, 4980 Duke L.J. 879 (l980).

Judicial immunity may only extend to all judicial acts within the courts jurisdiction and judicial

capacity, but it does not extend to either criminal acts, or acts outside of official capacity or in

the ‘clear absence of all jurisdiction.’ see Stump v. Sparkman 435 U.S. 349 (1978).

“When a judge knows that he lacks jurisdiction, or acts in the face of clearly valid

Constitutional provisions or valid statutes expressly depriving him of jurisdiction or judicial

capacity, judicial immunity is lost.”—Rankin v. Howard 633 F.2d 844 (1980), Den Zeller v.

Rankin, 101 S.Ct. 2020 (1981).

As stated by the United States Supreme Court in Piper v. Pearson, 2 Gray 120, cited in

Bradley v. Fisher, 13 Wall. 335, 20 L.Ed. 646 (1872), ‘where there is no jurisdiction, there can

be no discretion, for discretion is incident to jurisdiction.’

The constitutional requirement of due process of the law is indispensable:

“No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or otherwise infamous crime, unless on a

presentment or indictment of a Grand Jury, except in cases arising in the land or naval

forces, or in the Militia, when in actual service in time of War or public danger; nor shall any

person be subject for the same offence to be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb; nor shall be

compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against himself, nor be deprived or life, liberty

or property, without due process of law; nor shall private property be taken for public use

without just compensation.” Article V, National Constitution.

“A judgment can be void . . . where the court acts in a manner contrary to due process.”

—Am Jur 2d, §29 Void Judgments, p. 404.

“Where a court failed to observe safeguards, it amounts to denial of due process of law, court

is deprived of juris.” —Merritt v. Hunter, C.A. Kansas 170 F2d 739.

“Moreover, all proceedings founded on the void judgment are themselves regarded as

invalid.”

—Olson v. Leith 71 Wyo. 316, 257 P.2d 342.

“In criminal cases, certain constitutional errors require automatic reversal,” see State v.

Schmit, 273 Minn. 78, 88, 139 N.W.2d 800, 807 (1966).

TABLE OF AUTHORITIES – RECIPROCAL IMMUNITY AND FOREIGN AGENT

REGISTRATION
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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS IMMUNITIES ACT,

PUBLIC LAW 79-291, 29 DECEMBER 1945

(Public Law 291-79th Congress)

TITLE I

Section 2.

(b) International organizations, their property and their assets, wherever located and by

whomsoever held, shall enjoy the same immunity from suit and every form of Judicial process

as is enjoyed by foreign governments, except to the extent that such organizations may

expressly waive their immunity for the purpose of any proceedings or by the terms of any

contract.

(d) In so far as concerns customs duties and internal-revenue taxes imposed upon or by

reason of importation, and the procedures in connexion therewith; the registration of foreign

agents; and the treatment of official communications, the privileges, exemptions, and

immunities to which international organizations shall be entitled shall be those accorded

under similar circumstances to foreign governments.

Section 9.

The privileges, exemptions, and immunities of international organizations and of their officers

and employees, and members of their families, suites, and servants, provided for in this title,

shall be granted notwithstanding the fact that the similar privileges, exemptions, and

immunities granted to a foreign government, its officers, or employees, may be conditioned

upon the existence of reciprocity by that foreign government: Provided, That nothing

contained in this title shall be construed as precluding the Secretary of State from

withdrawing the privileges exemptions, and immunities herein provided from persons who are

nationals of any foreign country on the ground that such country is failing to accord

corresponding privileges, exemptions, and immunities to citizens of the United States.

Also see 22 USC § 611 - FOREIGN RELATIONS AND INTERCOURSE; and, 22 USC § 612,

Registration statement, concerning the absolute requirement of registration with the Attorney

General as a “foreign principal,” due to the undisputed status of the court and its alleged

officers and employees as FOREIGN AGENTS, described supra. This requirement shall be

deemed to include, but is not limited to, an affidavit of non-communist association.

Posted: May 15, 2014 06:47 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=344530)

3LovinIt said:

The minute I saw this article I knew these posts were going to be good!

Snakeoil seems to come in CoolAid flavors these days. If I could create a marketing label for

some of regurgitated nonesense above it would read a little something like . . . “Guranteed to

fix all injustice! Give superhuman powers of self-rule! Eliminate the advantages of money

and successful business practices! All while maintaining your nation’s status as one of the

most free and advanced in the world! Even eliminates those dangers you can’t see and we

can’t prove!”

Now don’t go stealing my slogan! ...Or squatting in it ...

Posted: May 15, 2014 06:53 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=344533)

John Kunitake said:

#115 you hadn’t had time to read the post before you posted your snake oil comment, this is

very telling in itself; where’s the BEEF? dispute facts, rather than sling the mud of a pre

prejudiced mind.

lets start with 11th amendment immunity, I am curious of the factual debate from a BAR

members (un-registered Foreign agents); All “judicial power” of the “inferior courts” comes

from the Judiciary Act of 1789, as did the Attorney General position. “Judicial power” comes

from Article III, Section 2 of the Constitution. The Eleventh Amendment removed all “judicial

power” in law, equity, treaties, contract law, and the right of the State to bring suit against the

People. The positions of Attorney General and Prosecutor, of both the United States and the

several states, come under the Judicial branch not the Executive branch of the government.

All attorneys come under the Judicial branch and are judicial officers under the Supreme

Court, not under the Secretary of State as licensed professionals, which means they can only

represent the Court and not the People or the State. The Eleventh Amendment removed all

“judicial power” from the “inferior courts” and the prosecutor’s office as well as from all court

officers in law, equity, and so forth. The Eleventh Amendment also makes a foreign state

separation from the position of the Public Office positions to throw off the People. The People

have Eleventh Amendment immunity, because there is NO “JUDICIAL POWER” of the

“inferior courts” AND the People have FOREIGN SOVEREIGN IMMUNITY.

Article III, Sec. 2, U.S. Constitution

“The judicial Power shall extend to all Cases, in Law and Equity, arising under this
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Constitution, the Laws of the United States, and Treaties made, or which shall be made,

under their Authority;—to all Cases affecting Ambassadors, other public ministers and

Consuls;—to all Cases of admiralty and maritime Jurisdiction;—to Controversies to which the

United States shall be a Party;—to Controversies between two or more States;—between a

State and Citizens of another State;—between Citizens of different States;—between

Citizens of the same State claiming Lands under Grants of different States, and between a

State, or the Citizens thereof, and foreign States, Citizens or Subjects.”

Eleventh Amendment

“The Judicial power of the United States shall not be construed to extend to any suit in law or

equity, commenced or prosecuted against one of the United States by Citizens of another

State, or by Citizens or Subjects of any Foreign State.”

DEMAND FOR an ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING AGAINST PLAINTIFF.

The Hearing Officer in charge is aware that the Eleventh Amendment removed all “Judicial

Power” from this hearing, turning it into an Administrative hearing with no “judicial power” to

rule in OR on law, equity, treaties, contract law OR issues between the State OR the UNITED

STATES and its People. The Hearing Officer is aware, as is the Petitioner, that the authority

delegated by Article III, Section 2 of the Constitution for the United States of America was

amended and revoked by the Eleventh Amendment on February 5th, 1795.

The Hearing Officer is also aware that the Offices of Attorney General and Prosecutor were

created under the same Judiciary Act as were the “inferior courts.” When the Eleventh

Amendment removed “Judicial Power” from the Courts, it also removed “judicial power” from

the prosecution. Any prosecution done in law, equity, contract law, treaties or claims by the

State against the People now constitutes Putative Fraud and Dishonest Service due to the

salary contract that the public official has with the People to perform his/her duties as a

Hearing Officer and Prosecution Officer.

These contracts of these Public Officers are private contracts under the Constitution, Article

I, II, and III and under the Compensation clause for services to the People.

It is a fact that a pleading cannot be placed before a court without “judicial power” and 12 (b)

(1) or 12 (b) (2) of the FRCP and the Civil Rules of Procedure, clearly defines why there is no

“judicial power” before which to make such a pleading.

Posted: May 15, 2014 07:12 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=344537)

AndytheLawyer said:

#106—Perhaps you have read nothing that the “sovereign citizens” have been posting all

over this thread. Hint.. not one of them is a leftist. Every one of them denies the sovereignty

and even existence of the federal government.

#114—Perhaps someone told you that ABA would pay you by the word for you posting. if so,

you were misinformed.

Posted: May 15, 2014 09:54 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=344610)

3LovinIt said:

Dear John,

I read your ideas prior to posting, don’t worry. My comments were directed at more than just

your post. I myself am a just a humble law student, and therefore not a member of a “BAR”,

but in the little spare time I have tonight, I’ve decided to entertain your post #114. A few

issues came to my attention immediately:

Even if the government, against all common sense (something I hear preached by long shot

“theorists” as necessary for “true law”, but almost never applied by them) – used the

convoluted, and somewhat cherry-picking logic presented:

So you want to show that the Judiciary is a “foreign state” and is prosecuting you in violation

of the 11th amendment? Fine – just get El Persidente to go along with it.

The leader of the executive (Prez) must demand the release of US citizens from the

incarceration of the “Foreign state” -

If the Prez hears that any citizen of the United States has been UNJUSTLY DEPRIVED (heck

of a standard there) of his liberty by or under the authority of any foreign government,

it shall be the duty of the President to use such means, not amounting to acts of war, AS HE

MAY THINK NECESSARY AND PROPER to obtain or effectuate such release.

So just get the Prez on board with the idea of losing all citizens of the US, effectively

dissolving the leading nation of the free world, and you’re good to go! That darn “necessary

and proper” clause strikes again . . .

Second point:

“and referring to me, erroneously, as a “person,” which is a “term of art” meaning a creature

of the law, an artificial being, and a CORPORATION or an ens legis” – “
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Generally speaking, when definitional disputes occur in the application of law we first look the

most closely related definition, as in the definitions found in immediately applicable statutes

(ex. how defined in that section of the UCC, in related decisions, etc.), then on to the

statutory construction and common usage, and finally the dictionary definition. Here, we look

to the “person”/defendant meaning YOU, “aka natural person” according to the 1) specific

definition usually found in the controlling law or statute, 2) then to statutory construction and

common usage and finally, if every other option leaves us no closer to defining the word – we

would then, 4) jump to the outer definitional limits and look to see if the defendant is a

“corporation” or Ens Legis. So by referring to you as a “person” before we narrow the

definition to mean “you as a corporation” we must first look to all other, more closely fitting

and logical definitions to the intent of the drafters and uses of the word “person” as found in

the applicable law, before going to the dictionary definition. (See: Frigaliment Importing Co. v.

B.N.S. International Sales Corp. 190 F.Supp. 116 (S.D.N.Y. 1960). - not completely on point -

but a fun case anyway about some definitional basics)

Changing the letters to capital letters for formatting/clerical purposes does not eliminate the

distinction between you as a human or a corporation, to be used interchangeably as you wish

to your advantage. Not a “fatal defect”, just you choosing an incorrect definition for yourself

and claiming lack of jurisdiction because of a combination of uppercase and lower case

letters. Although, there is an argument raised in England regarding the crown’s ownership of

birth cretificates that holds a bit more water than this (under the laws of England).

I’m out of time, but Ive heard variations of this theory over and over, and it seems that every

time, the individual is either misinformed, or angry about a personal injustice and looking for a

pat on the back.

I applaud the creativity of the argument, but the purpose of this “ideology” seems only to be

raised by people who don’t want to pay for/do something that most people as functioning

members of society have an obligation to do. People who truly care about society argue

ways to fix/improve our system - not preach half-baked legal theories that sidestep

responsibility (shortsightedly only seeming to benefit themselves at the detriment of society

as a whole).

The proof is in the pudding, if your way works, make it work.

Good Luck!

Posted: May 15, 2014 10:59 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=344645)

B. McLeod said:

Huh. A “Dear John” comment.

Posted: May 15, 2014 11:10 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=344653)

John Kunitake said:

left right parididigm shifts are only part of devide and conquer, to keep you fighting amounst

yourselves while the treasury gets drained of its gold, Black vs white, dem vs repub, womans

rights vs ?, homos, vs straight, soverigns verses mainstream etc etc. this article is not about

left verses right so much as it is about those who adhere to the organic constitution, verses

color of law, and the true history of where we are vs, the mind control of mainstream media.

Beat not the massager keep an open mind; These contracts of these Public Officers are

private contracts under the Constitution, Article I, II, and III and under the Compensation

clause for services to the People.

It is a fact that a pleading cannot be placed before a court without “judicial power” and 12 (b)

(1) or 12 (b) (2) of the FRCP and the Civil Rules of Procedure, clearly defines why there is no

“judicial power” before which to make such a pleading.

Posted: May 16, 2014 01:38 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=344727)

Eric Williams said:

@58 - 92 - Ms. Hudes,

I read all your eleven comments here and the Jerry McNeil letter to you and the thirty page

two Constitutions item on the South Carolina study group. I was familiar, generally, with

much of it, but not the detailed sources.

I applaud all those who have spent the time and effort to do all this extensive research, and I

understand its usefulness in establishing how we got into this mess, however I do not

consider it necessary to cite any of this in order for an individual to extract himself from the

system, because I did not in 1970 in Federal Court, where I was criminally prosecuted by the
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IRS for willful failure to file or pay income tax. I posted that event here in comments 82, 96,

101 and 105, without my doing anything other than challenging the court and prosecutor, at

the beginning of what was intended by them to be their criminal prosecution of me, to prove I

had volunteered myself into US citizenship. In that short proceeding I did not state that I was

not a citizen, I merely maintained that the IRS had to prove it before the prosecution could go

forward. That took less than five minutes.

However, that is minor, I only mention it to give you a mite of understanding that I have been

in this fight long enough to understand the failings of the “Sovereign Citizen” non-thinkers. It

is not necessary to burden everyone with tons of paperwork that only serve to complicate the

issues and cause the “Sovereign Citizen” to loose and go to jail, or whatever.

From my experience, and others who have strictly followed my example (not added in a

bunch of Pay-Tri-Idiocy), anyone can get out of their IRS problem by simply sending the IRS

a letter challenging the IRS to prove the individual volunteered into servitude as required

under the Thirteenth Amendment, before the individual can be required to file or pay income

tax, or comply with any other government edict. Some have even continued to use their

driver license and SS# and draw SS checks, based on the Law of Necessity.

The important issue at this time is to understand the Constitutional provisions/defects that

enabled us to get in this mess, so we can correct them. I see that you are advocating a

Constitutional Convention for the restoration of the original Constitution.

What is the difference between the two constitutions? Is that where the actual problem is?

Or is it not in the “Natural” inclination of the criminal minded to wiggle their way into control?

How would the original Constitution prevent that? Do we not need to put more specific

controls in the Constitution and.or transfer some of that evil enabling authority back to the

several states? Especially removing the Congressional authority to borrow money on the

credit of the United States? Or have a monetary system under the management of one

single entity? I contend that all levels of government could be funded by interest collected on

loans extended to private sector borrowers. And, I do not believe gold can work well as

money in an electrified society. I have done extensive work in designing such a system. The

single purpose of money is to facilitate bartering.

I think this is especially relevant due to the fact that the vast majority of the population are on

the government dole (including some manner of Social Security) and, due to the susceptibility

of the human mind to indoctrination, and the virtual impossibility to re-educate even those

who are willing, not to mention those who are not interested, to change the direction this

country has been going for the last 230 years (I think the Founders set us up for this).

I have been hearing about a ConCon for several months. Advocates seem to be pointed on

term limits and eliminating the Federal Reserve, or an amendment prohibiting abortion. I

think we need a lot more changes than those.

Bottom line to me is the Natural Freedom acquired by birth. Where can any government

derive authority to command the subservience of anyone, just because the individual was

born “within their jurisdiction”?

How can a Pope, a King or George Washington, properly claim authority to bind anyone to

anything? And, all the evidence presented in the two items you posted links to clearly

indicate all this has been fraudulently accomplished, and is therefore of no proper authority,

by any measure!

I am Eric Williams, The Radical In The Twilight Zone

Posted: May 16, 2014 02:30 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=344746)

Generation Lex said:

#117

I have noticed that certain of the fanatically right-leaning posters who frequent this website

have drunken deep of the Kool-Aid labeled “Cult of Victimization of the Political Right by the

Political Left” and will always refuse to acknowledge an honest assessment of the facts. In

their own way, they display the same ignorance of history that these self-proclaimed

sovereign citizens demonstrate.

Posted: May 16, 2014 10:45 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=345434)

Phyl said:

“There are two kinds of law on the earth, one is called Civil Law, which is the law of the land,

and one is called Maritime Admiralty, which is called the law of water. The Maritime Admiralty

is Banking Law, and the law under banking law says “You, because you came out of your

mother’s water are a Maritime Admiralty product. This is why the ship is sitting in its’ berth

and is tied to the dock and its’ captain has to get a certificate of manifest to the Port
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Authorities, because money is changing hands. This is why when you were born you have to

have a ‘birth’ ‘certificate’ that’s got to be signed by the ‘dock’ because that’s where the ship is

tied to, to the ‘dock’. So the ‘dock’ signs your ‘birth’ ‘certificate’. WHY? because you came

down from out of your mother’s water, you came down her ‘birth’ ‘canal’, you are a Maritime

Admiralty product. Therefore your Birth Certificate is signed by your mother, and where your

mother has signed on your birth certificate, get it you will see that does not say parent or

mother, it says informant. Your mother was informing the bank that she had just produced

another product, to be bought and sold.

England, the British Crown through international banking owns your physical body… and

that’s the law. Bottom line is, you are Maritime Admiralty product and therefore the banks

own your body.

On the back of your social securities card will be numbers in red, on the front will be blue or

black, the back will be in red. The numbers on the back of the social securities card in red

designates your body. It is the serial number of your stock. This why if you were wealthy, you

are preferred stock, if you are poor you are common stock, but you are the stock on the stock

market. Your body is bought and sold through the use of your Birth Certificate. And if you can

get your original birth certificate back you will find that on the back of the birth certificate are

all the banks around the world, all over the world the banks have used your birth certificate,

because you are a stock Maritime Admiralty banking scheme where you make money for

banks.

So consequentially the corporations and government, people who want to control you, they

create a ‘second’ you, and that ‘second’ you that they control, that they created is ALL

CAPITAL LETTERS. Check it out, every time you get a bill get a law suit, you get a fine, a

ticket, somebody send you a bill from the water and power, check it out on your driver’s

license, on your social security card on your insurance card, ANYTHING period, anything

having to do with business your name will always be in ALL CAPITAL LETTERS. Because

only ALL CAPITAL LETTERS can be dealt with by banks and government. And if you have

any other name upper or lower case that applies to you, I got nothing to control over you. You

sign a contract that your name is in ALL CAPITAL LETTERS now I can take you to court.

As a matter of fact, the judge sits on the bench, he rules from the bench - the word “Bench” in

Latin is a bank… look it up in a Latin dictionary. So the judge rules from the bench, why?

because he’s ruling from the bank, why? BECAUSE SOMEBODY’S GOTTA PAY, it’s just a

game here. The Queen of England wants her cut of American blood, wants her piece.

Somebody’s gotta pay and it goes where? into a bank.

So consequently, if you were in California making money, you are referred to as a

“Franchisee”, you are a ‘franchisee’ of a foreign corporation.

1849 constitution of California, 1849 constitution of California says, “No Californian citizen will

pay taxes in California State ever. There will never be a state tax in California ever, that’s the

constitution of California. But if you say that you are United States citizen you are saying you

are a privately.., you work for a privately owned corporation called United States, therefore

you are a franchisee of a foreign corporation, therefore you must pay the California franchise

tax board, NOT California State Tax board, there is no stake in tax in California, you pay the

California franchise tax board. Because you are a franchisee of a foreign corporation on the

Maritime banking law international law. You work for the queen of England ‘your butt is

owned’ by the Queen of England and a corporation called the United States, while the man

called bush is the President of the British Corporation. You want to talk TREASON? You

need to wake up to find out how this stuff really works, because once you understand that

you don’t need to submit yourself as an American to a British commercial venturer - called

courts. You are an American you don’t need to go to court…......... more@... - Jordan Maxwell

- The Queen of England and Black Nobility Exposed https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=SFnljjaMwlE&list=PL914D8D0CABBDDC0C&feature=share

Posted: May 17, 2014 05:06 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=345584)

Eric Williams said:

@122

Ignorance of History? What history? The history of continuing dominance of the commoners,

particularly by corrupt judges and attorneys? Is that the history you content the “Sovereign

Citizens” are ignorant of? Those whom you characterize (or demonize) as being “self

proclaimed”.

I am strongly critical of “Sovereign Citizens, not because of their position, but because they

let their anger get in the way of reason. Styling oneself as a “Sovereign Citizen” is akin to

claiming to be a “Master Slave”. Their intention is to proclaim their Natural status of being

born politically subservient to no man or entity, while at the same time wanting to identify with

what they characterize as being the dejure government, particularly dejure State

Governments, or “State Citizens”,

They seem to totally miss the proclamation of political subservience inherent in the word

“c/Citizen”, no mater how it is written or prefaced.
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The best use of history is to be well aware of it so that we do not repeat it, which is another

failing of Sovereign Citizens, in their deification of the Founders and the Freedom destroying

CONstitution the Aristocratic Founders foisted off on us! And where the “Sovereign Citizens”

want to restore the CONstitution and the Republic, not realizing that all four levels of

government are following the CONstitution (particularly the 14th Amendment), to the letter,

and that the republic they are clamoring to restore is being imposed upon us more and more

with every passing moment.

When the Fourteenth Amendment was being considered, back in 1868, the white people of

that time were assured by the politicians, that they had no reason to be concerned as to the

content of the 14th, because its only purpose was to create a citizenship status for the

recently freed slaves.

I have long stated that this was a total misrepresentation because there is no reference

anywhere in the 14th indicating it has anything what-so-ever to do with creating such a

citizenship. I have long argued that there is nothing in the 14th that declares anyone to be a

citizen due to their birth in the United States.

In reading the comments posted here, I read where citizenship of the former slaves is set

forth in the explanatory clause, between the two commas, “..., and subject to the jurisdiction

thereof, ...”. I have read and quoted the 14th hundreds of times and I never ever considered

that this clause could be construed to declare the freed slaves to be citizens (and I still

maintain that evaluation to be correct).

The reasoning, it was explained (or implied), was because the freed slaves had, due to their

being freed, become subject to the jurisdiction of the United States - HOG WASH!!! What is

the difference between having a private individual slave master and being a slave to the

Federal Government? How could that possibly cause those freed people to become subject

to the jurisdiction of the Federal Government? Transferred from one slave master to

another?

I can agree that the Federal Government incurred an obligation to protect those freed slaves

from any harm, and also incurred an obligation to provide for their sustenance for a period of

time, long enough for the freed slaves to be enabled to provide for themselves, or to continue

in the service of their former masters, as many of them choose to do. However, that is a far

cry from establishing that those former slaves had become subject to the jurisdiction of the

government, and thereby deemed to be citizens, with no opportunity of those former slaves to

be informed of the negative aspects of such servitude status. I still insist that the prohibition

of involuntary servitude provision of the 13th Amendment would prohibit any government

declaration of anyone being a citizen of the United States due to their birth here on this land,

or based on any other reason where the individual was not fully informed of his Natural born

right to opt out.

All humans are born free, everywhere, in every country, no matter what might be believed or

claimed. No human of whatever color, is born subservient to any other, or subservient to any

political entity called government.

The history that we need to be aware of and learn from, is the two hundred and thirty odd

years of the history of the gradual enslavement of the population of this country, because of

the serious error in allowing Aristocratic Politicians to have any part in the creation of our

Constitution, more properly written, CONstitution!

The SCOTUS, in Dred Scott, wrote that the terms, “People of the United States” and “citizen

of the United States” were virtually synonymous, both referring to the political body of this

country. That was several years prior to Lincoln’s war of aggression on the South, and

several years prior to the 13th and 14th Amendments. If it was true when SCOTUS wrote

Dred Scott, well fine and dandy, however the wording of both the 13th and 14th Amendments

cause such characterization to be irrelevant, moot!

The 13th prohibits any manner of involuntary servitude and the 14th enables those persons

who want to volunteer themselves into servitude, the ability to do so and thereby are deemed

to be citizens of the United States, NOT deemed to be of the People of the United States.

An argument can be made that one purpose of Lincoln’s war on the South, was to undue

SCOTUS characterization in Dred Scott that citizen and People were/are the same. Not after

the 13th and 14th Amendments!!

The superior status of People of the United States is clearly the intent of the Framers in their

writing of the Preamble, which is reiterated in the manner in which they edited the 50

amendments to the CONstitution proposed by the commoners, wherein the “FORMER”

Aristocrats employed the word “People”, in the 1st, 2nd, 4th, 9th and 10th amendments. The

word “citizen” is noticeably absent from the First Ten Amendments.

Citizens of the United States have no Second Amendment gun ownership protection. Pay

attention to the words!

A republic is a form of government where there are two political classes, (1) those who make

the rules, the People of the United States; and (2) those to follow those rules, citizens of the

United States. The status of citizen of the United States is surreptitiously created in Article

One, Section Two.
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One of the reasons that “Sovereign Citizens” hang on to the word “citizen” is because they

are concerned that they would be deported if they did not agree in some manner to be

citizens. Not realizing that they could allay their concerns in that regard, by claiming to be of

the Posterity of the People of the Preamble.

“An honest assessment of the facts”? And since when is being an advocate for freedom

deemed to be “fanatically right-leaning”? An honest assessment of a very significant

historical fact is that no where has any politician ever proposed any manner of legislation or

amendment to the CONstitution to define or detail what it is that constitutes Freedom!

An honest assessment of the facts will acknowledge that Freedom has never ever existed in

the United States, and that under the CONstitution, as originally presented, as amended and

presently written, constitutes the creation of a police state. Any time people are required to

obey the dictates of any manner of ruler, a police state is in operation!

“Freedom is the societal condition that will exist when everyone has full, 100% control of their

own property and all the derivatives thereof.” A.J. Galambos, Founder, The Free Enterprise

Institute.

You want some historical facts to support what I just wrote? Go follow the links provided by

Karen Hudes to the letter Jerry McNeil wrote to her and the thirty page two Constitutions item

on the South Carolina study group. (The links are in one of these eleven Karen Hudes

comments:58, 59, 60, 67, 75, 77, 81, 85, 89, 90, 92. I think #67, but I am not sure).

I am Eric Williams, The Radical In The Twilight Zone

Posted: May 17, 2014 05:19 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=345587)

B. McLeod said:

The United States has no titled nobility. We are a nation of “commoners”.

Obviously you really don’t know anything about history.

Posted: May 17, 2014 05:53 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=345840)

Eric Williams said:

How can everyone be so right and yet be so totally wrong?

The arguments presented in all the comments on this post are all over the board and are

getting all of us nowhere! Why is this so? Each individual might say it is because none of the

others are listening to him. Well, which of us is right and which of us is wrong? How do we

determine that? I venture to say that the answers to that question will be as numerous as the

number of individuals who have posted comments here, so how do we resolve this

confusion? I mean really resolve it, not merely stir the pot in a different direction.

In order to understand what I am getting at please consider this example: putting together a

team to row a boat in a speed contest:

Before progress can be made in this endeavor it must first be agreed as to what it is that

constitutes a row boat, where are row boats located, what is water, why does a boat float

rather than sink, what are oars, what is their purpose, how many oars are there in the boat,

what is the means by which the oars are activated, how are the oars activated, need the oars

be activated in unison, how important is it that the oars be activated in unison, if importsnt

then how is unison achieved, who is it that decides all these issues, where from does the

authority arise to determine where the authority shall arise from?

Is there anyone reading this who has any problem in agreeing that in order to answer all

those questions the human minds involved must all be able to understand that every point

addressed in those many questions must be considered individually by each and every one

of the members of the rowing team, and that all of the members must agree as to the

importance and application of each item, or the team will never be able to move the boat

through the water and most certainly will not be able to win any race? That is, is it not clear

that every single point must be understood and or acted upon in unison or failure will be the

only possible outcome?

In order for total and universal understanding and agreement to be achieved, every member

of the rowing team must acknowledge that every member of the team has previous boating

experience that is different from the experiences of all the other team members. And, that in

their previous experiences the understandings in all those previous experiences then worked

well because everyone involved in all those separate previous experiences were in

agreement with their previous team members. And, that if this present team were to follow

any one of those many previous different systems, this newly organized team would most

likely be able to be successful.
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The problem is however, that it is not possible to follow all of those previous agreements at

the same time. This is a new race and a new team, so in order to be successful all of the

members of this new team must put aside their previous individual experiences in

acknowledgement that the leader of this new team is very experienced, and has achieved

personal victories that none of the team members have been able to achieve, so it will be

advisable to follow the leadership of this new leader, at least until he does or proposes

something so very radical, that all of the team members minds are blown away. But then,

what if, to the total amazement of all the team members, that new team leader then explains

why and how his very radical idea is not only worthy and well thought out, but, when

implemented, will virtually guarantee an easy walk away win in the forthcoming race.

Of course this is not a boat race, this is a contest between Freedom and tyranny, but the

principles are the same. What we must do is come to an agreement as to what it is that

actually constitutes Freedom. Then draw a line to establish that agreement which cannot be

crossed by government without destroying Freedom. And our agreed upon definition of

Freedom must be set forth in detail, in our government creating documents, to insure that

everyone knows what the definition is and the limitations imposed on government to prevent

any degree of violation by the government.

We must not only draw a line, but we must first agree as to where that line shall be drawn. In

order for the line to be properly drawn it must be agreeable to everyone, without anyone

being required to give up, surrender or abandon any of their individual principles. In order to

achieve this our line must be drawn with a mathematical certainty. Is there any disagreement

that 1+1=2? How about zero plus zero equaling zero? How many 1s must be added

together in order for the total to be greater than 2? Only one more and we would have 3,

agreed?

OK, then how many zeros must be added together in order to arrive at a sum greater than

zero? Can we agree that no matter how many zeros are added together that the total could

never ever be greater than zero?

I suggest you re-read that last paragraph in order to fully grasp what is established there.

0+0+0+0+0+0+0=0! No matter how many jillions of zeros are added, the total can never be

more than zero. The purpose here is to establish the limits which we must respect in order to

enable us to come to an agreement that will enable us to finally establish Freedom and

Liberty on this land we call America.

As a 0+0=0 example, “How many men voting would it take to properly and democratically

vote the panties off an unwilling woman? Off your wife, mother or daughter?” As no man has

Natural authority to legitimize such action it would not matter how many men voted in favor, it

would still constitute rape! Is there anyone here who disagrees with that?

First we must define the contest: Why and how did we get in this mess? Was it because the

Constitution was ignored? Was it because the Founder’s principles were ignored? Was it

because the principles of a Republic were not understood or followed? Was it because of the

greed of private bankers? Was it because there had never before been a government where

the commoners had been in charge, so no one at the time of our founding had any previous

template to guide them? Was it because the general population did not pay attention to the

gradual encroachments eroding the previous items? Was it because no one has taken the

time to define what it is that actually constitutes Freedom and Liberty?

Was it because of all or any of the above, or was it, perhaps, for a reason not included it that

list? Moreover, what actual difference does it make what it was that caused us to arrive at

this dilemma? I don’t mean that we should disregard any possible cause, but that we need

not come to any specific agreement in order to effect a solution.

It may be because it has never before been considered that true Freedom and Liberty are

actually possible, because, as everyone “knows”, we must have some rules; some basic

guidelines are more than reasonable! Because of this “reasonable” block in our thinking we

have always extended our government the authority to enact “reasonable” laws. The

problem is, that with no specifically defined and established limitations, those trusted with

governing have continually enacted legislation that benefitted them or their campaign

contributors rather than us.

Reasonable rules such as: “There is no way we can allow commoners to collect rainwater

from their roofs into a 55 gallon drum, or allow commoners to grow food in their back yards,

or allow a mother to refuse to have her newborn baby inoculated with a venom that has been

known to kill several previous babies it was injected into.”

Yes, some rules are certainly reasonable; in a police state, but NOT where Freedom is

purported to prevail. To me, the very presumption that someone else has the authority to

decide what I will be “allowed” to do, constitutes an act of war upon me! Especially when our

CONgress allows Monsanto to genetically modify food seeds purportedly to increase crop

yields, but which cause food crops to be very unhealthy to humans and causes the gradual

extinction of honey bees, whose pollenization services are critical to the germination of all

manner of food crops. Where do we draw the line?

Who can it be that has proper standing to grant or assume such authority? And, how is such

authority determined? 0+0=?!
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In my 0+0=0 equation, I am using zeros to represent voters or legislators. As it is clearly self

evident that no single voter has Naturally imbued authority to determine what I shall be

“allowed” to do, how is it in any way then reasonable that any number of such impotent voters

can combine their non-authority to create an ability to command me to obedience?

In my mathematical equation each voter is equal to one zero. How many zero authority

voters would be required to determine I cannot collect rain water from the roof of my house

into a 55 gallon drum? Or decide that my new born child must be inoculated with any manner

of venom, no matter whether any particular venom has been determined by “experts” to have

a “positive” outcome or not.

The point here is how is the authority of government properly determined? How can men

who have no individual Naturally imbued authority to require other men to obey them,

possibly have authority to create what they call government, write their preferences down on

a document that they call a constitution, and include in that document a declaration that their

creation is thereby deemed to be the Supreme Law of the land? What happened to

0+0+0+0=0?

Let it be noted here, that I do not challenge their authority to associate themselves together

and create whatever manner of organization they may choose. My objection is in their claim

of authority to command the subservience of any individual who does not freely volunteer to

submit themselves to such creation. I further contend that the Federal Thirteenth

Amendment recognizes this principle, which I used to defeat the IRS in Federal Court in

1970, in less than five minutes without filing even one piece of paper or making any of the

silly arguments offered by “Sovereign Citizens”.

Well, some might say, 0+0+0+0=0 did not exist when the Constitution was created? Oh, does

a mathematical equation need to be written down in order to be mathematically correct?

What about the Declaration of Independence? “All men are created equal, with the right to

life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness?” (Except of course, if their skin was black). What is

it that constituted Liberty in that Declaration? Certainly not the right to collect rain water from

the roof of your house! Or grow food in your back yard. Not while Obama has Drones!

Yes, everyone will most likely agree that a law prohibiting the gathering of rain water is a silly

law, that is silly to everyone except those who enacted that law and those who are prohibited

by it from collecting rain water. Where does the principle change? Who gets to decide what

laws are reasonable or outrageous? How do we draw a line that will prevent such

nonsense? We accomplish that by acknowledging that 0+0=0!

This is where we always hit a snag, because everyone will have a different opinion as to

where the line should be drawn. That is why I have determined that the only place the line

can be drawn, where everyone will have to agree, because it is determined upon the

mathematical principle that where there is no authority, then no authority can issue therefrom;

0+0=0.

In order to circumvent the Supreme Court’s ruling in Rowe v. Wade, purporting to allow

abortion on demand, Senator Rand Paul is advocating a Congressional Act to determine that

life begins at conception. Senator Paul contends that his proposed enactment will stop

abortion on demand. I certainly do agree that life begins at conception, however I seriously

doubt that such an enactment will stop abortion. At best, it would only move abortion

underground, where it has always functioned when it was outlawed.

What Senator Paul seems to miss and no one seems to consider, is that if such an Act is

adopted, it will enable CONgress to claim total control over all pregnant women. Enabling

CONgress to dictate and regulate every aspect of the lives of pregnant women, every activity

such women might engage in. Shall they be allowed to engage in further copulative activity,

and if so, how often would be safe for the unborn child? Should some sort of meter be

installed? And a tax imposed? No more television while pregnant? What shall pregnant

women be allowed to eat or drink and what manner of examinations should pregnant women

have their bodies regularly subjected to, all for the “protection” of “their” unborn children.

Where do we draw the line? Who will it be that gets to decide what those most reasonable

rules will be and who they apply to and who will enforce them?

Where can there be any manner of Freedom in such a society? What happened to 0+0=0?

I contend, that if you will listen to this explanation of why and how this very radical idea is not

only worthy and well thought out, but, when implemented, will virtually guarantee an easy

walk away win in our ongoing contest to establish Freedom.

It is a demonstrated fact that if a child, from birth to adolescence, is raised in an environment

where there are several, say four, adult couples, who each speak a different language

between themselves, that the child will learn all four languages and be able to hold

conversations with all four couples, at the same time, switching from one language to the

other as he addresses himself to each couple, and the child will not become confused.

This is a demonstration of the learning ability of the mind of a human child. When each of us

were growing up we were exposed to various information which took hold of our minds in a

manner very similar to the manner in which an un-rewriteable CD “takes hold” of information

burned on it. Once our minds are “programmed” it is very difficult for our “programming” to be

altered.

It is imperative that this be understood, otherwise we will never be able to agree that 0+0=0,
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no matter that it is a mathematically founded principle.

The government of a people who purport to be free cannot be imbued with any more

authority than the authority Naturally imbued into any one single individual man or woman!

This is 0+0=0!

Does this mean that every manner of criminal would be free to engage in any manner of

crime that he choose, with no fear of punishment? And as there could be no manner of

taxation at any level of government, how would the government be funded?

Absolutely NOT! And Yes, the government would be funded by interest collected on loans to

private sector borrowers. Such a society would rely on the enforcement of the common law.

Any activity that constituted rape, robbery, murder or trespass would be dealt with by a

Common Law Grand Jury, elected by the general population. The Grand Jury would

examine the facts of the alleged crime. If the GJ determined that it appeared that a crime

had occurred, the GJ would impanel a petit jury to examine and come to a decision as to the

guilt or innocence of the accused. The details for this have all been worked out and may be

presented in another comment.

As for government funding; Freedom cannot exist where any level of government is

empowered to determine how much money it needs or where such money shall come from.

Where taxation is imposed, a police state has been created. No matter the manner of the

tax.

I read in one of the comments that we should return to Constitutional gold and silver money

where CONgress issued the money. A careful study of the CONstitution and early history of

our country will reveal there is no CONstitutional provision empowering CONgress to issue

gold or silver coins into circulation, and CONgress never ever issued even one such coin into

circulation.

A that time all the gold and silver coins were spent into circulation by the private person or

entity who had brought their privately owned ore to a government mint to be made into coins.

When made, those coins were returned to the owner of the ore. None of the ore or coins

made therefrom ever became owned by the government.

The single purpose of money is to facilitate bartering. History reveals that every time a

society has implemented a gold money system, it has been soon corrupted by the politicians.

There has never been an exception to this fact. Additionally, in every society where the

monetary system has been under the control of one entity, a private bank or a government, it

has also soon been corrupted.

Every time gold has been implemented it has soon been replaced with 100% gold backed

paper. Then, as soon as the politicians can manipulate some manner of emergency, the

backing has been reduced to 90%, then down to 80%, and then further down until all the gold

backing is removed.

No one actually wants money, what they actually need and want is what they can get for their

money. All money does is facilitate bartering. This is very important because actual

bartering is very difficult, especially in a modern society where manufacturers need to “barter”

for parts to be assembled into their products. Money enables this otherwise impossible task

to be easily accomplished.

In recognition of the fact that all money does is facilitate bartering, there is no sane reason

why the money medium must be imbued with an intrinsic value of its own. Such constitutes a

foolish waste of human energy!

The very serious economic problems we are suffering in our monetary system are NOT

because we use paper as money! The cause is twofold (1) The CONstitutional provision

allowing CONgress to borrow an unlimited amount of money on the credit of the United

States and (2) the fact that our monetary system is under the control of one single entity -

CONgress! (Control is NOT under the Federal Reserve as is widely believed).

All that we must do to rectify these two problems is amend the CONstitution, to remove this

borrowing authority from CONgress (and eliminate CONgress, as we need no such legislative

authority at the Federal Level) and, second, Federalize the Federal Reserve, assign the

management of The People’s Central Bank to the Legislatures of the Fifty States. The

natural jealousy of these separate countries will work very well to prevent corruption of the

People’s Central Bank.

No level of government may be allowed to borrow money from any source for any purpose.

All four levels of government, cities, counties, state and federal, will be funded with interest

collected on loans extended to private sector borrowers. No level of government shall have

authority to determine how much of the interest it shall receive. Many details have been

worked out and may be presented in a future comment.

Gold will not work well as money in an electrified society!

I am Eric Williams, The Radical In The Twilight Zone

Posted: May 18, 2014 05:02 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=345984)
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B. McLeod said:

Ah. Let me help.

I am right, and you are wrong. That should settle it. So I would think.

Posted: May 18, 2014 05:50 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=345991)

Karen Hudes said:

@126 & 127 B. McLeod and I are in agreement finally. The Radical In The Twilight Zone has

gotten too big for his britches.

Posted: May 18, 2014 11:17 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=346042)

Eric Williams said:

Hi All,

It was certainly not my intention to offend anyone. I will podt no further comments here.

It is interesting however, that no one disputed my information. When you can’t defeat the

message, kill the messenger!

I am Eric Williams, The Radical In The Twilight Zone

Posted: May 18, 2014 09:07 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=346129)

Karen Hudes said:

@126 and 129. I did not respond to your comments for two reasons: because this is not the

proper forum for detailed discussions on monetary policy and because I did not want to focus

attention on your misrepresentations of my position. Federal Reserve Notes are

unconstitutional, and they are about to crash.

https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/usdollar1.pdf Suffice it to say that the immediate threat of

permanent gold backwardation is about to plunge this nation and the rest of the world into

another Dark Age. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zy-2GaT6RMo&feature=youtu.be&a

Posted: May 18, 2014 09:33 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=346130)

witnessing injustice said:

@ Eric Williams. Thank you so much for your contribution to this story. You are one of the

best commentors I read in this forum since 2009 when I started reading. I saved your

comments which I plan to study in detail. You are a pure spirit and intellect. This is a link to

the SCOTUS docket in my last petition. The same trial judge in the Wesley Snipes tax

protester case, discussed below, presided in my case.

http://www.supremecourt.gov/Search.aspx?FileName=/docketfiles/13-7280.htm

@109. JustADude: FYI, I am not a Sovereign Citizen.

@130 “Federal Reserve Notes are unconstitutional”. Also reported in “The Creature from

Jekyll Island : A Second Look at the Federal Reserve”.

@all, As a practical matter, judges and lawyers who profit from the injustice system have no

interest in reforming a system that benefits them. Judges are the final arbiters of the system

and are committed to the status quo. So any opposition is bound to fail, no matter how

brilliant, fair or moral, including efforts by Sovereign Citizens, or any other opposition. A few

exceptions like Eric Williams may break through, that’s fine. While Eric is exceptional, he is

still the exception.

The American Civil Rights movement of Rosa Parks and Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., is a

proven path to reform. Social, political and economic reform will come from the hearts and

minds of the American People, not a corrupt legal system. Opposition groups, including

Sovereign Citizens, must win the hearts and minds of the American Public. Unfortunately

when the media portrays opposition groups negatively, some of it deservedly, that turns the

American People against such groups, and against social, political and economic reform that

might actually benefit them.

A photo at the link below shows a group of young Freedom Riders from Tennessee standing

at the door of a Greyhound bus in Birmingham, Ala., waiting for a bus to leave for

Montgomery on May 19, 1961. Look at how the young Freedom Riders are well-dressed and
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mannerly. Compare and contrast that image with Sovereign Citizens plastering the courts

with bogus filings, or Tea-Party persons protesting with firearms on open display. The last

two images don’t win hearts and minds.

http://www1.nysut.org/cps/rde/xchg/nysut/hs.xsl/rfk_11082.htm

On April 25, 2008 the Tennessee Board of Regents changed its decision to deny honorary

degrees to 14 students at Tennessee State University, who were expelled for participating in

Freedom Rides of the 1960s civil rights movement. 47 years is a long time to wait for

acknowledgment and a degree after wrongful expulsion. The road to justice is sometimes

long, slow and hazardous.

@22 Tom. “I had a law school classmate who got “caught up” in the Wesley Snipes tax

protester machine (professionally promoting) and is doing federal time.”

The Wesley Snipes trial was held in my town. The following shows what is wrong with our

justice system and has people like Sovereign Citizens upset.

USA Today quoted the trial judge in a story April 25, 2008 by Travis Reed, AP Writer, Judge

sentences Snipes to 3 years for tax convictions, as saying Wesley Snipes exhibited a “history

of contempt over a period of time” for U.S. tax laws. This is the quote from USA Today:

But U.S. District Judge William Terrell Hodges said Snipes exhibited a “history of contempt

over a period of time” for U.S. tax laws, and granted prosecutors the three-year sentence

they requested — one year for each of Snipes’ convictions of willfully failing to file a tax return

from 1999-2001.

“In my mind these are serious crimes, albeit misdemeanors,” Hodges said.

http://usatoday30.usatoday.com/life/people/2008-04-24-snipes_n.htm

In another tax story, the New York Times reported “G.E.’s Strategies Let It Avoid Taxes

Altogether”, published March 24, 2011 by David Kocieniewski. The Times reported:

General Electric, the nation’s largest corporation, had a very good year in 2010.

The company reported worldwide profits of $14.2 billion, and said $5.1 billion of the total

came from its operations in the United States.

Its American tax bill? None. In fact, G.E. claimed a tax benefit of $3.2 billion.

That may be hard to fathom for the millions of American business owners and households

now preparing their own returns, but low taxes are nothing new for G.E. The company has

been cutting the percentage of its American profits paid to the Internal Revenue Service for

years, resulting in a far lower rate than at most multinational companies.

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/03/25/business/economy/25tax.html

According to a report by Public Campaign dated December 2011, the thirty big corporations

analyzed paid more to lobby Congress than they paid in federal income tax, and got back

nearly $11 billion in tax rebates despite making combined profits totaling $164 billion.

http://publicampaign.org/sites/default/files/ReportTaxDodgerLobbyingDec6.pdf

So GE paid no tax, and got a tax refund of $3.2 billion on worldwide profits of $14.2 billion,

and of which $5.1 billion came from operations in the United States. Jeffrey R. Immelt, GE’s

Chairman and CEO, had very good tax advisers. Clearly Mr. Snipes had the wrong tax

advisers.

A ruling under Rule 606(b) also went against Mr. Snipes. The SCOTUS denied cert in the

Snipes case. But another petition on Rule 606(b) was granted cert March 3, 2014 in Warger

v. Shauers, Petition No. 13-517

http://www.scotusblog.com/case-files/cases/warger-v-shauers/

The ABA posted a story March 4, 2014 about Warger v. Shauers, and my comment is below.

From the outset counsel argued Mr. Snipes would not get a fair hearing in the Florida venue,

and unsuccessfully sought to move the trial to a fair venue.

http://www.abajournal.com/news/article/can_federal_jurors_comment_in_deliberations_be_u

sed_to_show_voir-dire_disho

Rule 606(b) was at issue in the Wesley Snipes income tax trial, see United States v. Wesley

Trent Snipes, Case 5:06-cr-00022-WTH-PRL Document 563 Filed 11/19/10 Page 1 of 17

PageID 4050, Order On Defendant’s Pending Motions, page 3,

“Late on the evening of the very day that the Court of Appeals issued its widely

publicized opinion, July 16, 2010, two and a half years after the verdict, and over two

years after the imposition of sentence, defense counsel received an email from one

of the jurors, stating:...Subject: I was on his jury, maybe I can help

I served on the jury in Ocala that found him guilty on 3 counts of failing

to file taxes. It was a deal that had to be made because of certain jurors

that had already presumed he was guilty before the trail [sic] started and

we only found this out in the last few days of deliberation. We thought

we were making the right deal because we did not think he would go to

jail for not filing taxes. There were 3 on the jury that felt this way and told
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us he was guilty before they even heard the first piece of evidence going

against what the judge had said. If I can be of any help feel free to call

me at…”

“This message, according to the defense motions, was [fn2] followed two weeks

later, on July 31, 2010, by a second email from another juror. The second message

read:... Mr. Meachum,

I read an article pertaining to the trial. I also was on the jury for his case.

If you would like to contact me, you can reach me at this email address [redacted]

Like the other email suggested, most of us didn’t believe

he would have received the jail time. Thank you,.....................”

[fn2] The Court has no reason to doubt the veracity of defense counsel as officers of the

Court,

and their representations concerning receipt of these messages are accepted without further

proof. Copies of the unredacted messages were presented at the hearing as Exhibits 2 and

3.

“The email presents, to be sure, a troubling set of circumstances, but further pursuit of the

issue is clearly foreclosed by Federal Rule of Evidence 606(b) and well established

law.” (page 4)

“Upon due consideration, for the reasons explained below, the Court has

determined that each of the Defendant’s foregoing motions should be, and will be,

Denied. The judgment of commitment will be enforced.” (page 2)

Posted: May 19, 2014 05:17 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=346324)

Karen Hudes said:

@131 has missed the point entirely with this statement: “Social, political and economic reform

will come from the hearts and minds of the American People, not a corrupt legal system.

Opposition groups, including Sovereign Citizens, must win the hearts and minds of the

American Public. Unfortunately when the media portrays opposition groups negatively, some

of it deservedly, that turns the American People against such groups, and against social,

political and economic reform that might actually benefit them.”

The media is owned lock, stock, and barrel by the banking cartel:

http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/arxiv/pdf/1107/1107.5728v2.pdf The American People have already

expressed themselves through their state legislatures, more than two-thirds of which have

requested a Constitutional Convention under Article V of the Constitution. This provision was

put there by Benjamin Franklin, who had negotiated a 100 year extension in the

Revolutionary War debts falling due.

The US Congress is held in thrall by the banking cartel, and has refused to call the

Constitutional Convention despite the clear language in Article V mandating the Convention.

https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/LettertoZacharySomers.pdf

The US credit rating is now on the verge of being lowered by the Universal Credit Rating

Group, owned in part by Russia and China. That this coalition for the rule of law would

coalesce was predicted by an accurate power transition model developed in the Department

of Defense: http://philosophyofmetrics.com/2014/02/18/sdrs-and-the-new-bretton-woods-part-

six/comment-page-1/#comment-584 188 Ministers of Finance reinstated me as Acting

General Counsel of the World Bank in settlement of my bondholder litigation.

http://kahudes.net/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/ljudicialconference1.pdf This model is 90-95

percent accurate, and has been predicting that the rule of law would win and that the banking

cartel would lose ever since a Scottish whistleblower, Elaine Coleville, and I exposed the

corruption on the UK Parliament’s website.

I am working with the authorized signatory on the Global Debt Facility, Wolfgang Struck

https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Wolfgang+Struck.pdf to implement what John F. Kennedy

was doing ten days before his assassination: minting gold dollars issued by the US Treasury.

The other nations of the world are also replacing their fractional reserve fiat currencies with

gold coins minted from the world’s gold in the Global Debt Facility. See paragraph 6 in

https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/BILATERAL.pdf and

https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/breakthrough.pdf

Ferdinand Marcos established the Bretton Woods institutions for this purpose.

Posted: May 19, 2014 06:50 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=346350)

Paul the Magyar said:

Ah, the rabbit-hole.

I still support making this website members-only and restricting comments to members-only.
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This rabbit-hole demonstrates why I do so.

Posted: May 19, 2014 08:00 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=346361)

witnessing injustice said:

@133 Karen Hudes

“The media is owned lock, stock, and barrel…”

Yes, so why do the Sovereign citizens play right into their hands by plastering the courts with

bogus filing? Why do Tea-Party people show up to protest in paramilitary gear, openly

carrying firearms? Crazy! Plays right into the hands of the press.

Follow the example a Rosa Parks, Dr. King, the Freedom Riders. Protest in you Sunday best.

Stand firm singing “We shall overcome”. Let the police pepper spray you, let security forces

unleash attack dogs on you, let the sheriff’s department shoot water cannons on you, and the

press will record that too, and you will overcome.

“...more than two-thirds of which have requested a Constitutional Convention”.

Unwise to open a constitutional convention, you will end up with less freedom than you have

now. Enforce existing law. Enforce ratified Treaties of the United States.

Ratified Treaties of the United States. Article VI, Clause 2 of the U.S. Constitution, the

Supremacy Clause, explicitly states that a ratified Treaty is the supreme Law of the Land and

all state law provisions which conflict with the treaty are overridden by the treaty.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Supremacy_Clause

Constitutional Provision, Treaties of the United States

http://www.senate.gov/artandhistory/history/common/briefing/Treaties.htm

“This Constitution, and the Laws of the United States which shall be made in Pursuance

thereof; and all Treaties made, or which shall be made, under the Authority of the United

States, shall be the supreme Law of the Land; and the Judges in every State shall be bound

thereby, any Thing in the Constitution or Laws of any state to the Contrary notwithstanding.”

http://www.senate.gov/civics/constitution_item/constitution.htm#a6

The U.S. Constitution is a covenant of “negative rights”. Ratified Treaties of the United States

are covenants of “positive rights”. Both are needed to fully guarantee the American People

Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness. US Treaties of “positive rights” include,

1. Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), Resolution 217(A)(III) of the United

Nations General Assembly, December 10, 1948 http://www.un.org/en/documents/udhr/

2. International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), Signed by President Jimmy

Carter on October 5, 1977, Ratified by the United States of America on June 8, 1992

http://www.ohchr.org/en/professionalinterest/pages/ccpr.aspx

3. United Nations Convention against Corruption (UNCAC), Signed by President George W.

Bush December 9, 2003, Ratified by the United States of America on October 30, 2006

http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/treaties/CAC/

4. Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or

Punishment, Signed by President Ronald Reagan April 18, 1988, Ratified by the United

States of America on October 21, 1994

http://www.ohchr.org/EN/ProfessionalInterest/Pages/CAT.aspx

5. Needs ratification: Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, Signed by

President Barack Obama on July 30, 2009, Not yet ratified by the United State of America

http://www.ohchr.org/EN/HRBodies/CRPD/Pages/ConventionRightsPersonsWithDisabilities.a

spx

http://www.whitehouse.gov/issues/disabilities

http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/remarks-president-rights-persons-with-

disabilities-proclamation-signing

6. Needs ratification: International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Signed

by President Jimmy Carter on October 5, 1997, Not yet ratified by the United State of

America

http://www.ohchr.org/EN/ProfessionalInterest/Pages/CESCR.aspx

7. Basic Principles and Guidelines on the Right to a Remedy and Reparation

Adopted and proclaimed by General Assembly resolution 60/147 of 16 December 2005

http://www.ohchr.org/EN/ProfessionalInterest/Pages/RemedyAndReparation.aspx

8. Basic Principles of Justice for Victims of Crime and Abuse of Power

Adopted by the General Assembly on 29 November 1985.

http://legal.un.org/avl/ha/dbpjvcap/dbpjvcap.html

@132 “The US credit rating is now on the verge of being lowered”

Fine, let the United States declare bankruptcy. BTW, that will end the central banking plague
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too.

@132 “John F. Kennedy…days before his assassination: minting gold dollars issued by the

US Treasury.”

Yes. Let the United States declare bankruptcy, that will end central banking too.

Gold is not the answer. Gold got Gaddafi killed too. Gaddafi planned to issue a gold coin too.

Gaddafi was not part of the world central banking system. Look, Gaddafi was a terrorist and

deserved to die, so why did the West continue to support and trade with him, until just prior to

the end? Gadhafi planed to quit selling Libyan oil in U.S. dollars — demanding payment

instead in gold-backed “dinars” (a single African currency made from gold) — was the real

cause of his demise. See Gadhafi’s Gold-money Plan Would Have Devastated Dollar

http://www.thenewamerican.com/economy/markets/item/4630-gadhafi-s-gold-money-plan-

would-have-devastated-dollar

Gold is not the answer. You cannot eat gold. Commodities are a better way to back fiat

currency. Commodities are far more useful than gold.

A Plan for the Future

1. Develop a trickle-up economy. This is not a new concept. Henry Ford believed in what may

be called Trickle-Up Economics. Ford paid his workers good wages, and in turn the workers

created economic activity.

Daily Kos: “In 1914, Henry Ford paid his workers $5 a day, that was double the average

wage for manufacturing jobs at the time. He did this because he wanted his workers to buy

his cars.” Let’s try that today, we’ll call it…Trickle up economics.

http://www.dailykos.com/story/2011/11/10/1035007/-Trickle-up-economics

2. Medicare for All. The health of the American People is too important to hand off to private

industry. The two largest exporting nations have universal healthcare, Germany and China.

U.S. companies are at a competitive disadvantage when they must pay extra-ordinary rents

to a protected private healthcare industry.

H.R. 676: Expanded & Improved Medicare For All Act

113th Congress, 2013–2015. Text as of Feb 13, 2013 (Introduced).

https://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/113/hr676/text

A Bill: To provide for comprehensive health insurance coverage for all United States

residents, improved health care delivery, and for other purposes. Read the Bill

https://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/113/hr676/text

Analysis of HR 676: Medicare for All would save billions, Physicians for a National Health

Program, by Gerald Friedman, Ph.D. “Of all the forms of inequality, injustice in health care is

the most shocking and inhumane.” Martin Luther King, Jr.

http://pnhp.org/blog/2013/07/31/friedman-analysis-of-hr-676-medicare-for-all-would-save-

billions/

3. Debt jubilee. As part of a national economic reorganization plan, canceled home mortgage

debt, forgive student loans, and declare a debt jubilee for poor people, the working-class and

middle-class. (this includes all law school debt too)

http://systemicdisorder.wordpress.com/2013/05/15/debt-jubilee/

4. Response to dictators and war criminals. Ratify the Rome Statute of the International

Criminal Court. The ICC may be flawed, but it is a step in the right direction. http://www.icc-

cpi.int/en_menus/icc/legal texts and tools/Pages/legal tools.aspx

Refugees can be relocated, as proposed in the Slattery Report, a report in 1939–40 by the

U.S. Department of the Interior, which included a plan to move European refugees, especially

Jews from Nazi Germany and Austria, to four locations in Alaska, including Baranof Island

and the Mat-Su Valley. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Slattery_Report

5. A plan to end terrorism. Offer our aggrieved brothers and sisters a legitimate way to

exercise a right to petition the government for redress of grievances, either their own

government, or ours, and fulfill the promise of the Magna Carta.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magna_Carta

The right to petition the government for redress of grievances is the right to make a complaint

to, or seek the assistance of, one’s government, without fear of punishment or reprisals. The

Article 44 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union ensures the right to

petition to the European Parliament. The right can be traced back to the Bill of Rights 1689,

the Petition of Right (1628), and the Magna Carta (1215). Terrorists have grievances. Give

them a way to peacefully resolve those grievances.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Right_to_petition

6. End predatory lending. End charging of interest. Restore value to actual work, not money

changing. Exodus 22: 24-25, “If you lend money to one of your poor neighbors among my

people, you shall not act like an extortioner toward him by demanding interest from him.” This

prohibition is repeated 22 times in the Old Testament.
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Brief History of Christianity and Capitalism

Christian Economics, by Most Rev. Dr. Robert M. Bowman, 2002

http://www.united-catholic-church.org/FAITH/FA Theological Reflections/FA TH Bowman

Economics.htm

7. Establish a right to legal aid, as proposed by Gabriela Knaul, the United Nations Special

Rapporteur on the independence of judges and lawyers, Office of the United Nations High

Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR). See “Legal aid, a right in itself” – UN Special

Rapporteur. http://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?

NewsID=13382&LangID=E

Also proposed by the American Bar Association, here as a Human Right

http://www.americanbar.org/publications/human_rights_magazine_home/2013_vol_39/vol_30

_no_4_gideon/its_all_about_justice.html

and here with the ABA’s Toolkit.

http://www.americanbar.org/groups/legal_aid_indigent_defendants/initiatives/civil_right_to_co

unsel.html

Posted: May 19, 2014 08:58 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=346369)

witnessing injustice said:

@134. Paul

I am a member of the ABA, ID number 01680961. I encourage everyone to join the ABA

today, lawyers and nonlawyers alike.

http://www.americanbar.org/membership/join_and_renew.html

Funny how people supposedly schooled in law can only respond with “Ah, the rabbit-hole.”

Posted: May 19, 2014 09:06 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=346374)

Paul the Magyar said:

Oh, I could respond with more than that. I just do not want to wrestle with a tar baby.

Posted: May 19, 2014 10:28 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=346388)

B. McLeod said:

Yes, and it looks like you made a somewhat erroneous assumption about ABA membership

and members, as No. 135 so conclusively establishes.

Posted: May 20, 2014 12:10 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=346403)

Karen Hudes said:

@133 and 134 I am a member of the ABA, ID number 00626886. “Unwise to open a

constitutional convention, you will end up with less freedom than you have now” is highly

debatable in view of the requirement for 75% of the states to ratify any changes. But in any

event, 2/3rds of the states have met the threshold by requesting a Constitutional Convention,

and thus the requirement for the Congress to convene a Constitutional Convention under

Article V of the Constitution is there and remains there. Witnessing Injustice is clearly not an

economist, but even if (s)he were, these views could not supplant those of the 188 Ministers

of Finance who decided at the Spring Meetings of the Bretton Woods institutions that

fractional reserve fiat currencies would be offset by the 210 trillion in gold denominated

certificates issued by the Federal Reserve and the compounded interest thereon in the

quadrillions.

Posted: May 20, 2014 12:17 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=346405)

B. McLeod said:

Both in the House of Delegates, I would imagine.

Posted: May 20, 2014 12:29 am CDT
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| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=346409)

Karen Hudes said:

@139 House of Commons International Development Committee, Written Evidence for the

inquiry into The work of the Independent Commission for Aid Impact, published July 7, 2012

available here:

http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201213/cmselect/cmintdev/writev/402/contents.ht

m

House of Commons Public Administration Committee, Written Evidence for the inquiry into

Public engagement in policy making, published November 2, 2012 available here:

http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201213/cmselect/cmpubadm/writev/publicpolicy/

m03.htm

House of Commons Public Administration Committee, Written Evidence for the inquiry into

Complaints Do They Make A Difference, published July 20, 2013, pages 186-7 (Elaine

Colville, another World Bank Whistleblower’s testimony is on Page 178) available here

http://www.parliament.uk/documents/commons-committees/public-administration/Complaints

Consolidated 24 July.pdf

The clerk of Michigan’s House of Representatives asked me to forward disclosures of this

corruption directly to Michigan’s representatives, which I did. You may also be interested in

the response from one of my 4,645 followers on Twitter:

Karen Hudes @KarenHudes May 13

@gruffdiver The American Bar Association is finally owning up to how the Bankers stole our

Constitution in 1871:

http://www.abajournal.com/magazine/article/sovereign_citizens_plaster_courts_with_bogus_l

egal_filings/#comments

Gruff@gruffdiver May 14

this is fear mongering legal dogma @KarenHudes from the ABA. Unfortunately the last

people to ‘get this’ will be the lawyers judges & police

Posted: May 20, 2014 03:50 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=346439)

john Kunitake said:

#118 do yourself a blessing and reconsider, an honest profession. what they will not teach

you in law school is you have to be a crook, that is take honest peoples money under the

guise of defending a case, while in the back room you get another salary from the court to roll

your client over. The original constitution had the 13th amendment right,

As a student they will not show u the fraud on the court , I have witnessed in my 37 years of

small town practice, what I can say, is if you play ball, one of those illegally foreclosed homes

may be yours. truth is all foreclosure is fraud based on HJR 192 and subsequent legislation,

ssssh its a secret, your signature was the payment., all crimes were converted to a dollar

amount in the US bankruptcy of 1933 negotiated in the city of London. And all citizens as

creditors to the US Bankruptcy, got in return unlimited ability to discharge debt, as a result of

removing lawful tender

Posted: May 20, 2014 07:06 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=346468)

B. McLeod said:

An honest profession is not the topic of the story. Please try to remain on topic.

B. McLEOD,

NOT ON ABA STAFF

Posted: May 20, 2014 07:56 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=346480)

witnessing injustice said:

@139 B. McLeod “House of Delegates”

No. I’m an ordinary person, a nonlawyer..

@136 There are judges and lawyers who are reform-minded. Just not enough. I listed some

below, most were featured on this blog. I would encourage Sovereign Citizens to read what

reformers say and learn from them.

@ Karen Hudes. “Witnessing Injustice is clearly not an economist”
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I studied economics at the Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania, and graduated with

honors.

@ Karen Hudes “but even if (s)he were, these views could not supplant those of the 188

Ministers of Finance”

The so-called experts got us in this mess.

@ Karen Hudes “who decided at the Spring Meetings of the Bretton Woods institutions”

President Nixon ended the Bretton Woods system on August 15, 1971, for better or worse.

Nixon Ends Bretton Woods International Monetary System

http://youtu.be/iRzr1QU6K1o

“On August 15, 1971, President Nixon announced on TV 3 dramatic changes in economic

policy. He imposed a wage-price freeze. He ended the Bretton Woods international monetary

system. And he imposed a temporary surcharge (tariff) on all imports. The Bretton Woods

system was created towards the end of World War II and involved fixed exchange rates with

the U.S. dollar as the key currency - but also a role for gold linked to the dollar at $35/ounce.

The system began to falter in the 1960s because of an excess of dollars flowing out of the

U.S. which foreign central banks had to absorb. A run on gold in 1968 was stemmed by a

patch on Bretton Woods known as the two-tier gold system. All of this was ended unilaterally

by the Nixon decision. After a brief attempt to create a modified fixed exchange rate system,

the world moved to flexible rates.”

@Karen Hudes “Unwise to open a constitutional convention, you will end up with less

freedom than you have now” is highly debatable in view of the requirement for 75% of the

states to ratify any changes.”

A constitutional convention would become a free-for-all of “wish lists” from 200+ years of

pent-up demands. You may loose the right to abortion, or the right to own firearms. Justice

Ginsburg famously said in 2012 “I would not look to the U.S. Constitution, if I were drafting a

Constitution in the year 2012”, suggesting the current constitution is beyond repair. We may

have waited too long for a constitutional convention. That’s why I suggest enforcing existing

Treaties of the United States. They are on the shelf, and have been scrutinized for some

time.

As I noted above, the “U.S. Constitution is a covenant of “negative rights”. Ratified Treaties of

the United States are covenants of “positive rights”. Both are needed to fully guarantee the

American People Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness.”

BTW, Justice Ginsberg suggested a “positive rights” constitution by recommending the South

African constitution and Canada’s charter of rights and freedoms.

Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg: “I would not look to the U.S. Constitution, if I were drafting a

Constitution in the year 2012”

http://www.abajournal.com/news/article/ginsburg_appears_on_egyptian_tv_to_talk_about_co

nstitution_writing/

“[Ginsberg] pointed specifically to the South African constitution and Canada’s charter of

rights and freedoms as good modern examples.” [positive rights]

SC Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg to Egypt: “I would not look to the US constitution” (video)

http://youtu.be/KuMXqcK4Nrg

Sanford Levinson has some ideas, see “Our Undemocratic Constitution: Where the

Constitution Goes Wrong (And How We the People Can Correct It)”

http://www.utexas.edu/law/faculty/slevinson/undemocratic/

Interview with Sanford Levinson, “Constitutional Faith” on BookTV, claims the Constitution “is

tremendously out of date” http://youtu.be/jpn8KeZ0Vw4

Professor Sanford Levinson sat down with Book TV to talk about his book, “Constitutional

Faith,” in which he argues that the U.S. Constitution is worshiped to a degree that it is

unhealthy for our democracy. This interview was recorded at the University of Texas at

Austin.

Georgetown law professor Louis Michael Seidman was profiled by the ABA, “Law Prof Who

Urged Abandoning the Constitution Gets Abusive and Threatening Emails”

http://www.abajournal.com/news/article/law_prof_who_urged_abandoning_the_constitution_g

ets_abusive_and_threatening/

“As someone who has taught constitutional law for almost 40 years, I am ashamed it took me

so long to see how bizarre all this is.” he wrote. Imagine the president or Congress decides

on a course of action. “Suddenly, someone bursts into the room with new information: A

group of white propertied men who have been dead for two centuries, knew nothing of our

present situation, acted illegally under existing law and thought it was fine to own slaves

might have disagreed with this course of action. Is it even remotely rational that the official

should change his or her mind because of this divination?”

@for Sovereign Citizen wanting another perspective,

The Lawyer-Judge Bias in the American Legal System

http://youtu.be/Hbs_3lePAjE
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Law Professor Benjamin H. Barton is the author of The Lawyer-Judge Bias in the American

Legal System. Barton writes that virtually all American judges are former lawyers, a shared

background that results in the lawyer-judge bias. This book argues that these lawyer-judges

instinctively favor the legal profession in their decisions and that this bias has far-reaching

and deleterious effects on American law.

Ordinary Injustice: How America Holds Court, by Amy Bach

http://youtu.be/4ug8lXPExeo

AMY BACH: I wrote this book and it’s about

places in America where there has been a collapse

of the adversarial system. And what I mean by that

is that the lawyers stopped checking each other in

the ways that they’re supposed to. And the result

is, is that ordinary people are hurt on a daily basis.

There is this adversarial system in America

and it’s the prosecutor and defense attorney and

neutral judge up above, but when it doesn’t work

they’re not checking each other and they all line

up together. They’re all like an arrow. They’re

all moving towards something, but it’s not justice.

They’re not doing the adversarial protections that

they’re—they’re not protecting the people that

they’re supposed to be protecting.

Hon. Dennis Jacobs, The Secret Life of Judges, 75 Fordham L. Rev. 2855 (2007)

http://ir.lawnet.fordham.edu/flr/vol75/iss6/4/

“...The legal mind is indispensable to lawyering, and for other purposes it is perfectly okay in

its way. But it has its limitations. For example, every problem-solving profession-except

ours—quickly adopts as preferred the solution that is simplest, cheapest, and most

efficacious, or (as they say) elegant…..” (p. 2862, paragraph 5)

“...But at least I have come to admit that, depending on the question, the legal mind may be

insufficient or may be inferior to the moral imagination; the scientific method; the practical arts

of healing, politics, and entrepreneurship; the promptings of loyalty, faith, and patriotism; and

the experience and expertise found elsewhere and among others…” (p. 2862, last paragraph)

“As a matter of self-awareness and conscience, judges should accept that the legal mind is

not the best policy instrument, and that lawyer-driven processes and lawyer-centered

solutions can be unwise, insufficient, and unjust, even if our friends and colleagues in the

legal profession lead us that way. For the judiciary, this would mean a reduced role, but not a

diminished one if the judiciary is elevated by considerations of honor, self restraint, and

respect for other influences.”

(p. 2863, last paragraph)

‘We the People’ Loses Appeal Around the World

http://www.nytimes.com/2012/02/07/us/we-the-people-loses-appeal-with-people-around-the-

world.html

Philip K. Howard, Author, Life Without Lawyers: Liberating Americans

http://philipkhoward.com/book/life-without-lawyers/

Howard is a lawyer, and Chair of Common Good. http://www.commongood.org/

“The Mystery of Capital: Why Capitalism Triumphs in the West and Fails Everywhere Else” by

Hernando de Soto, excellent and entertaining video. http://youtu.be/WaDP0n4pV84

“The hour of capitalism’s greatest triumph,” writes Hernando de Soto, “is, in the eyes of four-

fifths of humanity, its hour of crisis.” In The Mystery of Capital, the world-famous Peruvian

economist takes up the question that, more than any other, is central to one of the most

crucial problems the world faces today: Why do some countries succeed at capitalism while

others fail

http://www.nytimes.com/books/first/d/desoto-capital.html

Also see, Globalization at the Crossroads, The Power of the Poor, by Hernando de Soto

http://www.thepowerofthepoor.com/

The Institute for Liberty and Democracy envisions a world where the majority of people can

fully participate in a national and global economy by having access to property and business

rights. We seek bottom-up reforms that are derived from understanding and recognition of

existing extralegal systems and customs. http://www.ild.org.pe/index.php/es/

John Bogle, founder and retired CEO of The Vanguard Group of mutual funds, discusses

how the financial system has overwhelmed the productive system, on Bill Moyers Journal.

http://www.pbs.org/moyers/journal/09282007/watch.html

Posted: May 20, 2014 02:20 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=346539)
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Karen Hudes said:

@143 “Nixon Ends Bretton Woods International Monetary System” is untrue. The Bretton

Woods institutional framework, set up by Ferdinand Marcos to oversee the world’s wealth, is

very much in existence and governs the transition to sound currencies. The process of

ending state capture by the Banking Cartel in the United States is governed by Article V of

the Constitution. Surely you understand that your views are germane only insofar as you can

convince the rest of the world’s citizens, who are mostly convened, finally. See my latest

email to the US Senate and UK Parliament:

https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/emsenate.parliament.docx Now that the Russians and

Chinese have established a fourth credit rating agency, the Universal Credit Rating Group,

we are done beating around the bush.

For background, you may be interested in an email which I sent two years ago to Prof.

Sanford Levinson:

—————Forwarded message—————

From: Karen Hudes

Date: Mon, Mar 12, 2012 at 6:29 PM

Subject: Re: America’s 51 Constitutions and the Crisis of Governance

To: slevinson@law.utexas.edu

Dear Prof. Levinson,

Thank you for encouraging me to contact you following my question at Brookings today.

Unfortunately the question was not an academic one. I am forwarding an email to a couple of

friends from the American Bar Association’s International Law Section. The ABA is part of

the International Legal Assistance Consortium (consisting of associations of 3 million lawyers

and judges.) ILAC’s Executive Director has been following this problem for five years. There

is also a network of lawyers who represent whistleblowers, and I have been keeping these

lawyers informed. The umbrella organization of the accounting profession, the International

Federation of Accountants, headquartered in New York, is also informed.

I have attempted to involve social scientists as well, primarily sociologists and political

scientists, through the International Institute of Sociology. I presented a paper at a panel of

the 40th World Conference of Sociology in Delhi on February 19, 2012. I have been guided

by an accurate political science analysis in 2004 which is predicting a currency war unless we

succeed in regulating the international capital markets. The political scientist who developed

this analytic tool is Jacek Kugler, former President of the International Studies Association

and the Peace Science Society. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jacek_Kugler

I have tried to involve the US Congress, the 50 attorneys general, the National Association

of Attorneys General, the Aerospace Industries Association, and another trade association

representing US exporters called the Coalition for Employment through Exports, the

International Organization of Supreme Audit Institutions, the three bond rating agencies, and

the International Organization of Securities Commissions in this regulatory issue. The

operative legal document is: https://viewer.zoho.com/docs/aIabce

I am very grateful for your book on the crisis of governance and would be grateful for your

future involvement.

Best,

Karen

Law Offices of Karen Hudes

Posted: May 20, 2014 09:18 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=346653)

witnessing injustice said:

@144, KH: Sorry, I disagree, but this misinterpretation shows how Sovereign Citizens go off

track. None of your points are supported by facts. It’s wishful thinking.

@144 “Surely you understand that your views are germane only insofar as you can convince

the rest of the world’s citizens, who are mostly convened, finally.”

No, and I am not trying to “convince the rest of the world’s citizens” of anything.

Your reference to old “institutional framework” is not “the Bretton Woods International

Monetary System”, which was backed by gold.

You may believe that the International Monetary Fund, and the World Bank, use “institutional

framework”, but neither are “the Bretton Woods International Monetary System”, which was

backed by gold.

President Nixon ended the Bretton Woods International Monetary System August 15, 1971.

Nixon knew there was not enough gold in Fort Knox to continue under the Bretton Woods

system, among other things. Some sources put Bretton Woods’ final death rattle in 1973. But

Nixon’s actions, culminating August 15, 1971, was for all practical purposes, the end of the

Bretton Woods International Monetary System.

End of Bretton Woods system - from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) website
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“The system dissolved between 1968 and 1973. In August 1971, U.S. President Richard

Nixon announced the “temporary” suspension of the dollar’s convertibility into gold. While the

dollar had struggled throughout most of the 1960s within the parity established at Bretton

Woods, this crisis marked the breakdown of the system. An attempt to revive the fixed

exchange rates failed, and by March 1973 the major currencies began to float against each

other.”

“Since the collapse of the Bretton Woods system, IMF members have been free to choose

any form of exchange arrangement they wish (except pegging their currency to gold):”

http://www.imf.org/external/about/histend.htm

Time Magazine: The Bretton Woods system itself collapsed in 1971, when President Richard

Nixon severed the link between the dollar and gold — a decision made to prevent a run on

Fort Knox, which contained only a third of the gold bullion necessary to cover the amount of

dollars in foreign hands. By 1973, most major world economies had allowed their currencies

to float freely against the dollar. It was a rocky transition, characterized by plummeting stock

prices, skyrocketing oil prices, bank failures and inflation.

http://content.time.com/time/business/article/0,8599,1852254,00.html

Bretton Woods System, by Benjamin Cohen, prepared for the Routledge Encyclopedia of

International Political Economy

“The Bretton Woods system passed into history.”

“Ultimately it was the United States, still the leading member of the system, that brought the

drama to its denouement. Concerned about America’s rapidly deteriorating payments

situation, as well as rising protectionist sentiment in the U.S. Congress, President Richard

Nixon was determined to force the Europeans and Japanese to accept a mutual adjustment

of exchange rates. The U.S. might lack effective control over the dollar exchange rate under

the prevailing rule of the game. But it did still have the power, alone among governments, to

unilaterally change the rules themselves should U.S. policy-makers see fit. Accordingly, on

15 August 1971, the convertibility of the dollar into gold was suspended, freeing the

greenback to find its own level in currency markets. Eighteen months later, in February 1973,

after new waves of speculation against a realigned structure of par values negotiated in late

1971—the so-called *Smithsonian Agreement—the monies of all the industrial countries were

set free to float independently. With these decisions, both the par value system and the gold

exchange standard, the two central elements of the postwar monetary regime, were

effectively terminated. The Bretton Woods system passed into history.”

http://www.polsci.ucsb.edu/faculty/cohen/inpress/bretton.html

@ KH: “The process of ending state capture by the Banking Cartel in the United States is

governed by Article V of the Constitution.”

That statement is false. Article V does not pertain to banking. Article V governs the process

whereby the Constitution may be amended. It is not credible to believe the end of the banking

cartel will come through Article V.

BTW, we had a chance to end state capture by the Banking Cartel in the United States in the

fall of 2008 by refusing a government bailout of the banks, and let the banking cartel collapse.

Instead the banks got bailed out. (and we got sold out).

@ KH: “The Bretton Woods institutional framework, set up by Ferdinand Marcos to oversee

the world’s wealth”

There is no evidence that Marcos set up the Bretton Woods institutional framework; not true.

The Bretton Woods conference was held from the 1st to 22nd of July, 1944. There is no

evidence Ferdinand Marcos attended or was involved. Marcos, born in 1917, was 26 years

old and living in the Philippines at that time. In 1940 Marcos beat a murder charge, while

going to law school, then he allegedly led a 9,000-man guerrilla force in northern Luzon

during World War II.

“In December 1938, Ferdinand was prosecuted for the murder of Julio Nalundasan along with

his father, Mariano, his brother, Pio, and his brother-in-law Quirino Lizardo; Nalundasan one

of the elder Marcos’ political rivals. Nalundasan had been shot and killed in his house in

Batac on 20 September 1935–the day after he had defeated Mariano Marcos a second time

for a seat in the National Assembly. According to two witnesses, the four had conspired to

assassinate Nalundasan, with Ferdinand Marcos eventually pulling the trigger. In late

January 1939, they were denied bail[4] and in the fall[when?] of 1939 they were convicted.

Ferdinand and Lizardo received the death penalty for premeditated murder, while Mariano

and Pio were found guilty of contempt of court. The Marcos family took their appeal to the

Supreme Court of the Philippines, which overturned the lower court’s decision on 22 October

1940, acquitting them of all charges except contempt.”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ferdinand_Marcos

“Marcos studied law at the University of the Philippines, attending the prestigious College of

Law….He sat for the 1939 Bar Examinations, receiving a near-perfect score and graduating

cum laude despite the fact that he was incarcerated while reviewing;...”
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“He claimed to have led a 9,000-man guerrilla force called Ang Mahárlika (Tagalog, “The

Noble”) in northern Luzon during the World War II, although his account of events was later

cast into doubt after a United States military investigation exposed many of his claims as

either false or inaccurate.”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ferdinand_Marcos

Posted: May 21, 2014 01:21 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=346707)

Karen Hudes said:

@58 132 and145 The discussion on the genesis of Article V of the Constitution shows how

fatuous the statement that “It is not credible to believe the end of the banking cartel will come

through Article V” is.

There are two meetings each year of the 188 member countries’ Ministers of Finance and

Development; at their last meeting the Board of Governors of the World Bank and

International Monetary Fund determined to replace the fractional reserve fiat currencies with

gold coins minted from the Global Debt Facility set up by Ferdinand Marcos at the same time

that he established the Bretton Woods institutions. Although Marcos’ heroic activities on

behalf of humanity were necessarily cloaked in secrecy, until the 50 year statute of limitation

period had run, relevant documentation has been made available to this forum.

Witnessing Injustice’s cites to Wikipedia detracts from their argument, in view of this

statement

http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201213/cmselect/cmpubadm/writev/publicpolicy/

m03.htm,

Posted: May 21, 2014 02:17 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=346717)

Common law. said:

You pitiful so called lawyers that have taken over our court system are soon going to be in for

a real treat. People are learning common law and how to file a two sentence claim as i : a

man; our name. We are going to remove the corporate law firms from our courts and bring it

back to common law. It’s coming so get ready.

Posted: May 21, 2014 03:11 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=346873)

AndytheLawyer said:

#147—Who is “we”? You and the voices in your head?

Posted: May 22, 2014 12:28 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=347011)

Doodle Dandy said:

Wow! The posts just keep coming!

Posted: May 22, 2014 12:54 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=347021)

B. McLeod said:

And/or something No. 147 has in his pocket, Andy.

Posted: May 22, 2014 12:55 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=347022)

Common law. said:

Poor old AndytheLawyer. Do a google search for Karl Lentz www.broadmind.org , and learn

what he’s teaching and quit what your doing. Be a man for once in your life. If you want to

earn piles of debt notes “FRN’s” learn how to give people real help. It may pay off in the end.

Easy place to listen is here at gorebull.com/talkshoe/klentz.

Posted: May 22, 2014 11:41 am CDT
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| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=347122)

Susan Endthefed said:

A comment to #96 Eric Williams, The Radical in The Twilight Zone. Love your story ...thanks

for posting. You sound like a most interesting guy. Would you allow me the honor to copy and

post your comment on my facebook page? ...giving you total credit, of course. And if you

have a facebook account would you do me the honor of accepting a friend request?

Thank you ...

From a fellow radical in the Twilight Zone ...

Posted: May 22, 2014 02:40 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=347160)

ViralPress International, Inc said:

This article and the number of individuals posting suggest the importance of the topic. The

Reality is, the (in)justice system is so BROKEN, it is Doubtful that it can be Fixed. Too many

Americans have forfeited Too Many Rights for Too Long. However, an Increasing number of

people, for Different Reasons are “Standing their Ground.” ITS ABOUT TIME.

Those who have reduced their comments to Name Calling, Insults and Threats are doing a

Great Disservice. TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE, BE THE DIFFERENCE. Because some

People are Too Vested in the System to Fight for Their Rights, Does Not Make Those Who

Fight for Their Rights Crazy. Is Bundy Crazy to Stand His Ground Against the B.L.M?

The TRUTH ABOUT Freedom in America is told in Posts like this and other Forums where

Intelligent Discussion on Important Subjects CAN take place without FEAR of Reprisal. With

Respect as to the Courts where an Increasing Number of Citizens are opting to Educate

Themselves and Protect Their Rights against Unscrupulous Lawyers, ITS ABOUT TIME. The

Impact and Response are Articulated Very Well in this Forum by the Posters who are Able to

See the REAL Problems and are Willing to Share their Views. Sadly, We Live in the LATE,

GREAT USA. This is recognized Around the World, ITS ABOUT TIME, that More American

Wake Up.

Posted: May 22, 2014 03:19 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=347182)

fiction fan said:

@133 Paul, I disagree on restricting membership to actual lawyers. Some of the most

amusing comment boards are the ones where we get invaded by what I’ll diplomatically call

the non-lawyer specific interest groups.

Posted: May 22, 2014 06:18 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=347248)

B. McLeod said:

LET us all THEREFORE go forth AND randomly capitalize WORDS that our voices MAY be

heard.

Posted: May 23, 2014 12:27 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=347356)

ViralPress said:

B. McLeod, with Respect to post # 153 and All Others by ViralPress, the following Credit was

Omitted from the end of the post.

Ozwad Balfour is Editor-in-Chief of ViralPress- The Diverse News & information Network. He

Earned a Degree in International Communications – Media and international Politics from the

University of Utah (1984). Balfour Pioneered the Writing Style which Utilizes Capitalization to

Emphasis the Obvious.

Posted: May 23, 2014 02:35 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=347600)

fiction fan said:
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@156 VP, declaring yourself the “pioneer"in randomly capitalizing words does not legitimize

or change the fact that you are randomly capitalizing words.

Oh, and the following Credit was Omitted from all my prior posts:

Fiction fan is vice-chief event planning organizer for all of his daughter’s tea parties. He

graduated from a college and law school in the continental United States. Fiction fan

pioneered the practice of reading ABA Journal comment sections in order to enjoy B.

Mcleod’s snarky responses to people.

Posted: May 23, 2014 06:21 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=347756)

witnessing injustice said:

@146 Karen, there is no credible evidence that Ferdinand Marcos was a “humanitarian”.

Marcos was the opposite, a brutal dictator. I recall some of this from news reports as his life

played out in the media in the 1970’s and 1980’s. Every source I found shows the same:

Ferdinand Marcos was ruthless, ruled under martial law, embezzled billions of dollars from

the Philippines, and consolidated his hold on power by developing a cult of personality.

So I question how an intelligent person like you could be deceived by the Marcos cult of

personality? What relationship does the Marcos cult of personality have to Sovereign

Citizens?

I also question over reliance on Wikipedia, but after reading other sources, I conclude

Wikipedia gave Ferdinand Marcos fair treatment.

The Asian History site shows what may be the beginning of filing false claims against the US

government:

“Detractors say that Marcos spent the early post-war period filing false compensation claims

for wartime damages with the United States government, such as a claim for almost

$600,000 for 2,000 imaginary cattle of Mariano Marcos’s.”

http://asianhistory.about.com/od/profilesofasianleaders/p/fmarcosbio.htm

The New York Times has a photo of the body Ferdinand Marcos displayed “in a back-lit

transparent box in a hushed mausoleum open to the public in his hometown, Batac,”

The accompanying story published March 9, 2011 by the Times reports,

“Last week, more than 7,000 victims of human rights violations during his tenure began

receiving payments drawn from the family’s vast but mostly hidden wealth.”

“He’s not a hero to me,” said one of the victims, Sylvia de la Paz, a doctor whose husband

was shot and killed after speaking out against abuses. “How can you give honor to people

who killed thousands, incarcerated thousands, tortured thousands? If they bury him there, the

families of the others will try to get their dead out.”

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/03/10/world/asia/10marcos.html

So the cash payments you refer to appear to be some kind of restitution to 7000 victims of

human rights violations during his tenure.

A Wikipedia page for Imelda Marcos shows a racketeering trial in the United State, and

representation by trial lawyer Gerry Spence.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Imelda_Marcos

On October 1988, Imelda, her husband Ferdinand, and Adnan Khashoggi, a Saudi Arabian

former billionaire and arms dealer, were tried by a Federal grand jury in Manhattan for a

racketeering case.[71] The charges included embezzlement of more than US$100 million

from the Philippines used to buy three buildings in New York City and fraudulently borrowing

US$165 million from American banks to refinance the buildings and buy additional property.

[72] The couple pleaded not guilty and were represented by trial lawyer Gerry Spence.[73]

Imelda’s US$5-million-dollar bail was posted by tobacco heiress, Doris Duke, who befriended

her while she lived in Hawaii.[74] Actor George Hamilton was a witness in her defense. The

case ended in acquittal in 1990.[75][76] Ferdinand died in exile in Hawaii on September 28,

1989. Aquino refused to permit the repatriation of his remains because of national security

reasons.[77] The Supreme Court upheld the decision of the government in Marcos vs.

Manglapus.[78][79] In 1991, Imelda was allowed to return home through an amnesty

proclamation.[80][81]

Biography reports his decision to send troops to the Vietnam War.

“His first presidential term is notable mostly for his decision to send troops into the fray of the

Vietnam War, a move he had previously opposed as a Philippine senator.”

http://www.biography.com/people/ferdinand-marcos-9398625

Posted: May 24, 2014 06:27 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=348124)
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Karen Hudes said:

@158 Richard Karpinski’s recent discussion concerning the control of the mainstream press

explains why there is no “credible evidence that Ferdinand Marcos was a ‘humanitarian’”.

“Richard Karpinski via Google+

2 weeks ago

Karen Hudes, the World Bank whistle blower is still not showing up in the mainstream press.

She makes reference to a study of global corporate control which appears in PLoS One in

2011. 147 of the 43,000 multinational corporations control 40 percent of the net worth of

companies in world trade and 60 percent of their annual earnings. This is reported by three

mathematicians at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology.

http://www.plosone.org/article/info:doi/10.1371/journal.pone.0025995…

Karen Hudes WORLD BANK Insider reveals who`s behind the throne

The degree of control of the mainstream press in suppressing stories of this magnitude

certainly supports the PLoS One paper in its conclusion that they constitute a single

conglomerate by interlocking boards of directors.

She is on Facebook and at KAHudes.net as well as on Google news and in many YouTube

videos. This is likely to be a crazy year which could bring the world economy out of the

bankster caused long term depression or could fail and make things much worse. Let’s side

with her and improve the whole world.”

This version of history https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/A-100-030-Q-

001=HISTORY+REVISITED+(1).pdf is from Wolfgang Struck, the authorized signatory on the

Global Debt Facility. https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Wolfgang+Struck.pdf

https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/A-100-030-Q-001=HISTORY+REVISITED+(1).pdf

Posted: May 24, 2014 08:33 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=348144)

witnessing injustice said:

@159 Karen, I read the document you linked, and this keeps getting more bizarre.

How does a document involving Adolf Hitler in the story lend credibility that Ferdinand Marcos

was a humanitarian? (page 3) There is no evidence anywhere else that Hitler was raised and

educated on the island of Cebu in the Philippines.

One name of interest is Prince Julian McLeod Tallano. (page 2)

Badge of the North Borneo Company.

Note the Lion of Scotland and the name McLeod

Any relation to B. McLeod?

https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/A-100-030-Q-001=HISTORY+REVISITED+(1).pdf

Karen, the nominal gross domestic product (GDP) in the Philippines is $2,790 per capita (IMF

2014). Why did Ferdinand Marcos accumulate billions of dollars personally, while his people

remained poor, if he was in fact a humanitarian? BTW, the nominal GPD in the United States

is $52,852 per capita (IMF 2013)

And why is Marcos relevant to the Sovereign Citizens movement?

I believe this New York Times story shows the real Marcos.

First Payments Are Made to Victims of Marcos Rule, NYT March 1, 2011

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/03/02/world/asia/02philippines.html

MANILA — The last time Nilo Olegario heard his son’s voice was in a telephone call 25 years

ago, shortly before the strongman Ferdinand E. Marcos fled the Philippines in the face of a

“people power” uprising.

“Dad, we’ve got to hide because they are arresting us,” Mr. Olegario said, quoting his son,

then a member of the opposition. “I just told him, ‘Be careful; take care of yourself.’ ” But like

many others during Marcos’s 20 years in power, he said, his son “just disappeared.”

On Monday, Mr. Olegario was among the first 12 victims of Marcos’s rule and family

members to receive compensation checks in what legal experts said was a pioneering class-

action suit against the family of Marcos, who died in 1989. Payments of about $1,000 will go

to 7,526 claimants.

The payments grow out of judgments in 1994 and 1995 worth nearly $2 billion in United

States District Court in Hawaii, where Marcos died in exile, that found his estate liable for

torture, summary executions and disappearances. The victims have not received payments

until now because of disputes over the Marcos property.
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The money comes principally from a $10 million settlement last summer with the family of a

Marcos associate, said the lead lawyer, Robert A. Swift, who has pursued the case for nearly

25 years. He said the remainder of the checks would be distributed over five weeks at 16

locations around the Philippines.

Although the checks are small and the restitution comes without apology or acknowledgment

from the Marcos family, victims and legal experts said the payment was significant because

of the message it sent to the Philippines and other nations in which abusive leaders had been

forced from office.

“The Filipinos who began this case were pioneers in establishing principles of civil

responsibility for massive violations of the laws of humanity,” said Diane F. Orentlicher, an

expert on international law who is deputy for war crimes issues at the State Department. (She

is not connected to the case.)

“They acted on a starkly simple belief — that malignant governance, enforced by a daily

assault against human dignity, could not possibly be legal,” she said in an e-mail….

Posted: May 25, 2014 05:37 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=348206)

Karen Hudes said:

@159 and 160. Wolfgang Struck, the authorized signatory on the Global Debt Facility,

responds:

Hi Karen,

There is not much I can say to this fellow from where ? Sovereign Citizens Movement in

Nowhere Land?

Look, I have put down in black and white what I have to say. That guy is mixing apples and

pears with whatever bull manure. Let’s get one thing straight once and for all: Marcos did not

accumulate billlions for himself while his people were poor. Can they not read?

Marcos was the successor-in-interest-and-rights to the one who had been entrusted the

secret gold of the old royal families who did not know what to do with it when they were

threatened to death by the Jewish bankers during and after WWI. The trustee was the trustee

because he was one of them, royal blood, and their doctor and dentist for 3 decades. He

happened to be Papal Nuncio also, so the royals had no problem to trust him.

So, yes, we are claiming, and everybody and his uncle can claim what they want to claim,

that the trustee was the last surviving son of Prince Julian Mcleod Tallano of British origin

(mother a German Princess). It’s all written down. We can bring you to the school in Cebu

City where Adolf Hitler went to school. It is still there. I can show you the account of Adolf

Hitler in Credit Suisse which is a Tallano clan account and not stolen from any German or

German Jew. When people now discuss that Hitler lived in Argentina after WWII, we would

believe that he lived much longer in the Philippines. The truth about that will come out soon.

The rest is so bad, so false, and so misleading, it does not deserve a reply.

With kind regards,

Wolfgang

Posted: May 25, 2014 11:42 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=348238)

witnessing injustice said:

My advice to ordinary Americans, DO NOT get involved with Sovereign Citizens, or the Karen

Hudes operation.

@Karen. I stand corrected. You have not been mislead, you are misleading others. As for

Wolfgang Struck, his name does not appear on the linked document purportedly authored by

him. The document, History Re-Visited, 1 January 2011, claims,

“It is well known that Hitler had sent his treasure ships of looted gold and valuables to Egypt

for safe storage, but when Field Marshall Montgomery defeated Field Marshall Irwin von

Rommel in the North Africa campaign, he had no option other than to redirect those ships

toward Japan, his last remaining ally.” (page 7)

“Fate again intervened, when the United States dropped atomic bombs on the cities of

Hiroshima and Nagasaki, thus hastening the Japanese surrrender, and causing Hitler to

redirect his treasure ships to the Philippines.” (page 7)
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“Hitler did not commit suicide in the Berlin bunker as popularly accepted, but left Templehof

Airport in Berlin via a 109 Messerschmitt, and flown to neutral Spain, where he came under

protection of General Franco. Later, he returned to the Cebu of his youth, and ended his life

in the Philippines” (page 7)

There is no evidence to support any of the nonsense above. The story is completely false.

A search of Wolfgang Struck exposed the Karen Hudes operation, stories and links below.

The Karen Hudes Operation,

by JC Collins

February 27, 2014

http://philosophyofmetrics.com/2014/02/27/the-karen-hudes-operation/

For those of you who have been following the dialogue between Karen Hudes and myself, I

offer the following breakdown. Let it be noted that I started receiving messages from her only

after posting the article The New Exchange Rate System.

http://philosophyofmetrics.com/2014/02/19/the-new-exchange-rate-system/

As I’ve stated in a comment response to her, it is my contention that she is the lead figure in

a psychological operation meant to distract away from real events and processes happening

in the world. In What Are Conspiracy Theories I explained how the rent seeking elite have

taken on the “weapons of the weak” concept for themselves by way of utilizing the gossip

version of conspiracy theories. This is in fact what is referred to as The Karen Hudes

Operation.

http://philosophyofmetrics.com/2014/02/10/what-are-conspiracy-theories/

Karen Hudes: What The Flack?

By Neil Keenan and the Keenan Team

Posted on May 8, 2014

http://jhaines6.wordpress.com/2014/05/08/neil-keenan-update-karen-hudes-what-the-flack/

“The bottom line is that Karen Hudes is nobody. If there are those who choose to see her as

a brave whistleblower out to save humanity, then they are falling into an obvious trap. I have

not heard from her in some time and I consider that a blessing. As you will surmise from what

I have said here, I have not given her any flack. What I did have for her is rage: rage for her

engaging in a campaign to deliberately mislead people while posing as a humanitarian

whistleblower, ragethat she would dare to criticize and slander other good people in our

liberty community while posturing herself with self-righteous importance and credibility simply

because she is a lawyer, rage with her deceit, lies and complete lack of morality.”

ForbiddenKnowledgeTV

Alexandra Bruce

April 30, 2014

http://www.forbiddenknowledgetv.com/videos/money/karen-hudes-exposes-theconeheads-at-

the-heart-of-global-corruption.html

“We’re talking about once highly-ranked international banking attorney, making claims,

normally reserved for the fringiest fringe of conspiracy culture and long jokingly-depicted in

such TV shows as ‘The Simpsons.’

WHY is an otherwise reputable and cogent person making such claims, one may ask? Is she

really not the “Patriot” she claims to be but a “Marxist” agent in the war against the dollar, as

alleged by some?

https://2012thebigpicture.wordpress.com/tag/karen-hudes/

Or is she, indeed the well-intentioned warrior against mass-corruption, who she claims to be -

and did someone put a gun to her head? I don’t know the answer, but “it smarts when

someone we thought was championing our cause turns out to be an imposter. We’ve been

lied to so many times,” as said so well by the blogger in the link, above.”

Posted: May 25, 2014 02:29 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=348263)

sunforester said:

What do you expect when our government asserts itself above the American people? What

do you expect when our government puts union thugs and thieves in charge of running the

government, awarding themselves income, benefits and privileges that suck the money out of

our economy to the detriment of our children and grandchildren?

What do you expect when our government permits illegal aliens to receive tax-funded

benefits and refuses to stop this corruption or throw these freeloaders out of the country?

What do you expect when corrupt politicians and judges work in concert with

environmentalists to confiscate property rights and the ability to make a living in the name of

junk science, stealing our land, forests, oceans and mineral wealth away from the American

people?
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What do you expect when our children are indoctrinated by government unions to turn away

from merit and live a life where no one is responsible for one’s own actions or required to be

competent? What do you expect when generations of Americans are handed paychecks

taken from hard-working, oppressed taxpayers because they are told they deserve to live off

of other people’s money?

What do you expect when our government uses the weapons of the IRS, FBI, NSA, OSHA,

DOL and the EEOC to extract compliance and spread fear among the American people?

What do you expect when every cop is looking forward to retiring at age 50 and living the

high life off the taxpayer, not caring that their corrupt expectations is capsizing the very

communities they are supposed to protect?

The sovereigns may be self-interested, self-serving nutcases, but they are no different in

attitude than our government that abuses its power to steal our money, our future and our

freedom. At least we are able to confront and defeat each sovereign eventually because

their power to do harm barely exists compared to the vast harm caused by our government to

the American people every minute of the day.

Posted: May 25, 2014 04:49 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=348284)

Johnny Kunitake said:

RE # 1 to B. Mcleod; pertaining to the comment alluding to sovereigns want something for

nothing or “stealing” etc. Sovereigns did not create the reorganization of the U.S.

Bankruptcy, and the issuance of debt fiat currency, the Bankers and their political minions

did. For a sovereign to understand what was created and use what was legally (not lawfully)

given to the people does not make them people who want something for nothing, or thieves.

It was the people gold and lawful money that was taken by the Bankers (who are the real

thieves). I would appreciate factual dialogue in your rebuttal please. Please respond to the

following historical events and either agree or deny that the history as presented is correct or

incorrect, so we can get to the all capitol TRUTH (LOL);

The United States, a private for profit Federal Corporation, is bankrupt and has to pay our

bills

The united states “...is a corporation, a legal fiction that existed well before the Revolutionary

War.”

Republica v. Sween, 1 Dallas 43.

United States Code Title 28, Part VI, Chapter 176, Subchapter A, § 3002;

(15) “United States” means, (A) a Federal corporation

1933 March 9, a bank emergency was declared by President Roosevelt because of the

insolvency [bankruptcy] of the United States. Executive Order 6073, 6102, 6111, 6260;

Senate Report 93-549, pgs. 187 & 594, 1973.

1933 March 9,“The new money (paper promissory notes) is issued to the banks in return for

Government obligations, bills of exchange, drafts, notes, trade acceptances, and banker’s

acceptances. The new money will be worth 100 cents on the dollar, because it is backed by

the credit of the nation. It will represent a mortgage on all the homes and other

property of all the people in the Nation.” Senate Document No. 43, 73rd Congressional

Record, 1st Session.

1933 May 1, gold was transferred [stolen] from U. S. Citizens to the United States by

Executive Order 6102.

1933 May 23, Congressman, Louis T. McFadden brought formal charges (Congressional

Record May 23, 1933 page 4055-4058) against the Board of Governors of the Federal

Reserve Bank system, The Comptroller of the Currency and the Secretary of United States

Treasury for numerous criminal acts, including but not limited to, conspiracy, fraud, unlawful

conversion and treason. The petition for Articles of Impeachment was thereafter referred to

the Judiciary Committee and has yet to be acted on.

1933 June 5, to mitigate McFadden’s charges (and prevent being hung for treason),

Congress passed House Joint Resolution 192 to provide U. S. Citizens the right to set off all

debt obligations as the consideration (something bargained for i.e., an exchange) for the

transfer of all the gold and property. It is against Public Policy [applies only to Congress] to

pay a debt. Chap. 48, 48 Stat. 112 in the United States Statutes at Large is Public Law

[applies to everyone else].

1950 Congress declared “bankruptcy and reorganization”. Secretary of Treasury appointed

receiver in the bankruptcy. Reorganization Plan, No. 26, 5 U.S.C.A. 903; Public Law 94-564;

Legislative History, Pg. 5967.

1973 “Since March 9th, 1933, the United States has been in a state of declared national

emergency (bankruptcy)...” Senate Resolution 9, 93d. Congress, 1st. Session, Foreward. The

president signs [renews] this every year.
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1977 Oct. 28th, the United States as a “Corporator” and “State” declared insolvency. State

banks and most other banks were put under control of the “Governor” (Secretary of the U. S.

Treasury) of the “Fund” (I.M.F.). 26 IRC 165 (g)(1); U.C.C. 1-201(23), C.R.S. 39-22-103.5,

Westfall vs. Braley, 10 Ohio 188, 75 Am. Dec. 509, Adams vs. Richardson, 337 S.W. 2d. 911;

Ward vs. Smith, 7 Wall 447.

1993 March 17th, United States Congressional Record, Vol. 33, page H-1303. Speaker-Rep.

James Traficant, Jr. (Ohio) addressing the House: “Mr. Speaker, we are here now in chapter

11.. Members of Congress are official trustees presiding over the greatest reorganization of

any Bankrupt entity in world history, the U. S. Government.”

It is an established fact that the United States Federal Government has been dissolved by the

Emergency Banking Act, March 9, 1933, 48 Stat. 1, Public Law 89-719; declared by

President Roosevelt, being bankrupt and insolvent. H.J.R. 192, 73rd Congress June 5, 1933

– Joint Resolution To Suspend The Gold Standard and Abrogate The Gold Clause dissolved

the Sovereign Authority of the United States and the official capacities of all United States

Governmental Offices, Officers, and Departments and is further evidence that the United

States Federal Government exists today in name only.

The SUBSTANCE of the American citizenry, their real property, wealth, assets and

productivity that belongs to them, was pledged by the government and placed at risk as the

collateral for US debt, credit, and currency for commerce to function.

Under the 14th amendment and numerous Supreme Court precedents, as well as in equity,

private property cannot be taken or pledged for public use without just compensation or due

process of law. The United States cannot pledge or risk the property and wealth of its

PRIVATE CITIZENS for any government purpose without legally providing them remedy to

recover what is due them on their risk. Courts have long ruled that to have one’s property

legally held as collateral or surety for a debt, even when one still owns it and still has it, is to

DEPRIVE him of it since it is at risk and could be lost for the debt at any time.

The United States Supreme Court said that, the Constitution provides that “private property

shall not be taken for public use without just compensation.” United States v. Russell, 13

Wall, 623, 627.

“Sureties compelled to pay debts for their Principal have been deemed entitled to

reimbursement, even without a contractual promise… And probably there are few doctrines

better established…” Pearlman v. Reliance Ins. Co., 371 U.S. 132, 1962

United States Code Title 31 section 3123 states that the US Government has an obligation to

pay ‘dollar for dollar’ principal and interest in legal tender ALL debts accrued by the American

people.

Those backing the nation’s credit and currency cannot recover what is due them by anything

drawn on Federal Reserve notes without expanding their risk and obligation to their own

selves. Any recovery payments backed by this currency (FRNs or Federal Reserve

Accounting Unit Devices; FRAUDs) would only increase the public debt its citizens are

collateral for, which an equitable REMEDY was intended to reduce, and in equity would not

satisfy anything, for there was no longer actual money of substance to pay anybody. In other

words, there is no actual money in circulation by which debt owed from one party to another

can actually be repaid. Since 1933 no one has ever really been “paid” because there’s been

no money of substance. Every time we spend a Federal Reserve note (dollar) we increase

the national debt by that same amount. Every time we send our bills to Treasury for the set

off we reduce the national debt by that same amount. Federal Reserve Publication “Public

Debt, Private Asset” says the national debt is owed to its creditors which is you and me.

We are operating under official Public Policy and Public Law set forth by the UNITED

STATES when they confiscated all the lawful money in circulation in 1933 and it became

impossible to pay any debts with publicly sanctioned money under the provision of the United

States Constitution, Article One, Section ten, Clause one. In return for the confiscation of the

lawful money, the UNITED STATES became liable to pay the debts of the people as fiduciary

creditors [Trustees] of the people. Since all commercial energy in existence comes from the

mental and physical powers of the living people, and not from corporations or government, it

is these living people who are the lenders or creditors to all of society.

The government needed to account for how much commercial energy it owed each and

every one of us, the ultimate creditors, for our contribution. The creation of the SSN accounts

allowed the government to take our commercial energy and use it to keep the nation’s

economy moving forward in the bankruptcy, while at the same time not being guilty of fraud

or theft. They borrowed against [mortgaged] our future energy thereby putting us at risk and

they have to reimburse us.

They owe us, and therefore, we have a pre-paid account with the UNITED STATES

FEDERAL CORPORATION since we are the creditors and it is the debtor. The SSN is to

track our claims against the UNITED STATES and is the record of an invisible ‘trust account’

on the private side which they will never admit to publicly. The CAFR [Comprehensive Annual

Financial Report] is the accounting that keeps track of the people’s contributions and the

earnings on those contributions and is currently estimated at 60 to 100 trillion dollars.

A4V (Accepted for Value) applies when a demand is made for payment with implied

consideration. If there is no original wet-inked signed contract where both parties offer

consideration, then there is no demand possible, only demand w/ implied consideration

which, according to the UCC [Uniform Commercial Code], holds inherent risk to the issuer; if
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the instrument is accepted as consideration AND returned for value THE ISSUER IS LIABLE

FOR THE BILL. That is where the “payment” comes from.

In the bankrupt economy whoever brings a liability has to bring the remedy. Whoever hands

you a bill has to hand you the check to payfor it. Write the Accepted for Value verbiage on the

statement and/or write a private issue Money Order on the coupon part of the bill and send it

to Treasury to have it set off. The only way that utility company got built is that they

mortgaged (borrowed against) our property and future labor compensation [only corporations

have “income” so they can be taxed], so, everything since 1933 is Pre-Paid. There is no need

for us to pay twice!

“All the property of this country now belongs to the state and will be used for the good of the

state.” FDR, 1933

The gov claims ownership of everything. They hold title to all property (land, homes, cars,

etc.). They have mortgaged against our property and against our future labor, but where is

the consideration? The only thing left to give back to us is the discharge of all so-called debts.

A true contract has “consideration” from both parties. Consideration occurs when the bank,

credit card company, whoever, has actually offered you something and you offered to pay

them back. Of course we know the banks, credit card companies, whoever, do NOT actually

loan us anything! They use our signature to get funds (our own credit!) from Treasury.

Government cannot have a binding contract on you based on the rule of valuable

consideration because everything government has came from you to begin with. Therefore,

no adhesion contract that identifies you as a public employee could be binding upon you. All

licenses are adhesion contracts. They assume and presume we volunteer to be a

government employee/Trustee and volunteer to be under their jurisdiction. If we take

“advantage” of their benefits then they presume correctly, unless we establish our status

through public declaration and get them to recognize and acknowledge our status. [see

Dennis Craig’s docs]

The fact that they did not loan us anything can be proven with a VOD (Validation of Debt)

which they never will, or can, answer to our satisfaction because they cannot show they

actually loaned us anything. A copy of the payments you made is NOT validation of a debt

“owed”. It does tell you how much to sue them for to get your payments back and add that to

the original amount of your credit they borrowed when you took out a car or house “loan.”

When they do not answer you by your deadline you default them and present copies of those

letters to the court, and collect double or triple damages.

Publicly judges and politicians will not admit to all this because of the chaos they believe will

occur, and that we would probably hang them for wasting our lives in meaningless jobs, when

they were supposed to be setting off our bills!

When you receive a presentment [a so-called “bill”] in the mail there is a statement part

where you can write the A4V verbiage, and a coupon part where you write the money order.

There is no set wording, but see my examples below and if you want, change it, adjust it, but

make it your own. I no longer think the A4V verbiage is necessary. All they want is the

“money.” Know what you are doing! Do NOT stop making the minimum payment until you get

a presentment that has credit on it. The birth certificate is your receipt for the contract or trust

established with the government by your parents and which you take over when you come of

age. You are always the Beneficiary but you also wear the hat of the Trustee when you

discharge a debt (just don’t tell the judge that).

I have recently learned that the Trustee has “all the power” but I have not confirmed that. So,

in open court (public side) you are Beneficiary, but in judge’s chambers (private side) you are

Trustee when you A4V. Or you may simply write a money order on their charging

instruments. Unfortunately for them they will not take in as much “money” if they were to

warehouse you as freight in their prison. [Jean Keating says he wrote an International Bill of

Exchange on a napkin to get out of jail and they gave him a receipt and thanked him]

When they drag you to their private-for-profit court which is just another corporation and

where living men and women have NO business being, they assume and presume you are

the Trustee who’s job it is to shut up and pay the bills with your sweat equity. Establish your

position BEFORE going to court by certified mail and when they don’t rebut your position

[they wont!] send them a default letter thanking them for agreeing with you and send them

your fee schedule for being kidnapped (arrested), confined (jail, hand cuffs) drug into court,

etc. If they want to fine you, order them to take care of it as your Trustee or you can just A4V

and/or money order it.

I do the A4V and money order all in red ink. Most folks do but sign and date in blue ink. Its

okay to get a stamp made but you may want to leave room for signature and date. Instead of

a signature I just put By: in front of my printed name on the last VA medicine coupon I

received and they credited the account. Some say the printed name IS a signature.

Posted: May 25, 2014 05:54 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=348290)

Johnny Kunitake said:

Comment removed by moderator.
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Posted: May 25, 2014 06:50 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=348302)

witnessing injustice said:

@164 & 165. Johnny Kunitake , miles of vacuous script will not help your cause.

@163. sunforester, Now you know how the Indians feel, the Native Americans who had their

land stolen by the white Europeans, i.e. beginning with Christopher Columbus, et al.

Or perhaps you can commiserate with African slaves and their descendants, brought here

500 years ago, who worked for 350 years without freedom or wages.

Every country or movement has its fantasy origination story. Americans have the Declaration

of Independence.

“We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal [except Indians,

African slaves, women, poor whites, the disabled, gays, etc.], that they are endowed by their

Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of

Happiness. That to secure these rights, Governments are instituted among Men, deriving

their just powers from the consent of the governed.”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/All_men_are_created_equal

The post-WWII prosperity is long gone, and all the subsequent ‘pretend-and-extend’

programs have run their course. You could take my suggestions in earlier posts. Or start

planning for the next life, because, on a long enough time line, the survival rate for everyone

drops to ZERO.

Posted: May 26, 2014 01:27 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=348336)

Johnny Kunitake said:

re 166 Witnessing; this isn’t the Jerry Springer show.Your comments are non responses, you

failed to address facts, vacuous thinking indeed. It is interesting to me, how on this blog, of

“legal minds” when in disagreement, character assignation, critique of capitalization,

grammar, etc is the weapon of choice rather than factual rebuttal. This may be indicative of

the new lows the legal industry has sunk to. What ever happened to discovery of truth though

rebuttal, and debate, is there no lawyer here who can respond on facts?

Posted: May 26, 2014 05:10 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=348363)

ViralPress said:

Fact: The Late Great USA has long been Recognized by People Around the World While

Americans Still Live an Illusion that America is the Greatest Nation the World has Ever

Known.

The Efficiency of the State Machinery in America Today, is Largely Responsible for the Lack

of Real Freedoms. Individual Responsibility or the Lack thereof is Also to Blame. A False

Sense of Prosperity, Such as Lawyers who Demand Excessive Retainers and Bill their

Clients $400.00 plus an Hour Causes too Many Americans to Assume that Military Might is

All that is Needed to Sustain a Fictitious Lifestyle.

Like Other Great Powers- Rome, Greece, Britain, Portugal, Spain- America Has Seen its Hay

Day. This May be Difficult for Most Americans to Realize in the Face of Overt Disinformation

and Willful Attempts to Silence Everyone Who Dare Speak Out. Those Who Benefit from the

Current Order of Things Have a vested Interest in Keeping the Present System Alive – No

Matter How Corrupt.

May God Bless Americans to See The Light and Act Accordingly.

Posted: May 26, 2014 03:27 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=348433)

Johnny Kunitake said:

re:168 right on Viral, .“Those Who Benefit from the Current Order of Things Have a vested

Interest in Keeping the Present System Alive – No Matter How Corrupt” are the very same

who either knowingly, or unknowingly have made a living , sustained themselves at the mercy

and expense of the portion of Humanity who love and want freedom and an unfettered life.

Every man must at some point answer to his conscients. Many of this inclination, wait until

their health fails they then are motivated to make right with God, and examine their past. It

would be a telling story for each man, to ask themselves regarding their legal career:” have I,

in my career, served on the side of helping or hurting people, freedom or slavery. How many
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people did I harm, in my legal work, so that I could prosper? How many people of humanity,

did I betray who came to me for help? The legal industry has operated as if we are cattle,

without consideration that we are sentient beings. They gorge themselves at the trough,

without consideration of their client victums. This may be related to the high number of

suicides in the legal industry; http://www.cnn.com/2014/01/19/us/lawyer-suicides/index.html .

“One by one, state by state, bar associations say the tally is rising: Lawyers are killing

themselves. ” “Lawyers are also prone to depression, which the American Psychological

Association, among others, identified as the most likely trigger for suicide. Lawyers are 3.6

times more likely to suffer from depression than non-lawyers.” and ” CNN’s review of 50 state

bar associations found eight associations so concerned about suicides that they took

measures to stop the deadly pattern. California, Montana, Iowa, Mississippi, Florida, South

Carolina and North Carolina added a “mental health” component to mandatory legal

continuing education. Kentucky starts its annual conference on continuing education with a

presentation on behaviors that increase the risk of suicide. So far, Kentucky has reached

7,000 lawyers.” a man must be able to live with himself, that’s what a conscients does, it

provides the person with information so the person can make a moral choice or not

Posted: May 26, 2014 05:01 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=348449)

Just a Thought said:

This is interesting in all sense of the term. However, if these mini books are “comments” then

I truly can imagine what this post asserts. Suggestion: what if you people were to use one

topic and 1-3 points within the topic which will allow a person time to rrespond completely and

factually. I love this kind of debate, however YOU ALL have to use some form of restraint

and or strategy to opposition. By the way, I am neutral until I have all the facts and am able

to research for myself without prejudice at all. What is true is facts, and vice versa. What I

am seeing is one side is “plastering” so much info that it become confounding and that is

unproductive. Suggestion: if you want to be heard and have productive results, keep it

simple.

We are taught to speak in points and clearly. These overly extensive books are equivalent to

ramblings of a teenager when they cannot go to a party. ( just my opinion on the matter)

On the other side, they are not willing to read your mini books because it is already

considered nonsensical rhetoric. This also is unproductive. Furthermore, you people are not

receiving factual rebuttals because no one is reading ALL OF THAT.

Eric Williams acknowledged these factors, I agree. Keep it simple. Write to be responded to

with rebuttal. Limit your comment(s) to 2 minute[ or short] intervals one at a time and wait for

the response, and continue in that manner. That is productive debate.

Model: interrogatory-answer; statement-rebuttal; rebuttal-referenced counter; and etc. At

least categorize your points so that “I” personally can join this without having to read all the

ramblings and dugest and research one right when another and others are coming before the

first is answered…

Just a Thought?

Posted: May 26, 2014 07:19 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=348461)

Johnny Kunitaki said:

#170 Just a thought, fair enough, however, within the mini books “nonsensical rhetoric” is the

Executive orders, CFR, And US code as well as many case citations, if one wants to learn

and read and understand where sovereigns ideology is coming from, its all there, if on the

other hand one chooses to remain ignorant, biased, bigoted, prejudicial, then that’s also a

personal choice.

RE mini books, we are dealing with a complex multi layers system developed over several

centuries, so it covers a vast amount of material. It would just be plain nonsensical rhetoric to

lump all sovereigns into one small group and call them idiots, self serving thieves. Read do

not read I could care less, the point is the information is out there for those who want it. If

someone wants to understand they can, even if its over 3 points at a time But thank you for

your interest.

Posted: May 26, 2014 09:18 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=348479)

Karen Hudes said:

@162 My access to the ABA website seems to have been restored. Now to respond to

Witnessing in this online Journal rather than by using Twitter @KarenHudes

America’s legal profession on trial: https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter5.26.14.pdf
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Posted: May 27, 2014 12:53 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=348626)

Calvin Leman said:

Good your access is restored; not good that it had to be restored.

Posted: May 27, 2014 02:11 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=348660)

Lee Rawles said:

Guys, you are welcome to link to longer documents. But please don’t cut and paste large

blocks of text written by other people into the comments.

- Lee Rawles

Web Producer

ABAJournal.com

Posted: May 27, 2014 08:22 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=348762)

Just a Thought said:

@#171 Johnny, I am uncertain if you have read ANY of my comments in context because

you have categorized me with others. I am neutral in the matter. I am truly certain that the

information is there in all of the texts/comments/posts/“mini books yet much more can be

accomplished was my “suggestion”. You are well aware that you are free to write whatever

you choose in whichever format you choose in any amount you desire. My point is that if you

are sharing the information to create a change in thought and pattern, to “wake” a sleeper, it

may be better handled if it is given in increments and intrigue and curiosity responds in the

form of rebuttal or concurrence.

For example: you have stated that bias and prejudice is a personal choice, is that the end

result that you wish to attain through the sharing? I have stated that the large quantity of info

“seems” non sensical and ramblings not that it was in fact; you responded that the quantity is

full of references. You also stated that you could care less if someone was to read or not, is

that not the purpose of writing in this forum. Either you wish to be understood or you are on

“auto-combatant” which is your own choosing.

Question: could it be more productive to share in increments or to overload the opposition

with lots of info at once?

Just a Thought?

Posted: May 28, 2014 02:20 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=348828)

Johnny Kunitake said:

just! your comments presume members of the ABA have a genuine interest, your points are

noted.

Do you really think the martini for lunch mind, is willing to read oppositions to their slant, be it

factual, this would require changing their prejudice and admitting the disease on humanity,

they are protecting. It would require them to climb out of their suicidal depressions and

awaken to a new “turning a new leaf” to support Humanity, rather than feather their own nest,

through the enslavement at the BAR. My presumption, is that they would prefer one more

martini, and drown the pain they feel as a result of the pain they caused others, Life being the

mirror and all. What you give, is what you get, golden rule

Posted: May 28, 2014 04:20 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=348846)

witnessing injustice said:

@176. Johnny Kunitake

The best pleadings efficiently say the most with the least words.
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Your stream of consciousness writing is difficult to comprehend. If you want the legal system

to take you seriously, learn to use their language efficiently. If you traveled to a foreign

country and did not speak the native language, you would not be able to communicate with

people. You could get angry and frustrated at the non-English speakers, but the fault would

be yours alone.

Internal politics within the legal profession is under reported and can be ruinous. This

animated video claims a false accusation can ruin a legal career.

So what have you learned as a legal intern?

http://youtu.be/O7dTJHkq3Bw

Good lawyers and judges may find the road to hell is paved with good intentions. The status

quo is not as simple as us versus them.

Posted: May 29, 2014 04:46 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=349129)

Johnny Kunitake said:

“auto-combatant” is a prejudicial term, perhaps “auto-combatant” is in violation of the patriot

act lol the term, its author, to mis-direct from points made, claims to neutrality requires non-

prejudicial views and staying on point of fact topic, shill. all else is mind ****. thanks for your

continued dripple without addressing facts of the matter your points are a matter of your own

opinion, but distract from the topic

Posted: May 29, 2014 04:49 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=349130)

Eric Williams said:

@130 Karen Hodges

I know I wrote that I was not going to post here again, but the way things are going here I

could not resist in posting this comment:

First: how is this not the proper forum for detailed discussion of monetary policy when the

Fed, FRNs, (debt money), and monetary policy are a significant part of the complaint of

Sovereign Citizens?

Second, if I misrepresented your position such was certainly not my intention and I apologize

if I did do that!

Next: “Federal Reserve Notes are unconstitutional”? I am certainly no friend of the Fed, but

where is this established in the CONstitution?

In the CONstitution we have:

1. Article One, Section Eight, Clause Two, Congress shall have power to borrow money on

the credit of the United States; and,

2. Article One, Section Eight, Clause Five, Congress shall have power to coin money.

3. Article One, Section Eight, Clause Six, Congress shall have power to provide for the

punishment of the ... current coin of the United States.

A reader of the CONstitution may infer that Clauses Five and Six (items 2 and 3 above),

imply that only coin may be used as money in the United States, however that limitation is not

clearly spelled out in the CONstitution. Moreover, CONgress created the Federal Reserve,

CONgress has not created any FRNs, the Fed has done that.

There is no CONsitutional provision that prohibits a bank, such as the Fed, from lending

money to private sector borrowers or to the government. You may argue such was not the

intent of the Founders, but they failed to put that in their CONstitution.

Item (1) above assigns CONgress power to borrow money on the credit of the United States.

There is no CONstitutionally established limit as to how much or wherefrom. There is nothing

in the CONstitution that prohibits CONgress from creating the Federal Reserve to enable

CONgress to have an unlimited source from which to borrow, to implement its power

established by the Founding Fathers in Item (1) above. You may argue that such was not the

intent of the Founding Fathers however, their failure to be more specific is my primary

complaint in regard to this CONstitution, which is why I write it “CON…”.

Slimy politicians can interpret that CONstitution in so many different ways, to implement their

corruption, than any honorable person could ever imagine, and still be within the wording of

that Document.

Besides, aside from how CONgress has abused its CONstitutionally assigned Power to

borrow, what is the actual harm of using paper as our money medium?
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Before you summarily dismiss that question, it might be wise to consider the irrefutable

history of the failure of gold to work as money in every society where it has been instituted,

including here in the United States.

Several writers of comments on this Post have plead for solutions rather than continuing non-

think complaining. I offer this as a viable solution to our single most significant problem at

this time, which is the cause of virtually all of our country’s problems, the corruption of our

monetary system.

Of primary importance is our resolution of this problem. In conjunction with solving this

problem, we can also eliminate all taxation at every level of government, both state and

federal.

To properly resolve our monetary problem we would be well advised to design a monetary

system based on our recognition of the failures of previous systems, and what it was that

allowed or caused those failures.

As stated above, every time gold has been implemented, it has been corrupted. There is no

exception to this historical failure. Such failures have been enabled because in every past

example the gold coin monetary system was under the management and control of one

single political entity, such as the CONgress of the United States.

When gold coins are implemented they are soon replaced with 100% gold backed paper.

Then, in a short time, some “emergency” is concocted which “requires” a “temporary”

reduction to 90%. And, before that emergency can be resolved a second emergency

happens along requiring another “temporary” reduction of the backing to 80%, then another

to 70%, on and on until there is no gold coin backing at all.

Then the government just prints and spends whatever it wants, as per the CONgress of the

United States for the last one hundred years.

When are we going to learn our lesson and design a system as corruption proof as can be

devised with humans still involved?

As an important point along the way, is determining the medium that would work best as our

money. Everyone seems to be in agreement that gold is the only perfect money medium,

because it has its own intrinsic value. I argue that such intrinsic value is the reason why gold

should not be used as money, however that is not the only reason why I contend that gold is

a bad choice.

When gold is used as money, due to the fact that gold is a “product” of Nature, its

“distribution” will always be under the control of private bankers.

Due to electrification of our society, refrigeration of food has caused/ enabled millions of

former family farmers to abandon farming and move to suburbia U.S.A., where they have

taken out mortgages on their homes. On the average, we have between 70 to 80 million

mortgage loans on going in this country. If all of these mortgages were to be converted to

gold, where would the gold come from for the borrowers to use to pay the interest on their

gold loans?.

When loans are funded in gold (or paper), the gold lender only provides the principle, not the

interest, which must also be paid to the lender in gold. The interest paid on those loans would

be taken by the private bankers as their legitimate profit. Every time a private lender received

an interest payment of gold, that gold would be taken out of circulation along with the loan

principle.

The question here is, where would the gold come from that the borrowers would use to pay

the interest portion of their monthly payments? It is true that there would be other gold in

circulation that was not borrowed from gold lenders. The mortgage borrowers could use that

“extra” gold to pay the interest portion of their monthly payments, at least until it ran out. With

70 to 80 million payments being made each month, how long would it be before all that

“extra” gold was paid to the private gold lenders? What then would the borrowers use to

make their monthly payments? How long would it be before the gold lenders became the

owners of everything and everyone?

Conversely, if we were to Federalize the Federal Reserve, assign its ownership to the People

of the United States, NOT to CONgress, and assign oversight to the Legislatures of the Fifty

States of this Federation, the Natural jealousy of these Fifty Independent Sovereign

Countries. would work very well to prevent any corruption of The People’s Central Bank

(PCB).

In the implementation of this monetary system, we would amend the CONstitution to remove

all three of the items listed herein above, especially the ability of CONgress to borrow money

on the credit of the United States; CONgress, the Federal Government, would be prohibited

from borrowing money from any source for any purpose.

Additionally, we would prohibit any level of state government from borrowing money from the

PCB. The PCB would only extend loans to private sector borrowers. All interest collected on

such loans would be credited to the treasuries of the four levels of government. No level of

government would be allowed to determine how much money it needs or where such money

shall come from!
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When the interest was distributed to the four levels of government those governments would

spend that interest right back into circulation thereby maintaining the circulating supply and

eliminating the boom and bust cycles that have become accepted as “normal” under the

current operation of the Federal Reserve.

This crediting of the interest to the treasuries of the four levels of government would enable

us to totally eliminate all manner of taxation at every level of government.

I am Eric Williams, The Radical In The Twilight Zone

Posted: May 29, 2014 05:15 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=349133)

johnny Kunitake said:

left right paridigmes were created to keep us distracted from the thiefs in the treasury, and

the dumbing down of society while freedom and rights are sacked. It not about left right, you

either want your children, and grandchildren to live in a free in a free society, or a enslaved

society, simple you make choices in it all, be distracted, or decide what it is you want for your

prodigy

Posted: May 29, 2014 05:33 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=349139)

Karen Hudes said:

@179 The Federal Reserve Act was unconstitutional because Article I, Section 10, Clause

1of the US Constitution prohibits “bills of credit” (i.e., paper notes). “No State shall coin

Money; emit Bills of Credit; make any Thing but gold and silver Coin a Tender in Payment of

Debt”. Craig v. Missouri, 4 Pet. (29 U.S.) 410, 425 (1830); Byrne v. Missouri, 8 Pet. (33

U.S.) 40 (1834). The US Constitution was not amended to go off the silver and gold coin

standard for money. The US Constitution, the supreme Law of the Land, can only be

amended pursuant to Article V. The US Constitution cannot be amended by statute. See

http://www.financialsensearchive.com/fsu/editorials/gnazzo/2006/1009.html,

http://www.realtruth.biz/financialstuff/truthquotes.htm

http://www.freedomclubusa.com/money_quotes

Eric Williams’ thoughts are simply that. At the spring meetings of the World Bank and

International Monetary Fund on April 12, 2014, Ministers of Finance and Development on the

Board of Governors determined to mint gold coins denominated in the respective currencies

of the world’s countries using the world’s gold in the Global Debt Facility.

https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter5.28.14.pdf

Posted: May 29, 2014 01:19 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=349200)

witnessing injustice said:

@179. Eric Williams

Welcome back. The creation of new money through mortgages relates perfectly to what

Sovereign Citizens are trying to accomplish, if I understand correctly. The power to create

new money is miraculous. The government has an interest in limiting the power to create new

money, otherwise most everyone would be making their own new money (counterfeiting)

which would lead to an overabundance of money, runaway inflation, and ultimately economic

collapse.

So at its core, Sovereign Citizens are counterfeiters trying to create new money and wealth,

without actually producing anything of value, like crops, or clothing, or homes, or vehicles.

Mortgages create new money from paper contracts and real property. Some say mortgages

create new money from thin air, but that is an overstatement. But the process of creating new

money is so simple that people resist understanding.

Party A has real property to sell for $100 money.

Party B wants to buy Party A’s property but has no money.

At this point in the sale, neither Party A nor Party B has money.

To make the sale, a mortgage and note are prepared creating $100 in new money.

Party A gets $100 in newly created money, a check or draft deposited in their bank account.

Party B gets Party A’s property, and incurs a debt obligation to repay the newly created $100

money, usually with additional interest.

So Sovereign Citizens are basically counterfeiters. They claim a right to sell or encumber

birth certificates and create bonds, or lay a bogus claim to Hitler’s nonexistent gold shipped to

the Philippines for safekeeping with “humanitarian” Ferdinand Marcos.
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Regarding the Fed and your points 1, 2 and 3, critics say Congress cannot delegate its

Constitutional role to the Fed, which is a private corporation created to benefit the bank’s

private interest. So why not have a public federal bank serving the public interest? Like

Alexander Hamilton’s the First Bank of the United States?

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First_Bank_of_the_United_States

Regarding Ms. Hudes’ critique that the Federal Reserve Act was unconstitutional because

Article I, Section 10, Clause 1 of the US Constitution prohibits “bills of credit” (i.e., paper

notes), that prohibition only applies to the states, not the federal government: “No State shall

coin Money; emit Bills of Credit; make any Thing but gold and silver Coin a Tender in

Payment of Debt”.

I am not aware of any of the 50 states coining or printing their own money.

Limitation to silver and gold coin under the US Constitution (if any) was negated during and

after the American Civil War by the “necessary and proper” clause, power taken for the ”

regulation of commerce,” see “What Happened to the Gold Standard?” Forbes, May 13, 2014

by David John Marotta

http://www.forbes.com/sites/davidmarotta/2014/05/13/what-happened-to-the-gold-standard/

The Necessary and Proper Clause is as follows:

The Congress shall have Power ... To make all Laws which shall be necessary and proper for

carrying into Execution the foregoing Powers, and all other Powers vested by this

Constitution in the Government of the United States, or in any Department or Officer thereof.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Necessary_and_Proper_Clause

Commerce Clause, Article I, Section 8, Clause 3:[3]

[The Congress shall have Power] To regulate Commerce with foreign Nations, and among

the several states, and with the Indian tribes;

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Commerce_Clause

Posted: May 29, 2014 03:11 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=349211)

Karen Hudes said:

@183 Congress does not have any powers that were not specifically enumerated in the

Constitution. In any event, when Congress finishes doing its duty by convening the

Constitutional Convention mandated under Article V, that has been called for by 2/3 of the

state legislatures, these little niceties can be straightened out. At the moment and until then,

the Fed’s continued authority is under a huge cloud. The Fed is now grappling with the

impending threat of permanent gold backwardation, which would plunge the world into a new

dark ages. https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/fekete.docx http://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=Zy-2GaT6RMo&feature=youtu.be&a

Austria just joined Germany in asking to audit its gold on deposit in London:

http://thesovereigninvestor.com/gold/austrias-gold-audit-means/ Central banks stopped

leasing gold last July, when the risks of gold being returned at the end of the lease term

became cost prohibitive. A similar threshhold happened in 1971, just before Nixon took

Federal Reserve Notes off the gold standard.

Utah recognizes gold and silver as legal tender, and 13 other states are considering similar

legislation: http://intellihub.com/oklahoma-senate-passes-bill-authorize-gold-silver-legal-

tender-37-4/ http://moneymorning.com/2013/04/09/could-gold-and-silver-coins-become-

legal-tender-in-your-state/

Legal tender laws are a good way to control people through their monetary system. Silvio

Gesell’s idea of local currencies would create full employment over night. But these musings

are really beside the point. The world’s citizens decided to take back control over themselves

and their world from the banking cartel on April 12, 2014

https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/breakthrough.pdf The world is now in the process of

implementing this decision: https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter5.28.14.pdf

The odds of getting this done are 90-95%, as predicted by this power transition model that

has been forecasting the formation of a coalition to kick out the banking cartel ever since

Elaine Colville and I got our testimony up in UK Parliament. Ever hear of the BRICS? We

are now in a race to end the banking cartel before permanent gold backwardation sets in.

Elaine Colville and I have been reporting mass corruption at the World Bank to UK

Parliament: our latest comments were published by UK Parliament House of Commons

Public Administration Select Committee on page 186 of the report on Complaints: Do They

Make a Difference? “Today’s dire circumstances call for immediate and forceful intervention

in the hope that time still remains.” and Elaine Colville’s complaint on page 178 “It devolves

on Parliament to sort out this egregious state of affairs.”

http://www.parliament.uk/documents/commons-committees/public-administration/Complaints

Consolidated 24 July.pdf
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http://philosophyofmetrics.com/2014/02/18/sdrs-and-the-new-bretton-woods-part-

six/comment-page-1/#comment-58b

The link to the whistleblower provisions in the appropriations for the US contribution to the

World Bank’s capital contribution was broken and can be seen here:

https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Whistleblower+provisions+in+Appropriations+Act+of+201

2.docx

Posted: May 29, 2014 09:14 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=349288)

witnessing injustice said:

@181.Karen Hudes

“The US Constitution was not amended to go off the silver and gold coin standard for money”

FYI, the US Mint has been making copper coins from the beginning, such as the Fugio Cent.

“The Fugio Cent is the first official cent of the United States. It was designed by Benjamin

Franklin and rare examples are highly sought after by collectors.”

“On April 21, 1787, the Congress of the Confederation of the United States authorized a

design for an official copper penny,[1] later referred to as the Fugio cent because of its image

of the sun shining down on a sundial with the caption, “Fugio” (Latin: I flee/fly). This coin was

reportedly designed by Benjamin Franklin; as a reminder to its holders, he put at its bottom

the message, “Mind Your Business”. The image and the words form a rebus meaning that

time flies, do your work. This design was also used on the “Continental dollar” (issued as

coins of unknown real denomination, and in paper notes of different fractional denominations)

in February 1776.”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fugio_Cent

Unfortunately there are a lot of myths and urban legends around…

Posted: May 29, 2014 11:49 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=349301)

Eric Williams said:

I apologize for this being so long but I was considerably behind on my reading of all the

comments so I had to add more as I read everything to catch up.

In the final analysis, there is only ONE issue! Everything that everyone complains about that

they don’t like, all the various different often unrelated issues that individually affront different

members of this society, all boil down to one issue!

I mentioned this at considerable length in my comment here #126, where I set forth irrefutably

that ZERO PLUS ZERO EQUALS ZERO, which no one seemed to be able to grasp,

especially B.McLeod @127, who cannot seem to discern a presentation of Natural Law from

mere opinion. And Karen Hudes @128, who responded that I was getting too big for my

britches but neither of these two unthinking critics explain how what I presented in my

comment 126 was wrong.

And, on that point, it is not ME that is the issue in establishing this Fundamental Basic

Mathematical Foundation, NO, it is the fact that neither she nor anyone else can refute it,

NOT because I am so smart, because intelligence does not have much to do with

determining that water is wet or fire hot, but simply our Natural ability to perceive that which

ought to be obvious, because what we are missing is hidden right out there in plain sight.

However, in order to consider it, we must first open our minds. In order to open our minds we

must first acknowledge that our minds are closed! Not intentionally out of Ego or arrogance,

but due to our Natural design.

On that point, I read in Karen Hudes #132, a negative reference to fractional reserve fiat

currencies also being replaced with gold coined by other countries, clearly a reference to the

Fed’s practice of fractional reserve lending. I am not at all aware of how other countries

employ fractional reserve lending, but as to the Fed, its use of FRL is not any more evil or

different that any other means by which it enters FRNs into existence. This continuing attach

on paper money as being FIAT is a gross misrepresentation of the true value of the use of

paper as money, which is not the topic of this comment but I wanted to mention it here just to

point out that Karen Hudes, who ought to know better, cannot miss an opportunity to slam

paper money in favor of gold. Gold will NOT work well as a money medium in an electrified

society. The proper use of paper money could enable the total elimination of all taxation at

every level of government. More details on that in a future post.

We must acknowledge that when we are born we humans have absolutely ZERO information

in our minds, and most importantly, we have no frame of reference instilled in us to enable us

to discern what we observe and absorb and are indoctrinated to believe is true or not or is

good for us or not!
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Based on the foregoing, we must then further acknowledge all the information that we

humans have in our minds was originated by other humans who were born with no

information in their minds either. That all of the information we have been presented with has

been accumulated by others before us and handed down, generation by generation, and in

the transition much of the basis for whatever we were exposed to has been lost or

discounted. This makes it very difficult, often impossible to accept because we, as a species,

simply do not understand why this or that was instituted. For example, scientists today

cannot assemble the components of sea water so that their man made sea water will support

plankton. The scientists know they are missing something but cannot figure out what.

The one single basic fact that applies to every single issue is, “Where does the authority arise

for the government to regulate any of these issues?”

To believe that the authority is established in the CONstitution is to believe that the men who

created it were Gods! And begs the question, “Where did the men who created the

CONstitution, and the Men who ratified it, get the authority to declare that anyone was

required to conform to that document?”

Where could they reasonably get any authority to declare what they set forth as being the

“Supreme Law of The Land”?

No, I am not suggesting that the CONstitution should be scrapped, it is too late for that. It is

like we are on the Titanic and the bottom of the ship has been knocked out of place because

it was made out of the wrong kind of steel and poorly designed, but our realization of that fact

at that time does not enable us to replace the Titanic’s hull with a better grade of steel or a

superior design.

We must go forward from where we are but that does not mean we have to utilize the same

failed thinking that got us into this mess.

The men who design ships learned from the Titanic that their hull design needed to be re-

examined and modified, not only to a different alloy of steel, but also so that the bow could

crumble somewhat, without knocking the entire bottom off a ship.

The purpose of the design of our CONstitution was to protect the individual from the

government, to insure that each individual would be able to enjoy the Freedom and Liberty

that every human is blessed with by Nature. That our CONstitution failed to afford such

protection is clearly self evident.

However, those angry with the present state of affairs insist that the CONstitution is not at

fault, the fault is in the failure to follow the principles established therein. The problem with

that is those “principles” are not specifically defined in the Document. And “everyone” today

has a different solution, none of which acknowledge the Fundamental Basic Natural Principle

that as no single individual man has any authority to command another, that it is

unreasonable for any number of such men to combine their non existing authority to create

an authority to command the conformance or any individual who might object.

I am not writing here about activities that are clearly criminal and universally recognized as

such, rape, robbery, murder and trespass, I am in reference to licensing of any activity or

requiring inoculations for any purpose, or prohibiting the collection of rain water, and every

other government imposed regulation where no individual man or woman has authority to

regulate another.

The reason the CONstitution has failed is partly because the men who wrote it had no model,

there had never before been a society where the commoners had been in charge.

Additionally, we must understand, at that time it was widely believed, and had been for

uncounted generations, that commoners were not intellectually qualified to participate

meaningfully in government; and that the Aristocrat class were Naturally imbued with such

ability.

This very prevalent belief had a great deal to do with who was “allowed” to participate in the

creation of the CONstitution.

A careful analysis of the CONstitution will reveal that it was a virtual copy of the government

of England, with only the names of the parts of government changed.

For the Founders to rely on the integrity of future politicians was a serious error. Could they

have perceived that? Perhaps not, however, the facts are that such reliance was a very

significant mistake.

We here today, in 2014, will be well advised to go back to the Basic Fundamental Source of

all authority, which is the individual man or woman. There is no such thing as a group. What

we refer to as a group is nothing more than an assembly of individuals. In order to design a

societal organization that will not be corrupted by evil persons, we must establish the

limitations of the authority of our organization where such limitations officially establish that

the organization can never purport to have any authority greater than the authority of any one

single individual man or woman!

It is our understanding that it was the People who adopted the CONstitution, through their

representatives in the Legislatures of the Thirteen States. Whether that is true or not is not

the point. The point is where did the authority arise from to create a legislature and imbue it

with authority NOT held by any of the constituents?
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How can it be reasonable or acceptable that a treaty entered into by the federal Government

could be declared to negate fundamental Natural rights purported to be protected in the Bill of

Rights? Where some treaty now being considered could negate the protections purportedly

established in the Second Amendment. Where is there any proper source of authority for

such a CONstitutional provision? As there is none, such provision is VOID on its face!

Again, as I have previously stated, the government of the United States (and of the several

states) only has dominion over those who volunteer themselves to be under its dominion. I

do LOVE that Thirteenth Amendment!

Neither a man or a woman can delegate authority they do not have! This is not true because

I state it, it is true because it is Natural Law! And when I present it here Karen Hudes

responds that I am getting too big for my britches.

Maybe, instead of attacking me, Ms. Hudes should present a detailed explanation as to why

water is not wet nor fire hot! Or how it is proper for a societal organization to be imbued with

authority to command conformance where none of the individuals have any such individual

authority.

What I am opposed to is a police state. It seems that B. McLeod and Karen Hudes are willing

to allow such in order to control those who would be Free!

@134, witnessing injustice advocates all manner of socialistic programs, which he contends

would enable our industry to be more competitive. That assertion might be true, however,

there is no proper Natural authority or right to any manner of government care, health or

otherwise. Who is to pay for such benefits? Where is the money to come from? Currently

government social programs are paid by simply printing the money. In this same comment

@134 agrees that the central bank must fail and that gold will not work well as money. So

where will the money come from to pay for all these programs and for all the programs

promulgated by the United Nations, also lauded in this @134 comment? Why do we need

any protections from the UN?

The advocacy of debt and mortgage forgiveness by @134 has got to be the stupidest

comment I have ever read ion this Post! The idea that such debt eradications would only

screw the bankers could not be more wrong. Where is there any proper authority for THAT?

When anyone agrees to purchase anything on a contract, why should they not be held to

their agreement? All the FRNS that were created to fund those millions of mortgages, that

have not yet been repaid, are still in circulation. Their value is founded on two things (1), the

pledged collateral and (2) most importantly, the promise of the borrower to produce the value

in the future. Why should any of these mortgages or other loans be eliminated? How is that

fair to anyone? Or Just?

The interest paid on borrowed money is not any different than the profit margin a baker adds

to the bread he offers to customers. The significant difference is that no one knows what the

profit margin is on a loaf of bread because there is no revelation of all the costs involved in

the making of the bread. This is not the case with borrowed money. The borrower and

everyone else, knows exactly what the delivered product is in a loan, and presumes that the

interest is all profit to the lender. I am certainly not a friend of the Fed but I am a friend of the

Truth! Lenders do have expenses that are paid out of the interest collected on money lent.

This does not mean the lender of FRNs is entitled to take $200,000.00 as profit on a loan of

$100,000.00 on a thirty year mortgage contract.

What is not considered here is who it is that actually carries the loan, and it is NOT the

lender. The lender does not have any significant investment in the loan because the lender

did not provide the capital provided to the borrower out of the lenders own assets. The

lender created the capital by writing a check or entering numbers in a computer data file. The

actual entity carrying all those loans is the community. The @200,000.00 interest (in my

example), should go to the community which would enable the total elimination of all taxation.

As the borrower did not pay cash for the house (or other item), but was allowed to take

ownership possession on day one, the borrower has an obligation to pay for that privilege

that was extended to him by the lender, BY THE COMMUNITY - BY HIS NEIGHBORS.

There is ZERO justification for such loan obligations to be forgiven. GET REAL!!!

The problem with our economy has not been caused by the Fed or by paper money. All of

our economic problems have been caused by CONgress and the President (not just

Obama). Much of the problem has been caused by the willingness of the population to get

something for nothing. Why should any of them be “rewarded” by having their debts

cancelled?

When I was operating my own furniture manufacturing company my production workers were

earning from $6.00 to $14.00 per hour when the minimum wage was $2.75, because I paid

them for what they produced, not for their time on the job. However, this was my decision,

not the government’s. There is no proper justification for any government manipulation in any

of our commercial activities.

Where does the authority properly come from to impose such controls? This does not mean

that manufacturers could dispose of their waste in rivers or otherwise destroy Nature. The

common law Grand Juries would always have authority to prevent such contamination, but it

would be done by people on the scene, living in the area, and not through any general

legislation.
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The one question that must always be answered is, “Where does the authority arise from?” If

the individual has no authority then there can be no regulation. Criminal activity is not

excused by this Natural rule, but there must be a victim. The victim can be the community as

a whole, such as where a manufacturer dumps contaminating waste in a river or elsewhere.

The health of each individual is his or her own personal responsibility. The reason so many

in this country are sick or suffering poor health is because of what they eat and lack of

exercise. I am 80 years old. I enjoy the physical health of a twenty year old. I am 5’9”,

weigh 145#, blood pressure 105/60. heart rate, 55-60. Last year I was working on the roof of

my house. Due to carelessness I fell off that roof, and fell fourteen feet to the ground, landing

on my left rear rib cage. I quickly regained my senses, stood up and climbed back up the

ladder to finish the adjustment of my radio antenna. Most people half my age would have

wound up in the morgue. I survived because of what I eat - or don’t eat!

I am a vegan. I eat no meat, no dairy products, no alcohol, no soda pop, no candy, no

garbage chips or any of that rat-poison. Me and my wife of 77 years of age, engage in

frequent intimate activities. I eat fresh made salad every day, with home made dressing,

lightly cooked millet, cooked only in glass pots. One or two sandwiches made of home made

bread and almond butter with a glass of chocolate almond “milk” (of course, it is NOT actually

milk). I eat no butter,or sugar. I do 105 exercises every morning. I have not been to a

medical doctor since 1966, when I went for a physical, just to see what the doctor would say.

I drink water from our own well. We live off the grid on solar power.

This is why I, Eric Williams, am The radical In The Twilight Zone.

Radical because I insist of presenting the Basic Truth, The Foundation of Freedom;

In the Twilight Zone, being the United States, where people believe they are free but are

actually more enslaved than anyone else, ever.

PS. @164, Johnny Kunitake, Much truth but laden with Rat Poison! Pay-Tri-Idiocy!!

Gibberish! Nonsense!

Why was none of what you present thrown against me by the Federal IRS Prosecutor and

Federal Judge when I challenged their ability to prove I had volunteered myself into their

jurisdiction when the IRS had charged me with criminal failure to file or pay income tax in

1970? I filed no documents with anyone! I rescinded nothing! Others have followed my

example and have been left alone. None of what you contend is necessary for a person to

extricate himself from the system is required. All one must do is invoke the prohibition of

involuntary servitude set forth in the Thirteenth Amendment!

Nothing else is required. No one is a citizen of the United States unless they claim to be, no

matter what law or statute may be cited. None of that was thrown at me during that less than

five minutes in Federal Court where I filed ZERO paperwork!

PPS. To @181 Karen Hudes. I did not include Article One Section Ten because that section

is limited to and pertains to actions of the states, not the Federal Government / CONgress.

This provision does NOT apply to the Federal CONgress and does not make FRNs

unconstitutional!

Additionally. this section prohibits states from requiring payment to the state be made by any

other medium that gold coin, but does not prohibit any state from accepting other medium if

offered. That is, this was to prevent states from taking citizens property for taxes owed as the

only thing the states could require as payment was gold coin, but the states could accept

anything offered, as the state was not “making it”, it was being “made” by whomever offered

it.

Where is there anything in the CONstitution that declares the United States was / is on a gold

standard?

It is my understanding that SCOTUS ruled that CONgress had CONstitutional authority to

issue paper money and that FRNs were CONstitutional. It has been a while but I do seem to

recall that.

But there is still only one single basic fact that applies to every single issue, which is, “Where

does the authority arise for the government to regulate any of these issues or micro manage

our lives?”

e

Posted: May 30, 2014 01:57 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=349326)

Karen Hudes said:

@185 I am not a fascist and do not advocate a police state. Mr. Williams misstates my

position again when he says I want Federal Reserve Notes to be replaced by coins minted by

other countries.

For those who want to fiddle while Rome burns, I recommend http://www.harvard-

jlpp.com/wp-content/uploads/2009/02/31-3/Natelson Online - Paper Money.pdf for

background into the unresolved controversy whether Federal Reserve Notes are

constitutional.
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The United States has been under military rule since 1861.

https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/KAHudes1861.jpg Two of our presidents, Abraham

Lincoln and John F. Kennedy, were murdered for trying to extricate our country from the

banking cartel. https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Karen-Hudes+(2).jpg There must be an

end to the banking cartel.

Posted: May 30, 2014 03:03 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=349343)

Johnny Kunitake said:

re #185

A. the Titanic was sabatoged by the Captain, to get rid of those Elites who did not want the

destruction of America through the creation of the Federal Reserve.

B. we do not enter this world with ZERO, that is your presumption, we have souls and the

souls have Love, and good intent for Humanity, as a natural bend on arrival to this world. You

haven’t seen Babies arrive and kill their siblings and parents have you?

Re framers Audacity: Dude your kidding me right, Governments gets their power from the

people, the people have Un-lienable rights from God. Read the Declaration of Independence,

to answer your own questions, where the framers got their power. What a shill.

Re tolate to scrap the CON stitution, what? do you work at the white house? trying to

undermine America, to be saved by Barry’s communism, my God, your writing is offensive to

anyone who loves freedom, or your trying to dislodge common sense, whatever, be well

agent.

Posted: May 30, 2014 03:09 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=349344)

Eric Williams said:

@186, Karen Hudes

In my @185, I did NOT write that Karen Hudes wanted FRNs in the United States to be

replaced by coins minted by other countries, as Ms. Hudes erroneously stated in her @186.

Here is a copy of the entire paragraph where I referred to what Ms. Hudes had written in her

@132:

“On that point, I read in Karen Hudes #132, a negative reference to fractional reserve fiat

currencies also being replaced with gold coined by other countries, clearly a reference to the

Fed’s practice of fractional reserve lending. I am not at all aware of how other countries

employ fractional reserve lending, but as to the Fed, its use of FRL is not any more evil or

different that any other means by which it enters FRNs into existence. This continuing attach

on paper money as being FIAT is a gross misrepresentation of the true value of the use of

paper as money, which is not the topic of this comment but I wanted to mention it here just to

point out that Karen Hudes, who ought to know better, cannot miss an opportunity to slam

paper money in favor of gold. Gold will NOT work well as a money medium in an electrified

society. The proper use of paper money could enable the total elimination of all taxation at

every level of government. More details on that in a future post.”

Where is there any wording at all in the above where Ms. Hudes could honestly claim that I

had misstated her position? Why does Ms. Hudes feel she has to misrepresent what I wrote

in reference to her? Does not her clear misrepresentation here cause all of her presentations

to be suspect?

As to her insistence here in her @186, that FRNs are unconstitutional, although she is wrong

on that, why is that at all significant at this time? What we need to be doing is evaluating

what manner of medium would actually work well as money AND, how our money system

should be designed in order to best prevent the corruption that has befallen every monetary

system in every society in the recorded history of man.

Where is there even one monetary system, paper or gold, that has not been corrupted by

dishonest bankers and or dishonest politicians?

When the clear answer is that there are no such examples, does that not indicate we need to

come up with a design that is different than any previously employed?

In our new design we need to first examine and determine why all those previous systems

have failed. I contend that regardless of past causes of failure, a gold medium will not work

well in an electrified society such as ours here in the United States, because of the fact that

mortgage and other long term financing under a gold medium system will always be under

the control and ownership of private bankers. Gold coin interest collected on such loans will

inevitably result in the private bankers becoming the owners of all the gold and everything

and everyone.

As an additional point against the use of gold, in regard to gold backed paper, in every

society where this has been employed the backing has been gradually reduced until there

was no such backing.
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In regard to the use of paper money, the reason this has always failed is because in every

previous instance such system has always been under the control of one single political

entity, such as the CONgress of the United States, who created the Fed, in order to maximize

the CONstitutional provision giving CONgress the unlimited power to borrow money on the

credit of the United States.

In consideration of the manner of operation of the Fed, in its creation of money “out of thin

air” to fund loans, this designation is misleading and such manner of creation is not where the

problem is with the Fed, in fact, there is nothing negative about such means of creation in

and of itself, and this includes the Fed’s utilization of Fractional Reserve Lending (FRL). A

fair evaluation of FRL will reveal that it is no worse that any other means used by the Fed to

create money, in fact, FRL stimulates the economy by enabling retail sales, manufacturing

employment and delivery system employment.

The primary defect, very serious defect, in the Fed’s system, is our failure to understand who

it is that actually carries the loans and who it is that actually funds the loans and where the

interest paid by borrowers should be going.

A proper understanding of these factors will enable us to totally eliminate all taxation at every

level, both state and federal!

It is well known that the Fed’s member banks, thousands of them across the country, do not

provide any portion of the money they loan, out of their own resources. All of those millions

of loans are funded by FRNs created by the lending banks. It is true that the banks do not

themselves lend, however it is also true that the borrowers are borrowing. So, if the

borrowers are borrowing but the banks are not lending, then who are the borrowers actually

borrowing from?

Or phrased more correctly, who is it that is actually enabling those “worthless” FRNs to be

perceived as having value? Does it take a rocket scientist to determine that it is the people of

the community where those borrowed into circulation FRNs are circulated, that are the actual

funders of all of those millions of loans?

As this is clearly true, then it reasonably follows that all that interest money properly belongs

to those who are actually enabling those FRNs to be respected as having value. All the

millions and millions of interest money, FRNs, should be credited to the treasuries of all four

levels of government, city, county, state and federal, enabling us to totally eliminate all

manner of taxation at every level of government.

The one remaining problem is the propensity of a central bank to be corrupted when under

the management of one single political entity, such as our CONgress, which has proven, time

and time again, that it cannot be trusted with anything, and certainly not the management of

our central bank. CONgress ought to be totally eliminated! But that is another issue for a

separate comment.

As to how our central bank should be managed to prevent corruption? We Federalize the

Fed (the Fed is actually already Federalized), we assign its ownership to the People of the

United States, NOT to CONgress or the Federal Government. We assign the management

to the Legislatures, Assembled, of the Fifty Several States. Their Political Independence and

individual Sovereignty, generating a Natural jealousy, will work very well to prevent any

corruption of the People’s Central Bank (PCB). All meetings in regard to the PCB will be

televised.

The CONstitutional authority of CONgress to borrow money must be eliminated and a

provision added to forbid any level of government of this Federation from ever borrowing

money from any source for any purpose!

The PCB will only be allowed to extend loans to private sector borrowers.

No level of government will be allowed to determine how much money it needs or where such

money shall come from.

There is more but that is all for now on this issue.

As to @187 Johnny Kunitake.

Like your entire @187 comment, where you twist everything to please your Sovereign Citizen

“mentality”, you are wrong about the sinking of the Titanic. The Titanic did not sink in 1912, it

was her sister ship, the Olympic that sank. Go to the link below, where you can watch and

listen to a five part presentation detailing how the Olympic was so badly damaged previously,

that the White Star Line decided to switch the name plates of the two ships so they could

collect insurance on the sinking of the Titanic (actually being the Olympic), because their

insurance company would not insure the Olympic because she was not sea worthy. There

was supposed to be a ship to rescue the passengers but the signals arranged were

confused.

http://www.bing.com/videos/search?

q=Truth+about+titanic+sinking&FORM=VIRE3#view=detail&mid=55C279B320FFFCB491B5

55C279B320FFFCB491B5

As for what I wrote about what we enter the world with. It is clear in my presentation that I

was not addressing or denying our spiritual entity. I was clearly referring to out intellectual

ability and knowledge at the time we are born. There is no doubt what-so-ever that when we

humans are born we have co conscious ability to then recognize anything.
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We have to learn everything. When born we do not even have the ability to control the

movements of our arms and legs. We certainly do not have any ability to take notice of the

time or day we were born or who our own mother was. I made it clear that I was not

asserting that the information we were taught in that regard was not true. My point was, and

is, that we have no ability to have personal knowledge of any of it.

That we need to understand that everything we learn was originated by others who were born

as devoid of information as we were. That with an understanding of this irrefutable fact, we

would then, hopefully, be able to consider that what we have been taught might not be best

for us individually, but best for whom ever exposed us to what we were indoctrinated with.

You, my friend, are a prime example of indoctrination adverse to your own interests.

Part of my point was to establish that which is clearly self evident to anyone who thinks.

Being that no one is born with authority to command another.

That is what my ZERO was relevant to, it was not in any way couched in wording to suggest I

was denying our spiritual aspect. That because no one is born with Natural authority to

command another, that it is not reasonably possible for any number of such ZEROs to

combine their non-existing authority to create an authority none of them are individually born

with.

How can you be so blind? If the Declaration and CONstitution and Bill of Rights are so

wonderful then how come we are in the mess we are in? If you actually open your eyes and

take off the blinders that you have been indoctrinated with you will observe that the lives of

the population of the United States are more micro managed than the people of China and

even North Korea!

We live in a total police state and it is getting worse every day because persons like you

refuse to open your mind to the reality of the fact that what we have here in this country is

NOT what most persons want to believe.

Yes, our rights are derived from our Creator but He does not enforce them or protect us from

the violation thereof, and neither does any piece or paper where the writing is so vague that it

actually means nothing.

Part of my purpose was to point out that freedom can never exist where voting is utilized!

“Government gets its power from the people”? Who are the people? What is the power of

the people? Those who do not have power cannot delegate what they do not have, so where

does the government get its power to require inoculations. licensing, “education”, paying

taxes, etc.?

None are so blind as those who will not see!

Can you not understand that the United States, as presently controlled, is the most perfect

example of Communism that could ever be devised?

“From each according to their ability; to each according to their need” has been perfected

here like in no other country on the planet, and you content that you are an advocate of

freedom?? GET REAL!

I am Eric Williams, The Radical In The Twilight Zone. Radical because I insist on presenting

Truth. In The Twilight Zone, being any place where those present believe themselves to be

free when in truth, they are the most enslaved, such as are those living in the United States

of America.

Posted: May 30, 2014 08:22 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=349752)

Karen Hudes said:

@188 Mr. Williams has failed to acknowledge the essential point that I have been making:

the institutions in the international financial system, including the legal profession, are now

requiring the banking cartel to observe bailment laws and cough up the gold in the Global

Debt Facility. Mr. Eric Williams’ august suggestions to these institutions are duly noted.

Karen Hudes, Acting General Counsel, International Bank for Reconstruction and

Development.

Posted: May 30, 2014 09:49 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=349778)

witnessing injustice said:

@185 thanks Eric for a critique.

“@134, witnessing injustice advocates all manner of socialistic programs, which he contends

would enable our industry to be more competitive. That assertion might be true, however,

there is no proper Natural authority or right to any manner of government care, health or

otherwise.”

Authority is found in the Necessary and Proper Clause, and Commerce Clause.
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@“socialist”. Socialist is just a word. Arguably America is already socialist: We socialize the

loses of certain industries, and privatize their profits. What happened to the meritocracy?

@“The advocacy of debt and mortgage forgiveness by @134 has got to be the stupidest

comment I have ever read ion this Post! The idea that such debt eradications would only

screw the bankers could not be more wrong. Where is there any proper authority for THAT?”

Eric, see Brief History of Christianity and Capitalism, Christian Economics, by Most Rev. Dr.

Robert M. Bowman, 2002

http://www.united-catholic-church.org/FAITH/FA Theological Reflections/FA TH Bowman

Economics.htm

@“programs promulgated by the United Nations”

Ratified Treaties of the United States are the Law of the Land under Article VI clause 2, They

are not “programs of the UN”. The UN is the depository of the documents.

http://www.senate.gov/civics/constitution_item/constitution.htm#a6

@“Why do we need any protections from the UN?”

The U.S. Constitution is a covenant of “negative rights”. Ratified Treaties of the United States

are covenants of “positive rights”. Both are needed to fully guarantee the American People

Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness. US Treaties of “positive rights” protect us, not the

UN.

You yourself fault the current Constitution, a covenant of “negative rights”. This is a

workaround in lieu of the Article V Constitutional Convention that will not happen, and better

result than could be expected if an Article V Convention were convened, see my comments

@143.

Funding for programs comes from,

1. A public federal bank serving the public interest. The American people do not benefit when

private banks borrow low and lend high to the public. The bank-middlemen are rent seekers.

2. Medicare for all will save billions. Analysis of HR 676: Medicare for All would save billions,

Physicians for a National Health Program, by Gerald Friedman, Ph.D. “Of all the forms of

inequality, injustice in health care is the most shocking and inhumane.” Martin Luther King, Jr.

http://pnhp.org/blog/2013/07/31/friedman-analysis-of-hr-676-medicare-for-all-would-save-

billions/

H.R. 676: Expanded & Improved Medicare For All Act

113th Congress, 2013–2015. Text as of Feb 13, 2013 (Introduced).

https://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/113/hr676/text

3. Reduce or eliminate rent seeking, and protected industries.

JC Collins, a critic of Ms. Hudes, claims “the rent seeking elite have taken on the “weapons of

the weak” concept for themselves by way of utilizing the gossip version of conspiracy

theories. This is in fact what is referred to as The Karen Hudes Operation.”

http://philosophyofmetrics.com/2014/02/27/the-karen-hudes-operation/

“These elite interest groups practise something called rent seeking. Rent seeking is a

method of wealth redistribution by spending money on political lobbying to increase ones

wealth without adding any wealth to the overall pool of wealth. When no new wealth is

created it is pulled from one end of society and redistributed to the small ruling elite end.

There are two reasons this happens:

1. The small elite ruling group has the disposable wealth to spend on political lobbying.

2. Smaller groups of likeminded citizens are easier to organize, as opposed to the larger

disorganized mass of subordinates who are kept divided and without a single purpose.”

http://philosophyofmetrics.com/2014/02/10/what-are-conspiracy-theories/

Many markets are characterized by asymmetric information: actors on one side of the market

have much better information than those on the other. Asymmetric information is followed by

rent-seeking and more inequality. This inequality is not just morally repugnant but also has

material costs. See the 2001 Nobel Prize in economics for analyses of markets with

asymmetric information.

http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/economic-sciences/laureates/2001/press.html

4. Redirect government military spending to civilian use. A paper by Pollin and Garrett-Peltier,

“The U.S. Employment Effects of Military and Domestic Spending Priorities” October 2007,

“The U.S. government spent an estimated $572 billion on the military in 2007. This amounts

to about $1,800 for every resident of the country… It is therefore reasonable to ask what the

benefits might be to U.S. taxpayers if some significant share of the $600 billion now going to

the military were instead devoted to alternative domestic purposes, such as health care,

education, or the environment.”

http://www.ips-dc.org/reports/071001-jobcreation.pdf

The Second Amendment provides for militias, fine, lets get people organized, perhaps around

the Civilian Marksmanship Program. It works for Switzerland, see below. The population can

be trained to provide homeland security. A important component could be getting people in

better physical shape, which will reduce the cost of healthcare. Militias members must meet

standards in the US Army Fitness Training Handbook, which can also be a basis to start a
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home fitness plan. I would suggest militias train for the kinds of threats we actually face, like

hurricanes, tornadoes and floods, with a focus on search and rescue, first-aid,

communications and logistics.

http://www.goarmy.com/downloads/physical-training-guide.html

Military of Switzerland

The Swiss Armed Forces operate on land and in the air, and also along international waters.

They comprise the well-known militia element and a small professional element, or regular

army. Under the country’s militia system, professional soldiers constitute about 5 percent

[citation needed] of military personnel; the rest are male citizen conscripts 19 to 34 (in some

cases up to 50) years old. Because of the long history of neutrality, the army does not take

part in armed conflicts in other countries, but does take part in peacekeeping missions

around the world.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Military_of_Switzerland

Civilian Marksmanship Program

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Civilian_Marksmanship_Program

Posted: May 31, 2014 04:23 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=349894)

Caroler said:

I am a non-attorney, a retired law office manager. I had the privilege of working for and with

many outstanding members of the ABA, only a rare one, not so much. One of the many

things I learned was that it was always easier for me to ask forgiveness, if necessary, than to

get permission. So I don’t mean to step on any toes, but I would like to ask you to reconsider

some information that has been presented here, which I believe should be taken more

seriously.

Karen Hudes has spent many years as a whistleblower, trying to expose corruption at the top

of the banking system and world power. She would like to help save our economy, avoid

WWIII and restore our freedoms. I know that sounds like too much for even Superman, but I

applaud her for trying. I have followed her work for only a short time, but her websites are

constantly attacked and links taken down. Using comments like these and Twitter seems to

work best, but it is difficult to follow all the links to get the whole picture.

As far as I can determine, she has been “discredited” because she does not use her

husband’s last name, she is Jewish, and her home is in the name of a trust. Could that be

called estate planning? She has been ridiculed for sharing information she learned from

experts in neurology and archeology about homo capensis, a being with elongated skull and

DNA that prove it is not human, although it has been on earth since before the last ice age.

Look it up if you can, but this is a forbidden subject for some reason. That does not mean she

should be burned at the stake. On the other hand, she has been criticized for not believing in

UFOs. That is not relevant to her area of expertise IMHO.

Are we so afraid of learning the truth that we would rather enter another Dark Age than do

something about it? Has anyone contacted her to see if she could use some help?

Posted: Jun 01, 2014 04:59 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=350355)

witnessing injustice said:

@191 Caroler “As far as I can determine, she has been “discredited” because she does not

use her husband’s last name, she is Jewish, and her home is in the name of a trust. Could

that be called estate planning?”

Caroler, I suspect you may be Ms. Hudes. No one in this forum raised any of the phony

issues you did. FYI, my home is in a trust too, a lawful trust, not a concocted Sovereign

Citizen trust.

Ms. Hudes discredited herself by presenting fantastic stories that are easily disproved. First,

she claims that that Ferdinand Marcos created the Bretton Woods banking system, when at

the time he was 26 years old and had recently beat a murder charge (1940), and was fighting

the Japanese in the Philippines during WWII. (1940-1945). See my post at 158 and 160.

@144 Ms. Hudes: “The Bretton Woods institutional framework, set up by Ferdinand Marcos

to oversee the world’s wealth, is very much in existence and governs the transition to sound

currencies.”

Ms. Hudes is unwilling to accept the fact that Bretton Woods FAILED in the early 1970’s. See

my comments at 143 and 145, and the IMF website, “Since the collapse of the Bretton

Woods system, IMF members have been free to choose any form of exchange arrangement

they wish (except pegging their currency to gold):”

http://www.imf.org/external/about/histend.htm
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Ms. Hudes claims Marcos was a “humanitarian” with a plan to give money away on that

basis. In fact, Marcos was a brutal, murderous leader who ruled under Marshall Law for

years, and deprived thousands of people of their civil rights.

Marcos was finally kicked out of the Philippines during a popular uprising and he died in exile

in Hawaii. The US District Court in Hawaii awarded 7,526 claimants/victims of Marcos’ human

rights abuses $1,000 each, which is not much compensation for the wrongful death of a loved

one. See the story in the New York Times, “First Payments Are Made to Victims of Marcos

Rule”, March 1, 2011 (my comments @158 and 160)

“The payments grow out of judgments in 1994 and 1995 worth nearly $2 billion in United

States District Court in Hawaii, where Marcos died in exile, that found his estate liable for

torture, summary executions and disappearances. The victims have not received payments

until now because of disputes over the Marcos property.”

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/03/02/world/asia/02philippines.html

@159 Ms. Hudes advanced a story by Wolfgang Struck, who does not appear to be a real

person, with a completely false story of Adolph Hitler, the nazi fuehrer, that claims Hitler was

raised in the Philippines as a child, and later sent his treasure ships laden with gold to the

Philippines for safekeeping, to benefit the world today. This story calls into question the sanity

of anyone who promotes it as factual. The story is found on the link below, which is Karen

Hudes own website.

https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/A-100-030-Q-001=HISTORY+REVISITED+(1).pdf

According to JC Collins, the above are examples of The Karen Hudes Operation, (see my

comment @162)

“As I’ve stated in a comment response to her, it is my contention that she is the lead figure in

a psychological operation meant to distract away from real events and processes happening

in the world. In What Are Conspiracy Theories I explained how the rent seeking elite have

taken on the “weapons of the weak” concept for themselves by way of utilizing the gossip

version of conspiracy theories. This is in fact what is referred to as The Karen Hudes

Operation.”

http://philosophyofmetrics.com/2014/02/27/the-karen-hudes-operation/

http://philosophyofmetrics.com/2014/02/10/what-are-conspiracy-theories/

Alexandra Bruce asks, (see my comment @162)

http://www.forbiddenknowledgetv.com/videos/money/karen-hudes-exposes-theconeheads-at-

the-heart-of-global-corruption.html

“We’re talking about once highly-ranked international banking attorney, making claims,

normally reserved for the fringiest fringe of conspiracy culture and long jokingly-depicted in

such TV shows as ‘The Simpsons.’

WHY is an otherwise reputable and cogent person making such claims, one may ask? Is she

really not the “Patriot” she claims to be but a “Marxist” agent in the war against the dollar, as

alleged by some?

https://2012thebigpicture.wordpress.com/tag/karen-hudes/

Neil Keenan wrote (see my comment @162)

http://jhaines6.wordpress.com/2014/05/08/neil-keenan-update-karen-hudes-what-the-flack/

“The bottom line is that Karen Hudes is nobody. If there are those who choose to see her as

a brave whistleblower out to save humanity, then they are falling into an obvious trap. I have

not heard from her in some time and I consider that a blessing. As you will surmise from what

I have said here, I have not given her any flack. What I did have for her is rage: rage for her

engaging in a campaign to deliberately mislead people while posing as a humanitarian

whistleblower, rage that she would dare to criticize and slander other good people in our

liberty community while posturing herself with self-righteous importance and credibility simply

because she is a lawyer, rage with her deceit, lies and complete lack of morality.”

@191 Caroler “She has been ridiculed for sharing information she learned from experts in

neurology and archeology about homo capensis, a being with elongated skull and DNA that

prove it is not human, although it has been on earth since before the last ice age. Look it up if

you can, but this is a forbidden subject for some reason. That does not mean she should be

burned at the stake. On the other hand, she has been criticized for not believing in UFOs.

That is not relevant to her area of expertise IMHO.”

“Are we so afraid of learning the truth that we would rather enter another Dark Age than do

something about it? Has anyone contacted her to see if she could use some help?”

No one has suggested Ms. Hudes “should be burned at the stake”.

Caroler, have you “contacted her to see if she could use some help?” You appear to know a

lot about Ms. Hudes. Please see that she gets whatever help you think is necessary.

Otherwise, susceptible members of the public need protection from Ms. Hudes, so that she

does not rehabilitate Ferdinand Marcos or Adolph Hilter into champions of weak, as part of a

plan to support her rent seeking activities.
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“2. Smaller groups of likeminded citizens [i.e., Sovereign Citizens] are easier to organize, as

opposed to the larger disorganized mass of subordinates who are kept divided and without a

single purpose.”

http://philosophyofmetrics.com/2014/02/10/what-are-conspiracy-theories/

Posted: Jun 01, 2014 06:35 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=350367)

Karen Hudes said:

@52, a friend on Facebook made the following comment:

“I invite AndytheLawyer to read Jerry McNeil’s analysis

https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/constitutional+crisis1.pdf,

specifically on pages 9 and 10:

‘All courts today, whether state or federal sit as corporate prize courts, under the municipal

power of the New District of Columbia, conducting a silent war against the People of the

several states through the Trading with the enemy Act.

‘It has been held by the Supreme court that ‘the laws, whether in writing, or evidenced by the

usage and customs of the conquered or ceded country continue in force till altered by the

new Sovereign.’

See Whiting; War Powers under the Constitution of the United States, Military Arrests,

Reconstruction and Military Government, Forty Third Edition, Lee and Shepard Publishers,

New York, 1871, page 319.

[footnote deleted] This long standing tenet of law, apparently has made it relatively easy for

the NWO to conceal what has happened. Then too, this is apparently the first known public

discussion of it.

“CONCLUSION

“In 1933, Congressman Beck speaking from the Congressional Record, states:

‘I think of all the damnable heresies that have ever been suggested in connection with the

Constitution, the doctrine of emergency is the worst. It means that when Congress declares

an emergency, there is no Constitution. This means its death. It is the very doctrine that the

German chancellor is invoking today in the dying hours of the parliamentary body of the

German republic, namely, that because of an emergency, it should grant to the German

chancellor absolute power to pass any law, even though the law contradicts the Constitution

of the German republic. Chancellor Hitler is at least frank about it. We pay the Constitution

lip-service, but the result is the same.’”

End of Karen Hudes comment.

Many Attorneys are liars. They are part of the corruption and enslavement of the American

People. When We The People, try to expose their crimes in court, they holla foul and try to

play the victim.

That is what the ABA is trying to do in this article about Sovereign Citizens.

SEE Karen Hudes comments numbers 58, 59, 60, 67, 75, 77, 81, 85, 89, 90, and 92.

They want to claim the paper work or filings are wrong and point out the violence. This is to

get sympathy so they can have a excuse to change laws. To put stronger invisible chains on

the American people.

But in their world, the world of the BAR, it is ok for cops to shoot and kill unarmed Americans.

Attorneys can continuously file fraudulent documents in court to steal people’s children and

homes. Judges can continue to take bribes and rule in favor of the crooks without any

personal penalties. Just like they did in Mines vs MSF Trust 1, a JP Morgan Chase front.

These are the true TRAITORS of the American people, and it is well documented.

There are some Attorneys that are not part of this corruption knowingly. The ones that do

know and are too AFRAID to speak out, they are TRAITORS to the American People as well.

Hats off to the Brave Attorneys, Women and Men, that are speaking out for Justice and Rule

of English Common Law.”

Wolfgang Struck, the authorized signatory on the Global Debt Facility, does indeed exist, and

also corrected my statement that Ferdinand Marcos was involved in the creation of the

Bretton Woods institutions. Mr. Struck also noted: If there really was a war between Spain

and the US of A in 1898 and Spain lost, then the loser would be punished and forced to pay,

no? How come everybody says the winner paid? That would be a new rule in the history of

mankind and that cannot be. So, therefore, the turnover to the US of A was pre-arranged and

Dr. Jose P. Rizal (who, I say it again, was not shot dead in 1896) arranged for the payment

through Banco Espanol Filipino on the basis of a loan against a portion of O.C.T. No. - 01-4

which was also covered by O.C.T No. - 4136. The loan was repaid after one year but by that

time the nice white guys from US of A. had started the 3-year Philippine American war, a very

bloody and cruel war at the end of which they gave us Emilio Aguinaldo as “President”, the

guy who had run away to Singapore with $200M to buy weapons for the Filipino soldiers. He
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never brought weapons to his suffering countrymen. Traitor! Traitor because the Americans

want to keep Filipinos down. They know that Filipinos love the lies from Americans, even the

lies about Marcos.”

I suggest we leave discussions on religion and anthropology to other fora, as there is enough

grist for the mill on the legal issues.

Posted: Jun 01, 2014 09:24 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=350398)

witnessing injustice said:

@ Eric Williams

This is a follow-up to the issue of debt forgiveness or debt jubilee, and your misplaced

comments about screwing the banks. The economy is now protected from the failure of Too

Big To Fail, (TBTF) through Title II of the Dodd-Frank Act, which gives the government

“orderly liquidation authority” for such events. http://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/dodd-

frank_title_II

12 U.S. Code Chapter 53, Subchapter II - ORDERLY LIQUIDATION AUTHORITY

http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/12/chapter-53/subchapter-II

Look, banks are necessary and should make a profit providing traditional banking services.

Banks should not replace the government, run the economy, and keep a significant portion of

the population in a perpetual state of economic slavery, which is the current situation with big

banks. Banks are rent seekers.

Unfortunately our economy is dominated by a handful of rent seekers, some are listed below

in no particular order, and perhaps an incomplete list.

Banking is a rent seeking industry.

The military industrial complex is a rent seeking industry.

Healthcare is a rent seeking industry.

Energy is a rent seeking industry.

Insurance is a rent seeking industry.

Big agriculture is a rent seeking industry. (i.e., big sugar)

The legal profession/justice system

Rent-seeking - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rent-seeking

“In economics (see public choice theory), rent-seeking is spending wealth on political

lobbying to increase one’s share of existing wealth without creating wealth. The effects of

rent-seeking are reduced economic efficiency through poor allocation of resources, reduced

wealth creation, lost government revenue, increased income inequality,[1] and national

decline.”

“Current studies of rent-seeking focus on the manipulation of regulatory agencies to gain

monopolistic advantages in the market while imposing disadvantages on competitors. The

term itself derives, however, from the far older practice of gaining a portion of production

through ownership or control of land.”

Also see, The Concise Encyclopedia on Economics

Rent Seeking, by David R. Henderson

http://www.econlib.org/library/Enc/RentSeeking.html

“Rent seeking” is one of the most important insights in the last fifty years of economics and,

unfortunately, one of the most inappropriately labeled. Gordon Tullock originated the idea in

1967, and Anne Krueger introduced the label in 1974. The idea is simple but powerful.

People are said to seek rents when they try to obtain benefits for themselves through the

political arena.”

Rent-Seeking and Regulatory Capture

https://www.e-education.psu.edu/ebf200up/node/160

Rent seeking industries engage in “regulatory capture” or political corruption and government

failure

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regulatory_capture

Regulatory capture is a form of political corruption that occurs when a regulatory agency,

created to act in the public interest, instead advances the commercial or special concerns of

interest groups that dominate the industry or sector it is charged with regulating. Regulatory

capture is a form of government failure; it creates an opening for firms to behave in ways

injurious to the public (e.g., producing negative externalities). The agencies are called

“captured agencies”.

My reference to the Brief History of Christianity and Capitalism, Christian Economics,

by Most Rev. Dr. Robert M. Bowman, 2002, is to present a historical perspective. I am non-

religious, but will not reject a good economic policy just because it originates in the Bible.

Many of the same prohibitions in usury are found in Islam, and perhaps other faiths.

http://www.united-catholic-church.org/FAITH/FA Theological Reflections/FA TH Bowman

Economics.htm
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Islamic banking

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Islamic_banking

Unfortunately too many of our leaders, including so-called Christians, reject the economic

principals found in their Bible, like the prohibition on interest, usury or debt forgiveness. Bank

worship is a relatively new phenomena, which is why the historical perspective is important.

David Stockman, former budget director for President Reagan, was interviewed on Bill

Moyers and admitted if we let the banks fail in 2008, main street would have emerged okay.

Stockman says, “we have neither capitalism nor democracy. We have crony capitalism.”

http://billmoyers.com/segment/david-stockman-on-crony-capitalism/

Listen to the interview with David Stockman at the link. He explains why the bank bailout was

wrong, and how it harmed our economy and nation.

Posted: Jun 01, 2014 10:41 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=350415)

Whatever said:

Existence of banksters’ system alone would allow someone to question morality and legality

of legal system, never mind well covered in media ‘efficient guilty plea system for poor’ and a

number imprisoned people in this Country.

Here is a question from a ‘working for a living peasant’:

what is a difference between necessary evil (lawyers) and unnecessary evil (Sovereign

citizens)?

Posted: Jun 01, 2014 11:23 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=350424)

eeic said:

Pseudo - legal - pot kettle black.

Posted: Jun 04, 2014 01:05 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=351096)

witnessing injustice said:

@195 Whatever, “Existence of banksters’ system alone would allow someone to question

morality and legality of legal system, never mind well covered in media ‘efficient guilty plea

system for poor’ and a number imprisoned people in this Country.”

You made some great points concisely. You bear witness to immorality and lawlessness that

wears down the population into complacency. Yes, whatever; well said.

Mass Incarceration in the US, Published on Apr 4, 2014 by the vlogbrothers

http://youtu.be/NaPBcUUqbew

@Whatever, “Here is a question from a ‘working for a living peasant’:

what is a difference between necessary evil (lawyers) and unnecessary evil (Sovereign

citizens)?

Do not accept evil. Bear witness instead. Keep a diary.

http://www.nytimes.com/books/98/11/22/reviews/981122.22gaylt.html

Handbook on Justice

http://www.uncjin.org/Standards/9857854.pdf

Posted: Jun 04, 2014 07:55 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=351189)

witnessing injustice said:

@193 Karen Hudes “I suggest we leave discussions on religion and anthropology to other

fora, as there is enough grist for the mill on the legal issues.”

“Karen Hudes exposes the Global Puppet Masters” Explains homo capensis (875+

comments). The production value of the video is high, but the content is best judged by the

viewer.

http://youtu.be/ELVe5Cq8sZo

Karen Hudes Rebuttal: Homo Capensis Proof Provided (129+ comments)

http://beforeitsnews.com/blogging-citizen-journalism/2014/03/karen-hudes-rebuttal-homo-

capensis-proof-provided-2451576.html
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homo capensis may be Boskop Man

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Boskop_Man

Posted: Jun 04, 2014 08:00 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=351194)

Karen Hudes said:

@198 I still think it best to focus on the legal issues involving the world’s currencies and

securities markets: https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter6.3.14.pdf

However, if you want to explore in this forum whether an ancient race of hominids dominated

Earth in the previous ice age, and is currently manipulating homo sapiens’ financial systems

and religions, it might be most efficient to examine Dr. Edward Spencer’s arguments. Dr.

Spencer is a neurologist who graduated from Yale Medical School.

https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter6.2.14.1.pdf

Posted: Jun 04, 2014 08:47 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=351197)

witnessing injustice said:

@199, In my opinion, no ancient race of hominids is currently manipulating homo sapiens’

financial systems. The statement is completely false.

There is no evidence whatsoever that an “ancient race of hominids is currently manipulating

homo sapiens’ financial systems”, other than false and discredited documents on your

website(s).

For some reason the ABA is letting you post links to your self-serving website, which I

thought was against the ABA’s policy.

Posted: Jun 04, 2014 10:21 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=351210)

rick said:

so what facts or evidence does one rely on to show the laws are actually applicable to these

people There must be some thing or is it just circular logic and the code applies because the

code applies?

Posted: Jun 04, 2014 11:53 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=351420)

Karen Hudes said:

@ 200 The links are to documents and correspondence on the legal issues involving the

world’s currencies and securities markets.

https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/ABA+Journal1.pdf

Posted: Jun 05, 2014 03:58 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=351466)

witnessing injustice said:

@201 rick. “so what facts or evidence does one rely on to show the laws are actually

applicable to these people There must be some thing or is it just circular logic and the code

applies because the code applies?”

Basically it comes down to faith and the consent of the people to be governed by their

leaders.

Historically, the Founders, in the Declaration of Independence, wrote in the preamble,

“That to secure these rights, Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just

powers from the consent of the governed, That whenever any Form of Government becomes

destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, and to institute

new Government, laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its powers in such

form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their Safety and Happiness. Prudence,

indeed, will dictate that Governments long established should not be changed for light and

transient causes; and accordingly all experience hath shewn, that mankind are more

disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to right themselves by abolishing the forms

to which they are accustomed. But when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing
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invariably the same Object evinces a design to reduce them under absolute Despotism, it is

their right, it is their duty, to throw off such Government, and to provide new Guards for their

future security.”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Declaration_of_Independence#Annotated_text_of_

the_Declaration

One problem in following the preamble of the Declaration of Independence today, the

logistics of 1776 no longer apply. When Thomas Jefferson et al. withdrew consent to be

governed by the King of England (George III), the Atlantic Ocean, and lack of efficient

transatlantic communication, was a significant barrier to King George reasserting royal

authority over the rebellious colonists. In other words, Thomas Jefferson et al. had the home

town advantage. King George had to bring the fight to Jefferson across the Atlantic Ocean in

wooden sailing ships that took about 65 days to make the trip. Likewise, sending transatlantic

communication, like military orders, took the same amount of time.

Things are different now. Imagine if King George had drones or intercontinental missiles. We

might still be under British rule, which might be better or worse than the current situation.

That raises another issue, what comes after the revolution? That is a mixed bag at best. It is

not hard to imagine worse conditions, as shown in news coverage of places where

governments have been displaced, where the rule of law gives way to the rule of the jungle,

and every man and woman must fend for themselves. Most Americans would find intolerable

the disruption of utilities like water and electricity, or empty supermarket shelves. Public

discontent could result in the loss of more freedom through corrupt deals to restore the status

quo, which might look much better than starving in the dark after a couple of weeks without

food, water or electricity.

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.’s response to the “long train of abuses and usurpations” of African

Americans was much different than the response of Thomas Jefferson et al. Dr. King and his

followers were in easy reach of government authority and overwhelming government force.

Dr. King therefore challenged the deprivation of civil rights by appealing to the people of

America and to the people of the world through a morally superior position. Dr. King prevailed

in getting civil rights legislation enacted to hold the Nation to the words of Thomas Jefferson

et al.

“We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal that they are endowed

by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty, and the

Pursuit of Happiness. That to secure these rights, Governments are instituted among Men,

deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed.”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/All_men_are_created_equal

Civil Rights Act of 1964 - July 2, 1964

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Civil_Rights_Act_of_1964

Voting Rights Act of 1965 - August 6, 1965

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voting_Rights_Act

Unfortunately Dr. King was assassinated April 4, 1968 while in Memphis supporting the rights

of sanitation workers. These two short videos are worth watching.

1968 King Assassination Report (CBS News) (3.12 min) jump to 2.18 for Dr. MLK

http://youtu.be/cmOBbxgxKvo

Cornel West on The ‘Broken’ 2-Party System (and Dr. MLK) (2 min.)

http://youtu.be/mIoc267YuEE

Posted: Jun 05, 2014 04:46 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=351475)

mike said:

Spoken like true BAR (British Accreditation Registry) Attorneys, or in other words TRAITORS

Posted: Jun 06, 2014 06:28 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=352064)

Karen Hudes said:

@204 You are tarring a feathering all American attorneys, and that is incorrect. I am

admitted to practice in New York state and in Washington DC. My sworn statement when I

was admitted to practice in 1977 was to uphold the Constitutions of New York State and the

United States and I am doing exactly that.

That is why I revealed the British Accreditation Registry system to 11,000 followers on my

social media and the 250,000 listeners on Operation American Spring

Julie Sheats @JulieSheats 56m

THE CROWN TEMPLE - SECRET SOCIETY OF THE THIRD WAY ORDER @KarenHudes

https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/EM2-WS-004-01=THE+CROWN+TEMPLE..pdf
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Nobody in this forum retracted the following comment:

“@188 Mr. Williams has failed to acknowledge the essential point that I have been making:

the institutions in the international financial system, including the legal profession, are now

requiring the banking cartel to observe bailment laws and cough up the gold in the Global

Debt Facility. Mr. Eric Williams’ august suggestions to these institutions are duly noted.

Karen Hudes, Acting General Counsel, International Bank for Reconstruction and

Development.”

Posted: Jun 06, 2014 10:34 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=352139)

Johnny Kunitake said:

Karen you omit that it was the BAR Attorneys hand that worked with the cabal, wrote the laws

which enslaved a free society. You also omit the role of the Jesuits and their secret societies,

ie masons, knights etc. which “THE SUCCESFUL LAWYERS AND JUDGES are members ”

with foreign sworn oaths in secrecy, which they feel supersede constitutional oaths. The

original 13th amendment had it right, all public officials with titles of nobility, forfeit citizenship,

they should face immediate deportation, I would add and should be tarred and feathered at

the airport upon deportation, as a mandatory remedy to leave without jail time. I think

Bangladesh would be a good place for them, if the Bengal’s would accept scum of the earth

stock piling. Another Idea would be to place all BAR members on a deserted Island and let

them eat each other, I mean that’s basically their mentality.

Posted: Jun 07, 2014 12:51 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=352200)

Rick said:

Basically it comes down to faith and the consent of the people to be governed by their

leaders.

Faith isn`t that sort of like religion ? And wasn`t the bible actually a law book ” the preamble

to the Canadian Bill of rights states that Canada was founded upon the supremacy of God

and the rule of law . Any one notice what a contradictory statement that is God is Supreme

yet his laws are just not up to snuff and we need some man made laws to get it right .

Posted: Jun 07, 2014 05:34 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=352265)

Eric Williams said:

Some New York Common Law Grand Jury Facts that are being hidden

Hi ABA Students,

I see comments here in reference to who is in charge of governing our country. We are led to

believe we are a government of, by and for the people, however this has been virtually lost or

intentionally destroyed. There is a forest fire like movement going on here now to restore the

Common Law Grand Jury, designed to control the government. with its first action in New

York, which is going terribly astray due to misunderstanding of Basic Principles.

Here below is a lengthy presentation of the problem and also links to 8 of their filings with the

New York courts.

I expect that many readers and commenters on this post are involved with or if not, are very

interested and concerned about how the New York Common Law Grand Jury (CLGJ) is being

ignored by the New York State Courts.

Let it be understood here at the outset. These are very perilous times for our Freedom. I

could not be more convinced that this Common Law Grand Jury movement is the one and

only BEST single means whereby we might be able to take back control over our government

through peaceful means!

I am concerned that the failures of the New York Grand Jury have been caused by infiltration

of those who are intent on destroying The United States, and who have been acting with such

intention since the day Thomas Paine published his book, “Common Sense”!

During the last week of May my attention was brought to the CLGJ events in New York, and I

was provided with copies of eight of the New York Grand Jury’s most significant filings, which

I have printed and very carefully read (links to those documents are included herein below).

One point before I expand on my concerns, can any of you imagine that the Justices of all the

new York Supreme Courts would refuse to address this issue if those presenting it had not

given those judges an out? I am not suggesting in any way that any of those judges, or any
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other judges, are enthused about the rising Common Law Grand Jury movement, however,

those judges are certainly NOT stupid, and are not going to refuse to address this issue if

properly presented.

Can there be any doubt that the Justices of these New York Supreme Courts have free

telephone access to any level of appellate court judge that they might consider it appropriate

to consult with before the NY judges rejected these CLGJ filings?

Can there be any doubt that the Federal Courts are going to uphold the rejections of the New

York Courts?

Please read on for my in depth analysis as to why this CLGJ movement is failing, and what

must be done to get it back on track before it is totally destroyed. As it now stands, I will not

be surprised if those CLGJ members who participated in the “indictment” of these NY judges

are criminally prosecuted and/or civilly sued.

For those members who are not all that familiar with my legal experiences, I functioned as a

member of the Common Law Grand Jury of California back in the 1990s, in the Inland San

Diego area. I also functioned as a Common Law Notary for about ten years in California, and

was involved in the Leroy Schweitzer Montana Freemen Comptroller of the Currency Draft

issuing monetary rescue, in which a California woman, Elizabeth Broderick, adopted Leroy’s

methods.

I attended Leroy’s seminar in Montana during the time his bunker was under attack by the

Feds. I advised Leroy to modify his Draft issuance to include an advisement document that

no transaction paid for with such drafts should be finalized (ownership of property

transferred), until the Comptroller of the Currency recognized and paid the drafts. I later

advised Liz Broderick likewise, but both of them ignored my advice. Both Leroy and Liz were

arrested. Leroy died in Federal Prison a few years back.

I created and provided notarized documents to almost a hundred people who had received

Drafts from either Leroy or Liz. Some of these drafts were used by people to pay their IRS

obligations. The IRS immediately accepted all such presentations, but when the IRS sent

them to the Comptroller, they were all rejected and all of those people were prosecuted or

subjected to substantial penalties. Because of the information I had included in the

presentation documents I had provided, none of my clients had any serious IRS problems.

Of course, none of their drafts were honored by the Comptroller, but the disclaimers I had

provided them prevented any prosecution or penalties.

Prior to that, back in 1970, I was prosecuted by the IRS in Federal Court in Los Angeles, for

criminal willful failure to file or pay income tax. At the trial, at the very outset, I challenged the

IRS prosecutor to present evidence that I was among those he claimed had various

citizenship obligations. When neither the Court Judge nor the Prosecutor could establish that

I had volunteered myself into being a U.S. citizen, no matter that to the best of my knowledge

I was born in California. (Being born in the United States does NOT cause such individual to

be designated a citizen due to such birth.) Because the IRS could not establish that I had

voluntarily submitted myself to the jurisdiction of the IRS or Federal (or state) government ,

the Judge said he was taking the matter under consideration and that I would be notified.

That was forty-four years ago, I am still waiting.

Some people assume that because my event was forty-four years ago that challenging the

political jurisdiction would not now work. During the past year I have had several people

present letters challenging the ability of the IRS to present evidence that they volunteered

themselves into subservience to the IRS or state or federal governments. I am not aware

that any of such letters have failed to ward off the IRS or State tax collectors.

I have also used this defense several times in traffic court and in every occasion the courts

have either lost the file or pulled their arrest warrants.

Please take notice that I did NOT deny or admit I was/am a citizen of the United States. I

would never do that in any official proceeding. What I did was challenge their ability to prove

I had voluntarily submitted myself to the political dominion of their artificial entities. Please

pay close attention to my phraseology! I did not say I was challenging the prosecutor to

present proof I had volunteered myself into citizenship!

In all my many years of study I have not been able to discover any means by which an

individual born in the United States becomes a citizen thereof other than by his voluntary

claim. What I have established, and “proved,” by serving Admit or Deny Demands on

Arkansas Governor Bebee, Atty. Gen. McDaniels, State Senator Key and State

Representative Monty Davenport, is the following:

These Admission Demands, contained about 80 items establishing that the presentation of a

birth certificate to be issued a driver license is the surreptitious ploy used by Arkansas (all

states), to fraudulently entice free born individuals into political servitude. This is the means

by which the governments of this country avoid a violation of the prohibition of involuntary

servitude established in the Federal Thirteenth Amendment. (And in some state

constitutions).

Citizenship is not actually the issue, the actual issue is any manner of servitude or

subservience that serves to surrender an individual’s naturally birth acquired Sovereignty.
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The reason I mention all this in a writing focusing on the CLGJ is because of the importance,

the critical importance of “standing”. “Standing” is legalese, a “term of art”, as is the word

“People” as used in the Preamble and the Bill of Rights and everywhere in regard to standing

to serve on a CLGJ or in any reference to The People of the United States or any state, in

regard to those of the Sovereign governing class.

“Standing” has to do with presenting yourself to the court in a way that the court can (must)

recognize your authority to present yourself in the “office” you are claiming to hold. On the

other hand, in any manner of prosecution, civil or criminal, the opposition must present

evidence that it has standing, authority, to hold you accountable to its or the court’s

authority. “Standing” has to do with “jurisdiction”. In many of “our” interactions with

government this “jurisdiction”, is properly characterized as “political jurisdiction”.

The very first issue in every court event, no matter the purpose of the filing, is the standing of

the individual(s) bringing the matter before the court for any action, administrative or judicial.

The individual or group, must present to the court, information to establish that the group or

individuals comprising the group, are politically qualified, have standing to present

themselves in the office they are claiming to hold.

In these Common Law matters, the issue is NOT the standing of the Common Law Jury or

the People, the issue is the standing of the individuals who are claiming to have standing to

sit in the office of The People. To be eligible, those claiming standing must present some

manner of declaration establishing that they are of The Posterity of The Sovereign People of

the United States as was established in the Preamble to the Federal Constitution. Or to

establish that they are of The Sovereign People of the State where they are asserting such

authority.

Or, from another perspective, to simply establish that they have never ever willingly,

knowingly and intentionally. having been fully informed of all the negative consequences prior

thereto, voluntarily agreed to submit themselves to the political authority of any manner of

artificial government, such as is the United States and or, the State of New York.

Filing documents claiming to be issued from some manner of Common Law Grand Jury does

not, in and of itself, establish that such Jury is populated with individuals who are of the

Posterity of the Sovereign People of the Preamble or the Sovereign People of the State,

properly qualified to sit in the office they are claiming.

If the documents filed fail to set forth and establish the sovereign standing of the members of

the CLGJ, then the Judge reviewing such filings cannot “see” the documents! The Judge

might very well read the entire document, and I expect he would, because the very last thing

he wants to do is reject a document where the filing entity has properly established its

standing. I am most certainly NOT asserting that the judge wants to “see” the documents,

that is NOT the point. The point is, when the issue is taken up higher, will the court above

overrule the judge below? Or expose the rejecting judge to some manner of charges, such

have been purported to be charged against all the New York judges, and others, listed in the

defendants list included on page 2 of the fifth document included herein below, titled,

“NOTICE OF REMOVAL TO UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR CAUSE”.

I am seriously concerned that these charged will be deemed fallacious, frivolous,

unwarranted, and constitute a criminal conspiracy to damage the integrity and reputation of

the Courts of New York and the Justices thereof. I will Not be surprised to learn that criminal

charges and civil suits have been filed against all who participated in preparing and filing

these documents, all because the individuals filing them failed to properly document their

political standing to present their claim of establishing a Common Law Grand Jury.

I called John of New York last Sunday (June 1, 2014), to bring this issue to his attention.

There were two calls. During the first call at about 6:30 pm, I spoke only with John. When I

mentioned my concern of the absence of the establishment of standing of the individuals

claiming to be the GJ, I was met with considerable resistance. John insisted that the

assertion that the documents were presented under the authority of the GJ was sufficient,

that there was no need for the individual members to put themselves forward and risk

physical retaliation which might befall them due to the seriousness of the charges they had

brought against all these judges. John then asked me to call back at 9:30 as he had not yet

had dinner. I then informed him that I had written a document I would like to email to him to

read before I called back, and John them provided his email address. I sent John that email

within five minutes.

In that email I had created a declaration designed for each individual jury member. Due to

John’s concern of retaliation, during the time between my calls to John, I reasoned that

standing could be established indirectly by including a Declaration that would assert that all

the individual jury members had signed declarations establishing that they each had proper

standing as Sovereign People, to sit on the GJ. I then sent the following second email to

John, in relevant part:

Hi John,

Another way of doing this would be to include a general declaration with all Grand Jury filings

certifying that all members of all the Grand Juries of New York State had individually

executed declarations establishing that they were of the Posterity of the People of The United

States as such as designated them selves in the Preamble to the Federal Constitution and

that all members were qualified to sit on the Grand Juries of their counties.
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Or similar wording, as appropriate.

They presume everyone acting here is a citizen unless you object. They are presuming all of

your GJ members are citizens, not possible to be Sovereign People. You even cited a NY

Code section declaring that to be true.

I am, Eric Williams, The Radical In The Twilight Zone

Then, at 9:30, I called John back, however there were two other men on the call with John,

four of us altogether. I met even more resistence from these other men. I was finally able to

get them to stop talking over me, trying to explain to me what I already knew, to inform them

that I had sent John a second email, at which time John said he had not yet read either of my

emails.

I was finally able to get through to them that the reason the New York Courts had rejected

their filings was not because of the Courts rejection of the CLGJ or The Sovereignty of the

People of New York, but because the CLGJ filings had not included a declaration of the

standing of the individuals to sit in that capacity, and that such declaration could be done with

a general all inclusive declaration, such as I had sent to John in my second email.

All three finally agreed that they understood and would review what I had presented to be

included with their future filings with the United States District Court, whereupon I left the call,

considering that I would contact them, at another time to bring to their attention that their

failure to include any standing information in their original letter to all the New York judges

and also any documents that were rejected before that due to failure to establish standing,

would cause all of those previous documents to be defective, and their charges against all

those defendants, totally unfounded, and would open the GJ members up for criminal

charges and civil suits.

After exiting that call I then went back on line to the source of the eight documents, and

downloaded them and printed them all out, reread them making copious notes in regard to

the many defects I found therein. Nothing overtly serious but unprofessional and

unnecessary to accomplish the cause at hand, which is simply to have the state courts

accept and recognize the authority of the Common Law Grand Juries.

In reading through these eight CLGJ documents, the first being a letter the NYCLGJ sent to

every New York Supreme Court Judge. No where in this eleven page document is there any

explanation or presentation of how those individuals who sent it to those judges had standing

to appoint themselves (or be elected) to sit on such GJ.

Additionally, in that letter it is asserted that Article IV, Section 4, of the Federal Constitution

guarantees that the Federal Government shall provide a republican form of government to

every state. However, no where is there a presentation of any legally or lawfully established

description of what it is that constitutes a republican form of government. There is a foot note

at the bottom of page 8 of the Fifth Document, being the Notice of Removal To United States

District Court For Cause.

However, this foot note is merely a meaning extracted from Black’s Law dictionary, which is

nothing more than the opinion of the editors of that questionable “authority”. In this meaning

it is asserted that sovereignty is vested in the people and is exercised by them directly or

through representatives chosen by the people. Here, in the United Stats, it would seem that

sovereignty is exercised by elected representatives, not directly by the people. The

population of The People’s Republic of China might have a different view of the meaning of

“Republic”.

I am certainly not questioning The People’s authority to exercise sovereignty. It is certainly

reasonable that Sovereigns who have assigned their Sovereign authority to representatives

to exercise in their stead, could revoke such assignment and re-assume the exercise thereof

themselves. However, those individuals making such a revocation, or some portion of it,

must present some manner of Declaration wherein they individually set forth and establish

their individual standing as Sovereign People, to enable them to claim sanding to exercise

such authority. There is no evidence of this in any of these eight documents.

Additionally, the Legislative branch of the Federal Government is created in the body of the

Constitution. The People’s authority to create and operate a grand Jury is established in the

Bill of Rights, therefore the GJ establishment would supersede any Legislative authority of

the Legislature to supplant the GJ, especially when the manner of suplantation was

accomplished through fraudulent inducement using the birth certificate driver license scam.

Now, in regard to that BC/DL issue, those attempting to re-establish the CLGJ must contend

with and overcome this issue. I expect everyone of the members of every Common Law

Grand Jury in this country, when they became sixteen years of age, presented “their” birth

certificate in order to be issued a driver license. Most of the information prevalent among the

freedom Community in regard to the driver license and the birth certificate is erroneous.

What is greatly missed in all the various explanations and assumptions in regard to an

individual’s relationship to the government, is the Basic Fundamental Politically Independent

Sovereign status of every individual when they are born. No one is born subservient to any

other! This is NOT merely my opinion, this is clearly acknowledged in the prohibition of

involuntary servitude set forth in the Federal Thirteenth Amendment. “Involuntary servitude

shall not exist in the United States…”.
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There is no denying, it is a self evident fact, that “citizen”, the word, carries with it an inherent

acknowledgment of political subservience to a political superior. The Federal Thirteenth

Amendment’s prohibition proclaims that there can be no such thing as citizenship established

due to birth.

No one, certainly no one in the United States, becomes a citizen thereof due to their birth

here. There is nothing in the Fourteenth Amendment that declares anyone to be a citizen of

the United States, due to birth or otherwise! Pay attention to the words! Not to what you

have been indoctrinated to believe by the government’s indoctrination centers known as

public schools.

In regard to “your” birth certificate; it is simply NOT yours! At the time of your birth you had

no ability to participate in the selection of the name you would be called by; neither did you

have any participation in the entry of that name on any document or the filing of that

document with the government.

As it was (most likely) your parents who came up with the name and, provided that name and

other information, which was, most likely, entered on the BC by a hospital staff member, and

then the BC was filed with the government. The point here in, whomever came up with the

name would have first claim of ownership of that name. As no parents ever consider that the

name of their child is valuable property, no parents ever enter any ownership claim on the BC

or any document filed concurrently, if any.

The point here is neither the name on the BC or the BC is your property! Because your

parents did not enter any ownership claim in regard to that name, or provide the government

office with any updated address information where they could be contacted in regard to the

later disposition of the ownership of the name entered on the BC, your parents effectively

abandoned their ownership claim to that name, and the name became owned by the state!

Every state has a statute establishing the proceedure for the state’s disposition of abandoned

property. In Arkansas where I live, it is under Arkansas Code, Title 18, Chapter 28, Section

202. Section 202 is a catch all Section that pertains to all abandoned property not specified

in the preceding sections. Under Section 202, Arkansas becomes the owner of the name on

all birth certificates five years after the last contact of the last known (or unknown) owner.

This information was included in the Admission Demands I officially had served on the

Arkansas politicians mentioned above. Their failure to deny, established the items as

admitted.

As I mentioned herein above, everyone is born politically sovereign and politically

independent. No state in this Federation has authority to require any individual born in this

country to conform to or obey any of its legislative enactments. None of the states have any

authority to require anyone to pay any manner of tax to the state, or to apply for or be issued

a license to drive, to practice medicine, to be an electrician or plumber! None of this is my

mere opinion! It is all supported by simple reasoning. The Constitution has no authority over

anyone unless and until the Sovereign born individual volunteers to submit his or her self to

such artificial authority.

Back to the birth certificate. There is no information on any birth certificate that can be used

by anyone or any entity, to connect any specific BC to any specific individual. The question

begged here is, “As there is no way any BC can be connected to any individual, why then, do

all the states require a driver license applicant to present a BC before the state will issue a

DL?”

What the DL applicant does, without knowing it, is apply to the state asking the state to issue

a franchise license to the applicant so the applicant could thenceforth, use that state owned

name as the applicant’s “true legal name”. This is commonly referred to by those in the

Freedom Movement as the “straw man”. I, myself, do not use this term. I do not use any

name derived from a BC as all such names are owned by the state and ownership thereof

can never be acquired by the individual whose birth was recorded on any BC, because the

stat became the owner of that name (NOT the child!), under the state’s abandoned property

statute. This was also established as admitted in the Admission Demands served on the four

Arkansas politicians.

Anyone filing a copyright claim on a name derived from a BC could be prosecuted for stealing

state owned property.

Thereafter, any time the “franchisee” engages in any activity using that state owned name,

the franchisee is required to comply with the state’s rules.

The presentation of the BC actually has nothing what-so-ever to do with the issuing of the

DL. The same procedure would be followed if the applicant informed the DL issuing clerk the

applicant was wanting to apply to be issued a state ID card. Same outcome.

The salient point here is the state cannot issue a DL or any other manner of license to

anyone until the applicant volunteers his or her self into a subservient relationship to the

state. That is, the state does not have standing to require any free born Sovereign individual

to comply with any state statute until and unless the Sovereign born individual voluntarily

gives up his or her sovereignty by initiating an application to the state to be issued a franchise

to function under that state owned name.
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The belief that when a mother records the birth of her baby on a BC and files that BC, that

the mother is giving over ownership of her baby over to the state is totally silly. Children are

not owned by their parents, children are not property. The state is able to exercise unlimited

control over children because the state has unlimited control over the parents, who have

volunteered themselves into servitude to the state through their application to the state to be

issued a franchise license to use the state owned name on “their” BC, which was never

““theirs”.

Now, back to the eligibility of individuals to serve of a Common Law Grand Jury. In order to

have standing to sit on such jury the individual must be Sovereign. As I hope all readers can

understand from what you just read, there is zero possibility that anyone who has presented

a BC to be issued a DL, can claim or be presumed to be, of The Sovereign People of the

United States or of The Sovereign People of any State.

This could very well be the reason why the New York State Legislature assumed the duties of

the Common Law Grand Jury, as maintained by New York judge, A. Gail Prudenti; because

the legislators presumed there would not be any Sovereign People in New York to serve on

any such Grand Juries.

This also applies to any application of the Bill of Rights. It is clearly stated in five of them that

they apply only to the People. The word “citizen” is noticeably absent from the Bill of Rights.

The state, however, does have a very serious problem with the foregoing. The state’s

seduction of everyone into political subservience has been accomplished fraudulently, and is,

therefore, VOID! NOT VOIDABLE, VOID! However, in order for it to become void, the

individual must become aware of the fraud and take appropriate action - which does NOT

include filing any manner of rescission documents with any government entity! What we

must do is quite simple, place the burden of proof on the accuser. This is simple when a

Sovereign is being prosecuted or sued, not quite as easy when the Sovereign is asserting is

position to serve on a Common Law Grand Jury.

No matter that John of New York is going to create a universal Declaration to include with

future filings, wherein it is going to be asserted that all members of the CLGJ are of The

Sovereign People of New York, I contend he must present with that universal declaration, a

blank copy of the Declaration executed by each individual jury member so that the judge to

whom such filings have been presented can be informed of what the CLGJ members have

sworn to:

The following Declaration:

To all whom may be concerned, I, John Smith, to the best of my knowledge, having been

born on the portion of the North American continent claimed by the united States of America

to be under the political dominion thereof, more particularly in that area recognized as being

under the political dominion of New York State (edit state as appropriate); having been born

politically free and politically independent. I claim to have been born of the Posterity of the

People of the united States as they established and designated themselves in the Preamble

to the Constitution of the united States of America; do hereby declare, under penalty of

perjury under the Common Law, that I have never ever willingly, knowingly,and intentionally,

having been fully informed of the negative consequences thereof prior thereto, voluntarily

agreed to submit myself to the authority of the artificial political entities, united States of

America or New York State or State of New York. or any other member State of this

Federation.

If there should be any evidence to the contrary, let it be hereby established, that any such

evidence would only be in existence due to fraudulent indoctrination widely promulgated and

instilled in unwitting children by dishonest unscrupulous criminally mined thugs, who had the

intent of surreptitiously stealing the freedom of everyone born on this continent, and is

therefore, not voidable, but totally VOID and of no effect!

And, any documents that might be ascribed to me, are lawfully authorized under the universal

Law of Necessity, as the fruit of the fraud set forth in the preceding paragraph hereof. And

such documents, if any, constitute no subservient status of me to any political superior.

I am Sovereign! And, I am of The Sovereign People of New Your State.

Signed on this ______ day of May, in the year 2014

Nunc Pro Tunk to an appropriate date of 2013 or otherwise___________

______________________________________________________

John Smith, Member, Common Law Grand Jury, New York State

Back to my current discourse.

After getting off the four way call with John, and reading more carefully all the eight

documents (links presented below), I became greatly concerned about the NYCLGJ going

forward with its Removal to the federal District Court, for the reasons I have set forth herein

above, being that the charges set forth in the filings are totally fraudulent and unwarranted

because the NJCLGJ failed to include in any of its filings any manner of Declaration

establishing the members of that GJ had political standing to be assigned to serve on or even

establish any such Jury.
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I decided I would call in on the New York conference call on Monday evening and listen to

hear what John was going to say about this issue. In the meantime I logged in on the

National Liberty Alliance web site and joined, to establish my standing to comment of the

manner the Grand Jury was proceeding.

After that I called in on the Monday night conference call. I did not use the site as I was not

familiar with how that works, so I just dialed in on my phone.

At the beginning John mentioned his conversation with me about establishing the status of

individuals to sit on the GJs but he did not mention me, which was fine, not an issue at all.

However I was concerned in that he said he was going to include that Universal Declaration

with the Removal of the case to the Federal Court. I think this is a serious mistake, leaving

the GJ open for serious reprisals. I contend that all of the previous filings must be redone,

with apologies to the New York judges for the GJ’s failure to properly present the standing of

its members before going off half cocked and accusing the judges of all manner of

misconduct.

As the call progressed I just listened, more than somewhat disappointed at the waste of time

on inane topics.

During John’s opening comments he had mentioned the importance of jurisdiction, but

seemed to be failing to apply that to the prior filings of the NYGJ, so I decided to press *6, so

I could comment on that. There were several callers ahead of me but I finally came up. The

first thing I mentioned was a detailed explanation of my success in federal Court in 1970

against the IRS, for the purpose of addressing standing. When I then went to mention the

need to reconsider the filings that had been rejected, to re-file them with a Declaration of

Status, John kept cutting me off and talking over me to prevent me from informing all the

callers of how the NYGJ had screwed up and jeopardized the entire movement.

John was so obnoxious I finally gave up, called him an IDIOT and hung up.

I them went back on the Alliance website and found I had been blocked from any access

except my account. Any other place I went to I was confronted with an “access denied”

notice.

However, before that had happened, before I logged in, I had gone to the Arkansas page and

discovered that my name had been removed from the Arkansas page as a county organizer.

It was after that that I logged in and was confronted with the access denied notice.

I have been writing this all day, for about seven hours, non-stop. A few minutes ago I

attempted to log into the Alliance web site and was able to access the site, but not log in

using my user name, email address or password. When I accessed the Arkansas page my

name was no longer there.

I then attempted to re-join. After I entered all the info and clicked “enter”, I received a notice

that there was an error and I should re-try in 2990 seconds - that is more than 49 minutes.

However, I was still on the info entry page and all my info was still there, so I clicked enter

again and this time the membership went through and I received the confirmation email. I

opened that and clicked on the link and was taken back to the Alliance page where I was able

to put up a picture of me. Additionally, my name is now back on the Arkansas page as a

county coordinator with phone number.

So it is apparent that John changed his mind about kicking me off, however he may not

have. Someone certainly did remove all my info from the site. Who would have access to do

that other than John, or someone on his instructions?

I am very concerned as to how those who did the outstanding research to present all the

detailed CLGJ court cases and SCOTUS info could inadvertently and unintentionally fail to

know the importance of including some manner of declaration of standing as part of every

filing presented to any court.

To me this is at the minimum a reason to be greatly concerned about who it is that is

managing these failed filings!

I strongly advise everyone involved to consider what I have presented here, particularly the

importance of backing off on the Removal of the New York issue to the Federal Court. I

strongly contend that everything done in NY needs to be redone, as I wrote above, with

sincere apologies and begging for forgiveness of all those on the “defendants list”.

I am, Eric Williams, The Radical In The Twilight Zone

Posted: Jun 07, 2014 08:23 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=352287)

Karen Hudes said:

@208 I disagree that Common Law Grand Juries are the “ONE and only BEST single means

whereby one might be able to take back control over our government through peaceful

means.” The international bankruptcy laws are. This is because the banking cartel is

actually insolvent, and unable to pay their debts when they fall due. Now for the countries of

the world to apply their respective bankruptcy regimes.
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https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/FRBSF+Stephen+Feldman.JPG

https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/FRB+Chicago.jpg

https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/FRB+Chicago.jpg

Posted: Jun 07, 2014 12:38 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=352325)

Karen Hudes said:

@209 https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Federal+Reserve1.pdf

Posted: Jun 07, 2014 01:08 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=352331)

Mke said:

@208 I am not disputing anything you stated.But my question is they have 13 States fully

constituted. And you stated “No matter that John of New York is going to create a universal

Declaration to include with future filings, wherein it is going to be asserted that all members of

the CLGJ are of The Sovereign People of New York, I contend he must present with that

universal declaration, a blank copy of the Declaration executed by each individual jury

member so that the judge to whom such filings have been presented can be informed of what

the CLGJ members have sworn to….........then why where they able to do this? Without this?

And the other counties in NY that were constituted…...........???

Posted: Jun 07, 2014 07:34 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=352424)

Johnny Kunitake said:

re #208 Eric, thanks for your well written piece. I would question the issue on a State owning

the name vs. the real person owning the name, because the parents “gave” you the name,

even in ecclesiastical Law, roman law, provided for “giving of a thing”, ie the parents did not

“give” the state your name, intention , being considered as a fact of law, the rest of your

piece, is a great perspective on the twisted minds of those bent on control of humanity. I can

see as a valid points, and agree fraud is fraud, non disclosure is fraud, no matter how you

shake it.

I would also like to point out that there is are points where spiritual and political definitions of

“people” meet, in that some spiritual teachings suggest we choose, before we enter this life,

....“even the name”, the fact that the Vatican claims souls, and all property on earth as the

pope being the “representative of Jesus Christ on earth”, is what, it is, just a claim. To provide

proof of claim, cannot be done, so underhandedness, through commercial paper work, done

in secrecy was the pattern of this particular beast.

Belief, is what determines ones reality, very simple if your believing your a slave, so the

reality is created. To all ABA members the Golden rule applies, I again mention the high rate

of suicide amongst those in the legal industry. How many dastardly deeds have the attorney’s

and Judges, and other ABA members done to their brothers and sisters of Humanity. Life has

a way of showing us the way when we stray far from our creator.

Posted: Jun 07, 2014 11:16 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=352471)

witnessing injustice said:

@204 mike, if your comment is directed to my post at 203, you can disabuse yourself that I

am a BAR Attorney, or any other kind of attorney. I am an ordinary American who owned and

successfully operated a business. Regarding my comment @143 “I studied economics at the

Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania, and graduated with honors”, that was the

evening division in 1987-1988 with William G. Whitney, PhD The evening division closed in

2006 after 104 years of operation. (1902-2006)

My point, I am not a part of the global elite like Ms. Hudes.

Also see the last part of my comment @62: “My unsolicited advice to the Sovereign Citizens,

turn your energy into legitimate economic activity, make money, live well, and buy your

justice like TPTB (the powers that be). There is no justice for the ordinary America citizen.

Better yet, just accept this fact and live your life accordingly.”

@207 Rick, “Faith isn`t that sort of like religion ?” No, not in a religious sense. Religion

demands unwavering faith for things that are not provable. Faith in public officials is only as

good as their conduct. Otherwise the public looses faith and the official is ultimately replaced

by the election process, or when a crime is committed, prosecuted and punished. When the

public looses large scale faith in government, the entire political system is at risk of failure.
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As for the Canadian Bill of rights, I plead ignorance. But you need religious faith to believe in

the supremacy of God. You claim “God is Supreme” but where is your proof? All you have is

religious faith.

Another maxim to consider, might is right; that explains a lot. And the golden rule: those with

the gold rule. That means people with wealth and power, not gold bugs hoarding coins.

@125 B. McLeod, “The United States has no titled nobility. We are a nation of

“commoners”.”

Within our nation of commoners, of which I am one, a de facto nobility exists called Esquire,

attorney, lawyer, or Officer of the Court.

@you all seem disappointed that the rule of law is not working as planned or how you

believe. You all forget the inconvenient truth that America was founded on lawlessness, theft

of land from the Indians, and built with labor of slaves kidnapped from Africa, and poor

whites. A ruling in federal court 2004 shows the Indians, Native Americans, are still wrongly

denied stolen land.

The Lenape people claim the Walking Purchase of 1737 cheated them of their lands in the

Lehigh Valley. The case was adjudicated in U.S. District Court November 30, 2004, see The

Delaware Nation v. Commonwealth of Pa., et al., U.S. District Court, Eastern District of

Pennsylvania, No. 04-CV-166. The 33 page Memorandum and Order of November 30, 2004

shows quite a story in land title and conveyance.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walking_Purchase

“In Delaware Nation v. Pennsylvania (2004), the current nation claimed 314 acres (1.27 km2)

included in the original purchase, but the US District Court granted the Commonwealth’s

motion to dismiss. It ruled that the case was nonjusticiable, although it acknowledged that

Indian title appeared to have been extinguished by fraud. This ruling held through the United

States courts of appeals. The US Supreme Court refused to hear the case.”

http://www.paed.uscourts.gov/documents/opinions/04d0550p.pdf

Posted: Jun 08, 2014 09:17 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=352549)

Karen Hudes said:

@213 Since my previous comment was apparently censored, I will try to be more

circumspect this time around. Whether or not Witnessing thinks I am part of the global elite, it

is a matter of record that I was retaliated against for disclosing information to the non-elite.

In that spirit, let me disclose some more information on the international monetary crisis

which is on the verge of another dark ages:

https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/Twitter6.8.14.pdf

Posted: Jun 08, 2014 01:51 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=352566)

Johnny Kunitake said:

#203 “My unsolicited advice to the Sovereign Citizens, turn your energy into legitimate

economic activity, make money, live well, and buy your justice like TPTB (the powers that

be). There is no justice for the ordinary America citizen. Better yet, just accept this fact and

live your life accordingly.”

Witness laughable at best. Do people pay you for this advise? In other words, just face

injustice, with “enjoy the chains that shackle you” ! Is that what the great souls who came to

this world and created positive change did? Is that what Martin Luther King, Gandhi, and the

like did?

Your words remind me of the words of the schoolmaster in the Pink Floyd verses, “You can

have your pudding until you’ve had your meat”.

A good reading of “Silent Weapons for Quiet Wars” would show you that the Elites Motto is

Kill the Creditor, i.e. fluoridated water, GMO, Chem trails, vaccinations and other

medications. In other words, you not just a commoner, your also a creditor to the U.S. false

flag Bankruptcy. After they have used you to do your life’s work of grinding up your fellow

man in the sinister machinery of injustice, that running your “successful Business”, you and

your family will be chewed up too.

Fortunately, those souls who come to this life to make positive change, have hope and the

belief in taking action towards man’s evolutionary journey to a more just world.

We can expect encouragement towards powerlessness, suggestions to just “shut up, sit

down and enjoy your fluoridated water”, from those who have sold their souls, making a living

off the flesh of Humanity.
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Your suggestion that sovereigns just accept the injustice, are words from a person, with no

hope for positive change, no hope, is a condition of a manic. Depression, hopelessness, kill

action towards positive change, congratulations that’s just what the Elite would want you to

help spread.

At least the Sovereigns take action, in their over whelming the Courts with their paper work,

bringing to light, the dirty little corrupt secrets of the legal profession. Many a red faced

Lawyer, and Judge, have been caught in the shame of their actions threw such filings, so it

cannot be all bad.

The whole paperwork issue has sparked debate, brought to light the truth, not a bad thing,

indeed this is the first steps in making a better system.

Posted: Jun 08, 2014 06:18 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=352584)

JOMO59 said:

How is more government power and bureaucracy [as mostly espoused by those on the left]

somehow to be viewed as any less “violent” than that espoused by so-called “nut cases’ and

“radical right” or “libertarians” whose desire is for less government? Isn’t government,

historically [and some would say by definition], the most singularly responsible party of

imposing [or at least most imminently, efficiently, and unilaterally capable] of force/violence to

achieve its political and economic ends?

Posted: Jun 08, 2014 06:24 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=352586)

D Syph said:

contact me at sd00060@gmail.com if you want to discuss sovereign theories. I am not a

sovereign, but I do respect SOME of the research the movement offers. That said I think it is

VERY unfair to say that all sovereign motions are frivolous or lengthy. I just went threw a

divorce pro se and the lawyers in my case filed 500% more paperwork than I did, most of

which was never read or cited by the judge or myself. It’s not fair to just crap on sovereigns

because they are not part of the elite bar… Let’s start being honest, our courts often aren’t

fair (especially Family Court)... judges and lawyers ignore their oaths OFTEN and disregard

the court rules that they simultaneously propound on pro se’s .... I’ve won many many many a

motion, but I am almost ALWAYS confronted with judges and lawyers attempting to violate

my civil rights.

Posted: Jun 08, 2014 07:16 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=352591)

witnessing injustice said:

@215. Johnny Kunitake

I’m glad you think I may be getting paid for sage advice, but unfortunately no.

Otherwise, I offered a number of ideas and plans in my comments to fight injustice, but you

did not respond to any of them. See reference to my comments below.

Unfortunately you and the other Sovereign Citizens are your own worst enemy. Here’s some

more advice: You are in a hole, STOP DIGGING! This ABA article has Sovereign Citizens

pegged pretty well. Johnny, an informal definition of insanity is doing the same unsuccessful

thing over and over and expecting a different outcome. The courts and the public reject

Sovereign Citizens plastering the courts with bogus legal filings. A competent person or

group would change to more successful tactics. But the Sovereign Citizen’s comments here

suggest underlying personal issues and demons are an impediment to their success and

happiness.

Johnny, here are my earlier suggestions. I also suggest getting centered, spiritually and

psychologically.

@72 The Legal Information Institute provides a free online annotated Constitution, which as a

nonlawyer I find useful in understanding the courts.

http://www.law.cornell.edu/anncon/html/art3toc_user.html

I would encourage Sovereign Citizens to study the U.S. Constitution and hold the

Government accountable to that way. Ratified Treaties of the United States are also the law

of the land.

@83 What do you think of Catherine Austin Fitts and her Solari blog? http://solari.com/blog/

Fitts is very readable and makes sound, coherent arguments, in contrast to what get from

SC.
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@85 My unsolicited advice is short and hopefully sweet: Zero in and use existing law to

expose corruption, like a good prosecutor. Forget the fringe stuff, it distracts from your

message and ultimate goal.

@93 Still, there is a network of existing domestic and international law to address a number

of issues raised by Sovereign Citizens, such as the Convention against Corruption,

http://www.unodc.org/unodc/corruption/index.html

“The United Nations Convention against Corruption (UNCAC) is the only legally binding

universal anti-corruption instrument. Signed by the United States December 9, 2003, and

ratified by the United States October 30, 2006.”

@95 If Sovereign Citizens really want to be left alone, stop plastering the courts with bogus

legal filings. That is the biggest source of backlash for Sovereign Citizens. Instead, join those

of us fighting injustice through existing laws against corruption and racketeering, like RICO,

@131 The American Civil Rights movement of Rosa Parks and Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., is

a proven path to reform. Social, political and economic reform will come from the hearts and

minds of the American People, not a corrupt legal system. Opposition groups, including

Sovereign Citizens, must win the hearts and minds of the American Public. Unfortunately

when the media portrays opposition groups negatively, some of it deservedly, that turns the

American People against such groups, and against social, political and economic reform that

might actually benefit them.

@134 Yes, so why do the Sovereign citizens play right into their hands by plastering the

courts with bogus filing? Why do Tea-Party people show up to protest in paramilitary gear,

openly carrying firearms? Crazy! Plays right into the hands of the press.

Follow the example a Rosa Parks, Dr. King, the Freedom Riders. Protest in you Sunday best.

Stand firm singing “We shall overcome”. Let the police pepper spray you, let security forces

unleash attack dogs on you, let the sheriff’s department shoot water cannons on you, and the

press will record that too, and you will overcome.

The specifics of my comment are too long to repost here. Read my full comment @134.

@143 There are judges and lawyers who are reform-minded. Just not enough. I listed some

below, most were featured on this blog. I would encourage Sovereign Citizens to read what

reformers say and learn from them.

for Sovereign Citizen wanting another perspective,

The specifics of my comment are too long to repost here. Read my full comment @143.

@162 My advice to ordinary Americans, DO NOT get involved with Sovereign Citizens, or the

Karen Hudes operation. The specifics of my comment are too long to repost here. Read my

full comment @162.

@166 re @164 & 165. Johnny Kunitake , miles of vacuous script will not help your cause.

Comment 165 was removed by the moderator.

@177 If you want the legal system to take you seriously, learn to use their language

efficiently.

Internal politics within the legal profession is under reported and can be ruinous. This

animated video claims a false accusation can ruin a legal career.

So what have you learned as a legal intern?

http://youtu.be/O7dTJHkq3Bw

Good lawyers and judges may find the road to hell is paved with good intentions. The status

quo is not as simple as us versus them.

182@ So at its core, Sovereign Citizens are counterfeiters trying to create new money and

wealth, without actually producing anything of value, like crops, or clothing, or homes, or

vehicles.

So Sovereign Citizens are basically counterfeiters. They claim a right to sell or encumber

birth certificates and create bonds, or lay a bogus claim to Hitler’s nonexistent gold shipped to

the Philippines for safekeeping with “humanitarian” Ferdinand Marcos.

@190 Authority is found in the Necessary and Proper Clause, and Commerce Clause for

policies that would benefit America. Socialist is just a word. Arguably America is already

socialist: We socialize the loses of certain industries, and privatize their profits.

Ratified Treaties of the United States are the Law of the Land under Article VI clause 2, They

are not “programs of the UN”. The UN is the depository of the documents.

http://www.senate.gov/civics/constitution_item/constitution.htm#a6

US Treaties of “positive rights” protect us, not the UN.

1. A public federal bank serving the public interest. The American people do not benefit when

private banks borrow low and lend high to the public. The bank-middlemen are rent seekers.

2. Medicare for all will save billions. Analysis of HR 676: Medicare for All would save billions,

3. Reduce or eliminate rent seeking, and protected industries.

4. Redirect government military spending to civilian use.

The rest of my comment is too long to repost here. Read my full comment @190.
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@194 This is a follow-up to the issue of debt forgiveness or debt jubilee, and your misplaced

comments about screwing the banks. The economy is now protected from the failure of Too

Big To Fail, (TBTF) through Title II of the Dodd-Frank Act, which gives the government

“orderly liquidation authority” for such events. http://www.law.cornell.edu/wex/dodd-

frank_title_II

12 U.S. Code Chapter 53, Subchapter II - ORDERLY LIQUIDATION AUTHORITY

http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/12/chapter-53/subchapter-II

Look, banks are necessary and should make a profit providing traditional banking services.

Banks should not replace the government, run the economy, and keep a significant portion of

the population in a perpetual state of economic slavery, which is the current situation with big

banks. Banks are rent seekers.

Unfortunately our economy is dominated by a handful of rent seekers, some are listed below

in no particular order, and perhaps an incomplete list.

Banking is a rent seeking industry.

The military industrial complex is a rent seeking industry.

Healthcare is a rent seeking industry.

Energy is a rent seeking industry.

Insurance is a rent seeking industry.

Big agriculture is a rent seeking industry. (i.e., big sugar)

The legal profession/justice system

The rest of my comment is too long to repost here. Read my full comment @194.

@197 responding to @195 Whatever, “Existence of banksters’ system alone would allow

someone to question morality and legality of legal system, never mind well covered in media

‘efficient guilty plea system for poor’ and a number imprisoned people in this Country.”

You made some great points concisely. You bear witness to immorality and lawlessness that

wears down the population into complacency. Yes, whatever; well said.

Mass Incarceration in the US, Published on Apr 4, 2014 by the vlogbrothers

http://youtu.be/NaPBcUUqbew

@Whatever, “Here is a question from a ‘working for a living peasant’:

what is a difference between necessary evil (lawyers) and unnecessary evil (Sovereign

citizens)?

Do not accept evil. Bear witness instead. Keep a diary.

http://www.nytimes.com/books/98/11/22/reviews/981122.22gaylt.html

Handbook on Justice

http://www.uncjin.org/Standards/9857854.pdf

@203 Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.’s response to the “long train of abuses and usurpations” of

African Americans was much different than the response of Thomas Jefferson et al. Dr. King

and his followers were in easy reach of government authority and overwhelming government

force. Dr. King therefore challenged the deprivation of civil rights by appealing to the people

of America and to the people of the world through a morally superior position. Dr. King

prevailed in getting civil rights legislation enacted to hold the Nation to the words of Thomas

Jefferson et al.

Posted: Jun 08, 2014 08:27 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=352597)

Karen Hudes said:

@162 and @ 218 Ronald Reagan was shot after his 1984 Grace Commission Report

showed that 100 per cent of US taxes are sent to the Federal Reserve to pay interest on the

federal debt. http://www.truedemocracy.net/td-30/15.html

My documents @213 show that the Federal Reserve is bankrupt. The Chairman of the

Federal Reserve failed to address the corruption in the international financial system I

reported in my bondholder litigation that was settled by 188 Ministers of Finance.

http://kahudes.net/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/ljudicialconference1.pdf

If the Global Debt Facility does not exist, and my documents showing the gold-denominated

Federal Reserve Notes contained in the Global Debt Facility that render the Federal Reserve

insolvent are fake, then why is the Federal Reserve trying to extinguish its debt and buy

these obligations back?

Posted: Jun 08, 2014 09:22 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=352600)

Karen Hudes said:

Comment removed by moderator.
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Posted: Jun 09, 2014 12:31 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=352625)

johnny Kunitake said:

#218 Being a paid shill? Judas Goat, perhaps?, promoting and clinging to hopelessness, and

suggesting its futile to make change “we are in a hole already” “don’t bother saving yourself”

throw yourself at the mercy of the unjust Court, and fight by using RICO, the very rules the

Court, its officers, are exempt from, do you not know Judges protect Judges and Lawyers

who play ball?? Yeah right on Mate, make a claim which you have no standing to raise

issues, because the courts are not Courts at all, but Foreign debt collectors, in State Capture

rules. More dripple from a manic depressed soul who either gets paid to write as a shill or is

just trying to convince the readers of “don’t bother it’s futile” attitude. Right on Mate we should

all go watch another Baywatch episode, or star search episode and have a cocktail, you’ll feel

better. Dude your writing offers nothing, and stands as obvious fear based thinking the Cabal

wants to promote. meaning you ideas offer nothing but more of the same. We all decide what

we believe in, and the collective belief prevails, the Cabal goes down, keep it up Karen.

Posted: Jun 09, 2014 01:36 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=352634)

witnessing injustice said:

@221 Johnny Kunitake, well, one sovereign citizen named Dennis Marx is in a hole, or soon

will be, unless his body is cremated. Is this your plan too Johnny? To go out in a blaze of

glory?

See, “Heavily armed ‘sovereign citizen’ killed in Georgia courthouse shootout”, June 6, 2014,

by By Terry Carter, ABA Journal Law News Now

http://www.abajournal.com/news/article/heavily_armed_man_killed_in_georgia_courthouse_s

hootout

“After an alert sheriff’s deputy confronted a heavily armed man in a gas mask outside a

Georgia courthouse this morning, the officer was wounded in the leg before other deputies

came out and shot the man dead, CNN reports.

Armed with explosives, gas or pepper grenades, and an assault rifle while wearing a

bulletproof vest and a gas mask, Dennis Marx had thrown “homemade spike strips” into the

roadway to stop traffic in front of the Forsyth County Courthouse as he was about to enter it.

Marx, said by a local law enforcement official to be part of the so-called “sovereign citizen”

movement of people who believe they are not subject to state and federal laws, was due in

court to face drug and weapons charges, the Atlanta Journal-Constitution reports in a timeline

account of events.

The AJC reports that Marx had previously sued the sheriff’s department over claims of

excessive force and illegal searches.

Marx was still in is car in front of the courthouse when confronted by the deputy. He shot

through his windshield at the officer and wounded him. Other deputies killed Marx in an

ensuing 90-second shootout.

“He came here to stay a while,” Sheriff Duane Piper said at a news conference. “[Marx] came

here for the purpose of occupying the courthouse, it appears.”” Also see:

ABA Journal: “‘Sovereign citizens’ plaster courts with bogus legal filings—and some turn to

violence”

Posted: Jun 09, 2014 07:54 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=352657)

johnny Kunitake said:

# 222Witness, your shill work is showing more evidence your a shill. lumping all sovereigns

as violent radicals so as to create sympathy, and a justified over reaction by the powers that

be . I do not believe in violence, nor do I know anyone who does. In fact I am in agreement

that more people have died by violence in the false flags Wako, ruby ridge, Boston,

911,Oklahoma, wars, meds by the powers that be, than sovereigns who submitted paperwork

to the Courts. Your obviously trying to paint the picture that all sovereigns are violent, which

is not true,

The story you posted is unrelated to anything I am aware of nor is the mans actions in the

story condoned. You have purposely chosen an isolated incident of desperate man, and used

it to get the readers to think all sovereigns are violent, Its pretty desperate of you witness.

Your Pysops serves no useful purpose in the debate to better understand the issues of the

overwhelming paperwork submitted to the Courts.

Your words indicate your a shill fearful of positive change, and thereby needing to control

through tactics in fraud.
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Posted: Jun 09, 2014 02:39 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=352705)

witnessing injustice said:

@223 Johnny Kunitake, your expressed belief that I am a “shill” or engaged in “pysops”

shows a defect in your reasoning ability. Let me assure you, I am not part of the

establishment. Furthermore, my comment referred to “one sovereign citizen named Dennis

Marx”. The operative word is “one”. I did not lump all sovereigns as violent radicals, you did.

I will lump a majority of sovereigns I have encountered on this ABA blog as lacking judgment

and reasoning ability. From what I see in the responses on this blog, underlying personal

issues and demons are an impediment to the success and happiness of many sovereigns.

I did not “purposely [choose] an isolated incident of desperate man, and used it to get the

readers to think all sovereigns are violent” I simply referred you to a related story on this blog.

Again, your comment shows a defect in reasoning , and paranoia.

This ABA article is an accurate portrayal sovereign citizens. I urge people, do not get involved

with sovereign citizens.

Posted: Jun 09, 2014 03:24 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=352720)

Johnny Kunitake said:

#224 It is flawed reasoning to suggest people who want positive change cannot obtain it,

history proves you wrong

It is flawed reasoning to suggest accepting status quo, History proves you wrong

It is flawed reasoning to continue to accept illegal foreclosures, corruption, and not take

action to make positive change. Again history proves you wrong.

Yet your mind has generated the reasons you have based your opinions on, but those you

offer, offer nothing to improve the situation, which tells the readers your real motive is to

continue helping the rent seeker, human energy harvesters, and that’s called a shill. I’m done

with you now.

Posted: Jun 09, 2014 04:29 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=352736)

Rick said:

whats funny about this stuff is that we re constantly told we do not have the ability to govern

ourselves but if we put our faith in the leader of one party or the other he can govern millions

of us

Posted: Jun 10, 2014 06:07 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=352851)

Rick said:

“A Canadian judge in Alberta in 2012 issued a very comprehensive decision (about 150

pages long) exploring the history of this sort of litigation. It’s Meads v. Meads, 2012 ABQB

571, [2013] 3 WWR 419. It’s at

http://www.canlii.org/en/ab/abqb/doc/2012/2012abqb571/2012abqb571.html

8.”....................too funny did you happen to check the result of the case ? The guy using

these tactics won the judge was pissed because of it and displayed his obvious bias . A

report out of the Ottawa Citizen written by a lawyer showed that Judges are often biased

against self reps they hate them she interviewed numerous Judges and lawyers and notes in

the article that there is an increase in the number of self reps and it will continue to rise. She

also points out that Judges did not sign up for this they signed up for the legalese banter

between debating friends in a court room setting . So if Canada has 2 official languages and

neither of them are spoken in a court room setting one could never understand the court

room theatrics on display and thus never be fully informed . Which leads to the point of

lawyers are in fact officers of the court their first obligation is to the court not their clients

Posted: Jun 10, 2014 06:17 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=352853)

Johnny Kunitake said:
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#227 Rick very interesting read, thanks for providing the information in this case.

I found this on suri juris website http://www.suijurisforum.com/meads-v-meads-t2978.html

also related to Meads v. Meads and Slamming the Courts with paperwork.

“Yes much of what I have seen online is quite crude, but I have followed and documented

several that have gone on to become very good… One now works for a constitutional firm in

Canada as a strategist and legal researcher. Some find they have an aptitude or interest in

legal matters quite by accident as a result of their beginnings as typical “freemen” – sort of

like a street level free law school of sorts. One that I documented sharpened his skills by

submitting countless motions for a relatively insignificant summary offense ( which he claims

he conjured for the purpose of getting an audience in court to practice his approaches ) At the

end of 26 months, 34 court appearances, 2 judicial complaints, 1 judicial recusal, 9 NOCQ’s,

4 judicial reviews, and a trail, he actually won the case on a stay and inevitably cost the Court

and Crown many thousands to prosecute the case. The Crown had actually pleaded with him

to give up – but he would not consent to any negotiation with the Crown … He wanted as he

said “the Justice to finish grading his papers” and “extract the maximum amount of free

learning” he could from his appearances in court. This man drafted and researched all of his

own motions and the first ones were absolutely terrible, but by the final NOCQ court motion,

the judge presiding the case actually had to commended him on how polished he had

become in both written and oral legal arguments ! It has actually been a really positive story !

Posted: Jun 10, 2014 05:51 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=352962)

witnessing injustice said:

@#225 Johnny Kunitake “It is flawed reasoning to suggest people who want positive change

cannot obtain it, history proves you wrong” Johnny, the rest of your post is equally bogus.

Just because you post a falsehood does not turn your fiction into truth.

Obviously you have a reading comprehension problem. I discussed at some length, and in

several posts, the successful American Civil Rights movement of Rosa Parks and Dr. Martin

Luther King, Jr. You did not respond. Nor did any of the other participants. I believe this

shows a degree of racism in America, no discussion of the successful American Civil Rights

movement in 225+ comments, a number of which seek political change.

In a rare case of agreement with B. Mcleod @66, I agree with his comment “From what I

have seen of these folks, they tend to be not among society’s net winners (so to speak).”

First, sovereign citizens have an opportunity to succeed in business as I did, or as Eric

Williams did, see Eric’s comment @96 “At that time I happened to be walking out to get in my

new Cadillac, to go call on potential customers. The agents were just then driving into the

parking lot of my furniture factory.”

Second, sovereign citizens do not build on the work of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. The

operative word is “work” of Dr. King. Sovereigns do not want to “work” within the system, so

they are doomed to failure.

Quoting B. Mcleod @66 “The “movement” seems to be a combination of classical grifting (as

some have noted above) coupled with a delusional alternate world view which they have

invented to help make believe they are socially relevant. If they can’t be winners in the real

world, they fantasize a world where they can imagine they have status.”

The comments @225 through 228 show a combination of bellyaching and ignorance of how

the legal system actually works. Sovereigns foolishly believe that if they just submit the right

paperwork to a court, legal victory is guaranteed. That rarely happens. The legal system is

based on professional relationships between the bench and the bar. You and me are not part

of that equation. Even certain disfavored lawyers are not part of that equation. Good concise

pleadings are important, but the miles of incoherent script posted above would rightly be

denied relief.

I wrote @131, “Opposition groups, including Sovereign Citizens, must win the hearts and

minds of the American Public. Unfortunately when the media portrays opposition groups

negatively, some of it deservedly, that turns the American People against such groups, and

against social, political and economic reform that might actually benefit them.”

Without public support, sovereigns are doomed to fail, or worse. The authorities will not

tolerate even a few rogue sovereigns who engage in violence on the courts. Sovereigns days

are numbered.

Posted: Jun 11, 2014 05:32 am CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=353117)

Karen Hudes said:
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@229 Witnessing, you have shown your true colors when you repeated your statement in

@131, to wit “Opposition groups, including Sovereign Citizens, must win the hearts and

minds of the American Public. Unfortunately when the media portrays opposition groups

negatively, some of it deservedly, that turns the American People against such groups, and

against social, political and economic reform that might actually benefit them.”

The mainstream media and at least 2/3 of the alternate media is owned lock, stock, and

barrel by “the network of global corporate control“ identified by Stefania Vitali, James B.

Glattfelder, and Stefano Battisto of ETH Zurich, published September 2011 available here:

http://arxiv.org/PS_cache/arxiv/pdf/1107/1107.5728v2.pdf

The sovereign citizens understand how the courts are really under military rule since 1861

https://s3.amazonaws.com/khudes/KAHudes1861.jpg The sovereign citizens are working

within this matrix of control to take back our legal system, and are supported in this endeavor

by the rest of the world. Our chances of success are 90-95%.

http://philosophyofmetrics.com/2014/02/18/sdrs-and-the-new-bretton-woods-part-

six/comment-page-1/#comment-584

Posted: Jun 11, 2014 10:30 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=353305)

Johnny Kunitake said:

re 229 Karen he is a shill, or a group of shills;

YOUR JUDGE’S and LAWYER’S SECRET OATH

Not to tell us the truth about the US Bankruptcy of 1933

What was the effect and the significance of Erie vs. Thompkins case decision of 1938? The

significance is that since the Erie Decision, no cases are allowed to be cited that are prior to

1938. There can be no mixing of the old law with the new law. The lawyers, who are

members of the American Bar Association, were and are currently under and controlled by

the Lawyer’s guild of Great Britain, created, formed, and implemented the new bankruptcy

law. The American Bar Association is a franchise of the Lawyer’s Guild of Great Britain:

http://www.apfn.org/apfn/secretoath.htm

and as a result of this information leaking out by retired Judges; the consequences are the

Courts now get overwhelmed with paperwork from Sovereigns, the phrase loose lips sinks

ships comes to mind

THE GREAT AMERICAN ADVENTURE

SECRETS OF AMERICA

[political history, government and law]

By: Judge Dale, retired

so is it Sovereigns to blame for overwhelming the courts with paperwork? Or one of the

Courts own former members who happen to let the cat out of the bag? The media, the

opinions shills and of those who are not informed of the dirty little secret that escaped, is

irrelevant to the truth.

Posted: Jun 13, 2014 07:43 pm CDT

| Flag this comment for moderation (http://www.abajournal.com/report_abuse/?comment_id=353898)

Commenting is not available in this channel entry.
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